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... the Quality Upgrade

IDE Hard Disc Storage solutions

Using advanced custom logic and the latest surface mount technology, we have created
some of the smallest, most integrated, and possibly the easiest to use IDE cards available.

Dual IDE sockets to connect up to four devices per card ♦ Drive cables as long as 2m
Flash ROM for easy software upgrading ♦ Support for up to 8 active partitions

8 Bit transfer rates up to 2.1Mb/s, 16 Bit up to 3.4Mb/s ♦ Built in VProtect, CDFS,
Syquest and ZIP drive support ♦ Rear panel mounted IDE socket for easy

connection to external devices ♦ Provision for drive activity LED
Modules can be added to ROM ♦ Requires no backplane for 305/310

Small card..

features
8 Bit mini-podule for A3000, A3010, A3020 and A4000 - £69 (incvat)

16Bitpodulefor300, A400/1, A5000, Rise-PC, A7000 - £52 (incvat)

Interfaces include IDE manager/partitioning software and machine specific IDE cable.
Custom cabling, backplates and drive mounting kits available separately.

Drives ranging from 170Mb to 16.8GB also available.

Whatever your machine, if it's memory or storage, choose
Simtec, the quality upgrade. A full range always in stock.

Every upgrade is fully tested before despatch
and carries our usual three-year warranty.

Prices include UK carriage and VAT @ 171/2%
Simtec

ELECTRONICS

Avondale Drive, Tarleton, Preston, Lanes PR4 6AX. Tel: 01772 812863
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Curriculum Training Associates
Dept. AU09, 168 Elliott St.

Ty^desley
Gtr Manchester

M29 8DSEMAIL: sales@cta.u-net.com http://www.cta.u-net.com Tel - 01942 511000 Fax - 01942 749325

PHOEBE 2100 (min. spec.) SA233,128MB, 8.4Gb Hd, 32x CD £100 deposit (£1495 +vat)

**** save Upt0 £500.00 on a SA RiscPC System, call for details ****

Mkminnnn Reserve
WrrluUUUyou,s 'or only
•^a i a a £100 inc.
CTA Min Spec. SA233, 128Mb mem,

8.4 Gb hard drive, 32x CD-ROM.
(machine specification may improve).

Base unit only (no monitor) £1495.00 + VAT
As above with 17" monitor £1645.00 + VAT

233Mhz RiscPC Offers

SUMMER DEAL NOW ON

e.g. RPC SA 2M+32MIV2.1G/32x CD
& 17" monitor for only £1149 + VAT

RPC SA base models from £854 inc VAT

AND we will match or beat your best offer

+ £200 OFF Part exchange onsome models
+ £ 150 OFF 468Dx 100onsome models

+ £50 OFF lot 28Kmodem on somemodels
Offerends 30thAugust1998

A7000 System Specials
A7000 8Mb /net base £449+ vat

A7000 8Mb/IGbHd base £449+vat

A7000 8Mb /net/14" mon £549+ vat

A7000 8Mb /IGb/14" mon £549+ vat

A7000 8Mb /net/Hd/14"mon £599+ vat

A7000+ System Offers
A7000 +16M / 1.2G / 8xCD /15" mon

& Stereo Spk lor only £969 inc VAT

RiscPC PC Cards
Willi RiscPCoi Separate!)

I)X2-6f> £149.00 inc VAT
DX4-100 £233.90 inc VAT

586-100 (Acorn) £350.99 inc VAT
586-133 (CTA) £350.90 ine VAT

586-133 (CJK 512) £350.00 inc VAT

Sale now on
Ex. VAT inc. VAT

£95.00 £111.63

£100.00 £117.50

£125.00 £146.88

£170.00 £199.75

CI 65.11(1 £19.3.88

£212.00 £249.10

£349.00 £410.58

£360.00 £423.00

£40(1.01) £470.00

£3611.1111 £423.00

£595.00 £699.13

£799.00 £938.83

£870.00£1022.00

£115.00 £135.13

£165.00 £193.88

£199.00 £233.83

£8.50 £9.99

MONITORS

14"SVGA0.28 (3yr on-site)
15"SVGA0.28 (Special)
15" SVGA 0.28 (3yr on-site)
15" SVGA 0.28 Multi-Media

17" SVGA Home Multimedia

17" SVGA0,28 (3yr on-site)
17" SVGA 0.25 (3yr on-site)
17" liyama Pro

19" SVGA 0.26 (3yr on-site)
20" SVGA 0.28 (Special)

21"SVGA0.25 (3yr on-site)
21"liyama Pro (A101GT)
21" liyama Pro (A102GT)
AKF18 Multisync
AKF53 Multisync (14")

\KF50 Multi-sync (14")
MultisyncA300/3000cable

THE BEST! PRINTER PRICES
i Please ringlor latest pricesI Ex.VAT Inc.VAT
CanonBJC80W portable col. £159.00 £186.83
Canon BJC 250 *»NKW*»A4 £84.00 £98.70

Canon BJC 620 colour A4 £185.0(1 £157.45

Canon OJC 4300 colour A4 £110.00 £129.25
Canon BJC 4650 colour A3 £227.00 £266.73
Photo drivers for 4200/4550 £58.72 £69.00

Epson Stylus 400 colour A4 £115.00 £135.13
BpsonStylus600Colour A4 CI49AK) E175.08
Epson Stylus 800 Colour A4 £230.00 £270.25
Epson Stylus 1520 Colour A3 £569.00 £668.58

IIP4110 I. "Special

HP 670C Colour

HP 690C Colour PLUS
IIP 890C Colour

HP LASERJET 6L
I IP LASERJET 6P

PHI I \

A4 £79.00

A4 £119.00

A4 £136.00

A4 £217.(X)

£249.11(1

£494.00
IVlT l>> l«'(11K-Sl"

£92.83

£139.83
£159.80

£254.98

£292.58

£580.45

IDE HARD DRIVES AND SUB-SYSTEMS WHY PAY MORE???
A3000/A3010 Hard drives A3020 Hard drives A4000/A5000/A400 RPC/A7000

Internal 60/85 Mb

Internal 170 Mb

Internal 340 Mb

Internal 512 Mb

Internal 850 Mb

Internal I Gb

Internal 2 Gb

Internal 3 Gb

Ex. VAT

£ 99

£109

£129

£139

£149

£159

£179

£179

Inc. VAT

£116.33

£128.08

£151.58

£163.33

£175.08

£186.83

£210.33

£210.33

External A3000 add £20.00 +VAT

includes CD ROM interface

85 Mb

170Mb

340Mb

512Mb

850 Mb •

1 Gb

2 Gb

3Gb !

Ex. VAT

£49

£59

£79

£89

£149

£159

£179

£179

Inc. VAT

£57.58

£69.33

£92.83

£104.58

£175.08

£186.83

£210.33

£210.33

ice For portioning

Ex.VAT Inc. VAT

420Mb* £76 £89.30

540Mb* £90 £105.75

700Mb* £93 £109.28

LOG I) -£110 £129.25

2.1Gb £130 £152.75

3.2Gb ::£ 140 £164.50

4.0Gb £155 £182.13
* inc. internal removable I ID &

CD ROM i/f

Forpartioning software only
deduct £25.00 + vat (29.38)

Ex. VAT

512Mb £65

1.2Gb

1.7Gb

2.1Gb

3.2Gb

4.3Gb

6.4Gb

8.4Gb

9.1 Gb

£70

£75

£85

£95

£105

£125

£160

£20(1

Inc. VAT

£76.38

£82.25

£88.13

£99.88

£111.63

£123.38

£152.75

£188.00

£235.00

£264.38

32 x

16x

12x

8x

IDE internal

£55.00 (£64.63

£45.00 (£52.:

£39.00 (£45.83)

£39.00 (£45.83)

£34.00 (£39.95)

" includes CD ROM intcrf;

software only deduct £25.00 + vat (29.38)

CD-ROMS
IDE external SCSI internal

£105.00 (£123.38) £80.00 (£94.00)

£95.00 (£111.63) £75.00 (£88.13)

£89.00 (£104.58)1 £55.00 (£64.63)^
£89.00 (£104.58) £45.00 (£52.:

£84.26 (£99.00) £34.00 (£39.95)

I2G 5.25 £225

SCSI external

£130.00 (£152.75)

£125.00 (E146.E

£105.00 (£123.38)

£95.00 (£111.63)

£84.26 (£99.00)
EXTERNAL IDE REQUIRE SUITABLE l/F

(3.5 driver £15+ vat) IDE int. fitting kit £5 inc.
EXT SCSI includes SCSI I cable, SCSI II cable
£5 (£5.B7) exlra. SCSI fitting kits from £10+ vat

SCSI HARD DRIVES
1.0Gb (New Stock) £80,00 (£94.00)
2Gb (limited Stock) El 15.00 (£135.13)
2Gb(7200rpm) £130.00 (£152.75)
4.3Gb (5400 or7200rpm)£ 170.00 (£ 199.75)
4.3Gb (lo.(xx)rpm) £385.00 (£452.38)

6.4Gb £240.00 (£282.00)
9.IGb(72()0ipni) £350.00 (£411.25)
9.1Gb lO.OOOrpm from£525.00 (£616.88)

REMOVABLE HARD DRIVES Panasonic PD / CD-ROM from £139.00 + Vat
IDE internal IDE external SCSI internal SCSI external Parallel PC/Mac Parallel ACORN

Zip 100 £79.00 (£92.83) £129.00 (£151.58) £100.00 (£117.50) £100.00 (£117.50) £100.00 (£117.50) £115.00 (£135.13)
Ezflyer 230 £100.00 (£117.50) £150.00 (£176.25) £100.00 (£117.50) £85.00 (£99.88) £100.00 (£117.50) £149.00 (£175.08)
Nomai 750 £165.00 (£193.6 £215.00 (£252.63)
Jaz 1Gb £189.00 (£222.08) £199.00 (£233.83) £239.00 (£280.83) £249.00 (£292.58)
Syjet 1.5G £219.00 (£257.33) £269.00 (£316.1 £219.00 (£257.33) £269.00 (£316.08) £279.00 (£327.83) £279.00 (£327.83)
Jaz 2Gb £360.00 (£423.00) £410.00 (£481.75) £360.00 (£423.00) £410.00 (£481.75) £450.00 (£528.75) £460.00 (£540.50)
»*REMOVABLEIDF.REQUIRE SUITABLEINTERFACE.. EXTERNAL SCSI INCLUDE SCSI I CABLE . SCSI II CABLE £5.00+VAT EXTRA

Removable Drive Media

lOOmbZip
Zip 5 pack
120nibl.St20

135 Syqucst
230 Syqucsl
270 Syquesi
650Mb Pan. PD
750Mb Nomai

Ex. VAT

£8.45

£38.30

£7.50

£21.00

£19.90

£33.00

£19.00

£38.00

Inc.VATI

£9.93

£45.00

£8.81

£24.68

£23.38

£38.77

£22.33

£44.65

Ex.VAT Inc. VAT

1Gb Jazz £58.00 £68.15
1.5Gb Syqucst £58.00 £68.15

CDR CD-ROM £1.28 £1.50

CDR 10 pack £10.00 £11.75
CDR 25 pack £21.28 £25.00
CDRAVCDROM £12.00 £14.10

CDR/VV 10 pack £ 100.00 £117.50

COLOUR SCSI SCANNERS
P'llel A4 600dpi inc Acorn s/w £99.00 (£116.33)
Mustek A4 600dpi inc Acorn s/w £119.00 (£139.83)
Mustek A4 1200dpiinc Acorn s/w £169.00(£198.58)
Imagemaster & Twainfor above £49.00 (£57.58)
Epson p'llel A4 600dpi inc Acorn s/w £170.00 (£199.75)
Epson SCSI A4 600dpi inc Acorn s/w€229.00 (£269.08)

Interface Adapters
Storm SCSI 8 bit (A30x0 int) £88.00 £103.40

StormSCSI 16bit (podule) £96.00 £112.80

Storm SCSI 32 bit (podule) £128.00 £150.40

Powertec SCSI3 32 bit (Pod) £155.00 £182.13

Simtec 8 bit (A3000/A3010) £55.00 £64.63

Simtec 16 bit (AX00/A5000/RPC) £42.55 £50.00

ADPL(ICS)16bitDMA £46.81 £55.00

RapIDE32 £119.00 £139.83

Removable IDE or SCSI Housing Unit £20.00 (£23.50)

6 Drive CD-ROM

SCSI Towers

<Sx B39.00 cxc.

16x £459.00 exc.

32x £579.00 exc.

StrongARM Special
Offer

£259.00 inc VAT

(with any Hard Drive /
Memory purchase)

FLOPPY DISKS @20p !!
Ex. VATInc.VAT

DD Re-labelAcornfmt 10pk £2.00 £2.35
DD Re-label Acorn fmt 100 pk £17.02 £20.00
DD Branded box10 pack £2.50 £2.94
DD Branded box IOx 10 pack £21.28 £25.00
HD Re-label Acorn fmt 10 pk £2.00 £2.35
HD Re-label Acorn fmt 100 pk £17.02 £20.00
HD bulk 10 pack £2.00 £2.35
HD bulk 100 pack £17.02 £20.00
HD Branded 10 pack £3.50 £4.11

2(1cap Disk Box £1.69 £2.00
40 cap Disk Box £2.54 £2.98

100 cap Disk Box £2.98 £3.50

CD-ROM WRITERS Digital Cameras
Ex VAT Inc VAT

QVI la (PC Software) £170 £199.75

QV11 a (Acorn SW) £260 £305.50
Qvlla/QvlOOs/wkit £96 £112.80

Casio QVI00a Digital Camera

Printer Ribbons, Inkjet Cartridges,
New/Recycled Laser Toner Carls

Prices available on request

v.-..
Prices

Start from

£185.00 +

2x6x Writer £185.00 (£217.37)
2x2x6x Re-Writer £230.00 (£270.25)

4x2x6x Re-Writer £275.00 (£323.13)
CD-BURN for above £50.00 £58.75

POWERED SPEAKERS
Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

50 watts with PSU £16.98 £19.95

240 mill "iiii I'St tUM H9M
Subwoofer system with I'SII £42.00 £49.35

PC s/w only t212.00 exc vat (£249.10
Acorn & PC s/w £340.00 exc

(£399.50)

We can repair/upgrade your machine(s)
and monitors at competitive prices

please ask
All Acorn's including BBCs & PCs



3 vr Warranty on ALL Acorn MEMORY •*» m More??
ACORN MEMORY RISC PC MEMORY

Ex. VAT Inc. VAT ringfor prices best in the Acorn World
4-8 MB Up. (A310,440,3000*) JJ £119 £139.83 Also FOR A7000 Ex.VAT Inc. VAT

4-8 MB Up. (A5000*) U £135 £156.62 4Mb SIMM £6.00 £7.05
*rcwork for A3000/5000/25mhz £25 £29.38 8Mb SIMM £12.00 £17.63
A3010 1-2MB Upgrade U £30 £35.25 16Mb SIMM £17.00 £19.98
A30I0 2-4 MB Upgrade(exch) U £49 £57.58 32Mb SIMM £29.00 £34.08

A30101-4MBUpgrade U £5') £69.33 32Mb HighClearance £49.00 £57.58
A3020/4000 2-4 MB Upgrade U £40 £47.00 64Mb SIMM £100.00 £117.50

A50002-4 MB Upgrade U £60 £70.50 128Mb SIMM . £212.00 £249.10
A3000 1-2 MB Non-Upgrade
A30002-4 upgrade(exchange) U

£20

£49

£23.50

£57.58 30/33 Mhz Arm 3 upgrade
A3000 1-4MB Upgrade U £59 £69.33 with FPA socket £125.00 inc
A3000 Serial Port Upgrade
A310 4Mb Upgrade U
A400/1 1MbUpgrade per meg U

£23

£59

£27

£27.03

£69.33

£31.73

with FPA 10 fitted £179.00 inc

RISCPC VRAM

Rise OS Carrier Board (A310) £20 £23.50 1Mb VRAM £38.30 £45.00

MEMC 1A upg (short supply) £45 £52.88 2Mb VRAM £76.00 £89.30

NKW** A540 4Mb £00 £116.33 1-2 Mb (exchange) £66.00 £77.55

NETWORKING

MICE & KEYBOARDS
Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

Acorn Original Mouse £25.00 £29.38

Acorn Replacement Mouse £12.00 £14.10

A7000LogHcc Mouse £15.00 £17.62

17000 Ergo Mouse tt5.no £17.62

BrgO(std) RiscPC Keyboard £21.28 £25.00

Ergo curved RiscPC K/board £29.79 £35.00

A4OO/A50OO replacement k/brd £69.00 £81.08

Archie Keyboard (high grade) £99.00 £116.33

DOOM TRILOGY

£32.50

Inc. FREE Doom

Secrets book.

Premier Quality Ink Refills
Single refills (1x22ml) £6.00 inc
Twin refills (2x22ml) £10.00 inc
Triple refills (3x22ml) £14.00 inc
Tri- Colour (C.M.Y) £15.00 inc
125 ml £21.00 inc

250ml £38.00 inc

500ml £50.00 inc

1 litre £70.00 inc

All sizes available in C.M.Y.K

ETHERNET INTERFACES
All elhernct i/fs etc are ANT Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

£104.58

£104.58

£116.33

£116.33

£116.33

£104.58

£116.33

A3000 int 10base2 or T, Access+ £89.00

A400 / A5000 10basc2 or T Acc+ £89.00

A400 / A5000 10base2 + T Acc+ £99.00
A3020 10base2Access+/extMAU £99.00

A3020 l0baseTAccess+/ext MAU £99.00
RiscPC/A7000 10base2orT Acc+ £89.00

RiscPC/A7000 I0base2 orT Acc+ £99.00

Cables
2M £4 £5.29

3M £6 £7.05

5M £7 £8.23

I0M £11 £12.93

20M £15 £17.63

Stale I0base2

or lObaseT

RiscOS 3.11
upgrades

£29.00 exc Vat

£34.08 inc Vat

Desktop FAX MODEMS
33600 Voice BABT approved £42.55 £50

55600 x2 US Robotics £118.30 £139

55600 Flex (Rockwell) £67.23 £79

ISDN modem (external) £169.36 £169

High speed serial cards from £92

ArcFAX£31 inc , Ant Inet £110.51 inc Vat

ACORN Joystick

adapters

£29.95 inc Vat
(please state model)

Alternative PC Base Units
Pentium from ONLY £249.00 + VAT

ring for latest prices.

NEW DEALS

Quake Resurrection £33.00

ARCSHARE

Acorn

networking for
PCs

£29.95 exc Vat

£35.19 inc Vat

see network section

for Cards and

cables

SYNDICATE
l-or all Acom

8Mb machines

Only
£28.00

INC

VAT

(All Prices below include VAT) THE BARGAIN BASEMENT PC cd-rom sale

Acorn Software Bin
10/10English £12.50
10/10 Dinosaurs £11.75

A3010JoystickControl £15.00
Acorn Pocket Book..Schedule £ 12.00

Acorn Pocket Book..A-linkUpgrade £10.00
Alone in the Dark £29.00

Aries (4 game pack) £20.00
Arm Tech Labeller £9.00

Bcebug Hard DriveCompanion £5.00
Birds of War £20.00
Boxing Manager £8.00
ChristmasClipart SG010 £10.00
ColourScp (Colour Seperation Soft) £8.00
Crcatcr2 £25.00

D'FileFont Pack (Academy) £10.00
D'File Font Pack (Balmoral) £10.00
D'File Font Pack (Commercial Script £10.00
D'FileFont Pack (FreeStyle Script) £10.00
D'File Font Pack (Manhattan) £ 10.00
D'File Font Pack (Mastercard) £10.00
D'File Font Pack (Old Towne 536) £12.00
DeskEdit £10.00

DesktopDatabase £15.00
DeskTopThesaurus £14.00
Diary + £9.00
Drifter £30.00

Fasi Word £8.00

F.asyFom3 £24.00
FIRE and ICE £15.00

Font Pack 1 (2 Disc Set) £10.00
Font Pack 2 (2 Disc Set) £ 10.00
KRAK(TorUPC and A7000) NEW £14.00
Galactic Dan £10.00

Game ON (for RPC) £15.00
Global Effect £25.00

Guile £10.00
HEROQUEST £15.00
Imagery An Package £25.00
Impression Borders Discs80 Chinese £10.00
Impression Borders Discs 80 Old Engl. £10.00
Jahangir Khan Squash £8.00
Joystick Controller Software A30I0 £15.00
KV ( Platform Game) £8.00
My WorldSupport DiscAncient Egypt £12.00
My WorldSupport Disc Ancient Greece £13.00
Nuclides II and Elements II £25.00

Quest for GOLD £9.00
Revelation 2 £29.00

Start Write £8.00

StrongGuard £25.00
Swiv (Budget Title) £9.00
Visual Backup £18.00
World Class Leaderboard (GOLF) £ 10.00
Zool(onHD) £10.00

Acorn CD-ROM Software
AcornReplayCD |bockin StockI £5.00
Creepy Crawlics £20.00
D'File PDCD 1.2.3 or 4 £5.00

D'File PDCD 5 £10.00

Hutchinson Encyclopedia £35.00
Image warehouse £20.00
TopicArt CD £10.00
YITM Electricity and magnetism £15.00
YITM Elements £15.00

YITM Materials £15.00

YITM (all three titles) £35.00

1/2 price (or kss) Book Bargains
Acorn RiscPC Guides £10.00

Dabhand Guide "Bugct DTP" £3.00
Dabhand Guide "C" ver 3 £8.50

Dabhand Guide "C" ver 2 £3.00

Dabhand "Graphics on the ARM £7.50

2nd User Acorn Software
Compression
Hearsay II
Pipedrcati) 4

£8.00

£20.00

£35.00

Various Hardware bargains
Panasonic PD scsi system int £139.00 £163.33
Panasonic PD scsi system cxl £199.00 £233.83
Pioneer SCSI 4x 6x slack exl £169.00 £198.58

Syquest1.5Gp'll port PConly £169.00 £198.58
Syquesi 230 EZfiycr (SCSI cxi) £85.00 £99.88

Oddments
A3OO0/A4O0 floppy i
A30x0/A4000/5000 I

A3000 bases from

Mouse pads from

486 PC buses from 8150 I

pp)

£29 £34.08
inew) £29 £34,08

£85 £99.88*

£0.75 £0.88

it from £249*

STAR LC10/20/100 colour ribbon £5.00

PC Utilities & Lannuagi

Incontexl Web Analycr

Incontexl Web Spider
LOTUS SMARTSUITE 97 FOR WIN 9

MICROGRAFIX DESIGNER

MS WORKS V2.0(Win 3.1 or 95)
MS WORKS V4.0

Photo Album maker

Photo Calendar maker

TURBO CAD

PC CD Business Tillies

(on CD ROM (incvat)

£10.00

COREL DRAW V4.0 CD

DATA CAD V5.0

Professor WINDOWS 95 (TUTOR)

£10.00

£25.00

£25.00

£10.00

£20.00

£10.00

£10.00

£15.00

£20.00

£20.00

£10.00

<T) Education / Multimedia/ Kids Titles for PC

3D Body adventure
FUN SCHOOL 5 (dreamland)
FUN SCHOOL young scientist
GLOBAL FRENCH

GCSE maths 97/98 curriculum

KIDS CAD

Kids /.oo A: 3D Dinasnurs

MATHS BY COLOURS

MS FINE ARTIST

SHOW & TELL (inc. free calculator)

CD Multimedia /Reference Titles for PC

£10.00

£10.00

£10.00

£10.00
£15.00

£10.00

£111.00

£10.00
£10.00

£15.00

3D Garden Designer £15.00
Androuie Roulerfindcr for UK £10.00

Atlas of Great Britain (Ordinance Survey) £15.00
HOME GARDNER CD £10.00

MS BASKET BALL £10.00

MS BOOKSHELF 94 £8.00

MSCINEMANIA94 £8.00

MSCINEMANIA95 £10.00

MS DANGEROUS CREATURES £ 15.00

MS ENCARTA 96 OEM £ 15.00

MS ENCARTA 97 OEM £20.00

MS Encarta 98 Encyclopedia £39.00 £45.83
MS JULIA CHILDS HOME COOKING £10.00

MS MUSIC CENTRAL £ 10.00

MS Magic School Bus £15.00
ROUTE M> (UK and Inland) £15.00
VISIONS OF MARS CD £10.00

CI) Angliii Multimedia Reduced to clear

Nelson and his Navy £15.00
Romans £15.00

Understanding (he Body £15.00
CD General Resource Titles Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

£20.00

£25.00

£10.00

35.000 Clip Art (WMF)
75,000 Clip An (WMF) & images
CORELARTSHOW4

Alone in ihc dark £10.00

Angel Devoid (4 cd MEGAgame) £15.00
DOOM II SECRETS book £10.00
EACOMPILATION CD (I0GAMES) £10.00

HERETIC (shadowof the serpent riders) £10.00
LITTLE BIG ADVENTURE £10.00

LOOM £10.00

MAGIC CARPET £10.00

MS GOLF V2 £15.00

MS HIVE £10.00

NASCAR RACING £10,00

RAC Rally £12.00
REBEL ASSAULT (Star Wars) £10.00
SLIPSTREAM 5000 £10.00

STELLAR 7 CD £10.00

PC CD-ROMS Buy 2 get one tree
20thCenturyAlmanac £5.00
BusyTown, triplelitis £5.00
Critical Path (inlcralivc game) £5.00
Dragon Lore (2cd games) £5.00
GUS GOES TO CYBERTOWN £5.00

HYPERBACKGAMMON £5.00

Iron Helix £5.00

MANTIS £5.00

MARIOS EARLY YEARS £5.00

MINERVA SHAREWARE. £5.00

NIGI IT OWL 18 shareware £5.00

Quantum Gate (Interactive Game) £5.00
Quicken for Windows (personal Accounts) £5.00
RAILROAD TYCOON (Three games) £5.00
San Diego Zoo . The Animals £5.00
SOFTKEY ENCYCLOPEDIA £5.00

Travel Companion £5.00
U.S. Interactive Alias £5.00
WING COMMANDER II £5.00

Windows 95 (Shareware CD) £5.00
WORLD ATLAS V5.0 £5.00

PC CD-ROMS Buy 2 get one free
DINE (the gameof the film) £10.00
Fl 17A FLIGHT SIM/ Phantom of the Opera £10.00
FIFA SOCCER £10.00

FX FIGHTER £10.00

KINGS QUEST VII CD £10.00
Lord of the Rings £10.00
MANTIS + Civilisation £10.00

MS GOLF £10.00

Read with Me l& 2 / Memphis Moths £10.00
siMcrry 2000 H0.00
SIM ISLE £10.0(1

UNDERSEA ADV/SPEED/SPACE £10.00

New list now Ready Please
Ask For Full List

MOW TOOUDKK

BY MAIL or PHONE: Cheques or P.O.sshould be
made payable to 'CTA DIRECT.

CREDIT CARD / SWITCH please give name,
address, lei. no, card no, expiry date, issue no. if any.

BY EMAIL: sales@cla.u-nel.com

OFFICIAL ORDERS by MAIL or FAX

Carriage diarizes inc. ins. .V packaging charged at cost
Small items UPTO £5 + vat

One box of items totalling tipto 25kg £6 + vat
Computer systems £12 + vat
All prices are correct going to press. E&OE
All goods are guaranteed but nol supplied on approval



news

No fear for the future
Chris Cox, head of Acorn's Workstations Division, issued a state
ment just as we were going to press commenting on the surprise
management upheavals reported last month. He says:

"Any anxious Acorn enthusiasts out there should rest assured
that these latest changes are a significant step in ensuring the long-
term viability of Acorn as a company, and therefore in our ongoing
commitment to product development and support.

'Acorn have a reputation for developing ground-breaking tech
nologies, which have many different uses, and in the past have
been guilty of trying to do too much. This has often led to industry
commentators, the media and even Acorn enthusiasts to question
the company's focus and commitment to their platforms.

'The appointment of David l.ee as CEO three years ago was the
first step in improving Acorn's focus. In establishing Acorn as a key

technology developer, David Lee concentrated the company on
their best asset - their technology - and the embodiment of this in
their products.

'Last month, Acorn took the next step forward by appointing
Stan Boland as CEO. He is aiming to focus in even further on
Acorn's key strengths, with a number of exciting strategic plans.
Under this phase in Acorn's evolution, the Workstations division is
as crucial an element of the business as ever before, and none of the
recent senior management changes have any bearing on any of the
existing plans for continued product development and distribution.

'Phoebe is still scheduled for public launch at Acorn World in
October, and continues to be previewed to a 'select few' until then.
So the key message to you all is: Rest assured, Acorn's future is
looking brighter than ever!"

Clan hits 6,000 members
It has been revealed that Clan Acorn, the
enthusiasts club for Acorn users, has passed
6,000 members and the rate at which new

members are being signed up has acceler
ated in recent months. This is probably in
anticipation of the arrival of Acorn's new
flagship computer,
the Phoebe 2100.

Clan members gain
certain benefits with

regard to finding out
about and eventually
owning a Phoebe
2100.

The Clan was

launched at Acorn

World 1994 and represents a unique club
among computing enthusiasts that allows
an effective, two-way channel of commu
nication between Acorn and their

dedicated users group. Clan members
receive early information about new
projects and technology in which Acorn
are involved.

Other benefits of membership include the
opportunity to acquire early product releases

as well as numerous special offers and
competitions. Feedback from members to the
company has often influenced the direction
of Acorn's technology. Fewother comparable
user groups can confidently claim they have
influence over the computer company with

which they are associated.
Chris Cox, head of Acorn's Workstations

division, which oversees the Clan, said:
"Acorn's relationship with their users is
probably unique among Hie computer
industry. We have always actively sought
out and genuinely valued the opinion of
our users and today's announcement that
the Clan is bigger than ever is testament to
the close relationship we have enjoyed

Epson join the megapixel
resolution club
Lpson are not just printer makers - they're
also dedicated players in the digital still
camera market and have just introduced
their first camera to break into the

megapixel resolution club, whose
members currently include Kodak and
Olympus.

The new Epson PhotoPC 700 camera
offers a true 1280x960 pixel resolution. A
novel feature of the PhotoPC 700 is its

Direct Print feature, enabling the camera
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to print directly to an Epson Stylus Inkjet
printer without the need for a host
computer. All printing functions in this
mode are displayed on the camera's LCD
screen and controlled from the camera

itself.

You can also hook the PhotoPC 700 up
to a TV for a slide show of stored images.
An optical zoom lens is not featured in
the PhotoPC 700, however the lens is said
to be a high-quality glass design, with

with our users over the years. It also
demonstrates the Acorn users' faith in our

company and our products. 1 have no
doubt that one day we shall be announcing
a 10,000 strong membership."

The quarterly Clan newsletter, sent to all
members, provides
plenty of information
on a variety of Acorn-
related subjects. These
topics are designed to
interest those who are

programmers and
those who simply
want to know about

future events.

New members receive a pack containing
up-to-date information about Acorn and a
bundle of Clan goodies including T-shirt,
mouse mat, Clan badge and utilities disc.
Membership only costs a one-off charge of
£15.

Credit card payments can be taken on tel:
01223-725282, or you can send a cheque to:
The Clan, Acorn Computers Ltd, 645
Newmarket Road, Cambridge, CBS 8PB.

auto-focus. Exposure compensation
controls and macro close-focus mode are

included, as is a continuous shooting
option.

The Epson PhotoPC 700 has a recom
mended price of £500. Several Acorn
developers support the earlier Epson
cameras, so it shouldn't be long before the
700 gets RISC OS support. Contact Epson
UK on tel: 01442-227246, WWW:
http://www.epson.co.uk



news

ARMs to dominate?
Chip-maker Cirrus Logic, who have a long rela
tionship with ARM (they make the ARM7500 as
used in the Acorn A7000 family as well as the
version of the ARM for the Psion Series 5 pocket
computer), have applied ARM processor core tech
nology in a new chip which integrates all the
components necessary to manage the functions of
a hard disc drive.

The 3CI chip combines channel, controller and
microcontroller integration in one IC, and Cirrus
claim that the new chip will give much improved
hard drive performance which will be a benefit to
PC users in the near future.

Lucent Technologies, an off-shoot of the giant
AT&T group, have joined Cirrus Logic in backing
an open standard for hard disc controller technol
ogy, of which 3C1 is an example. This is not the
first time that ARMs have been used for control

ling hard discs - IBM have been using ARMs for
their high-performance SSA hard discs for big
server systems for some time. ARM have a large
minority share holding in a Silicon Valley
company called Palmchip, who are developing
ARM-based disc controller solutions.

The 3CI chip include a number of hard disc
functions in addition to the ARM processor
core, including a partial response maximum

likelihood (PRML) read-channel, an Ultra DMA
33 disc controller for boosted burst-mode data

transfer. Cirrus Logic are so confident that they
will establish a new standard for hard disc

controller design that Chris Russell, director of
marketing at Cirrus Logic Europe, said that he
thought that the cost benefits and design flexi
bility of ARM architecture are such that within
five years the entire HDD industry would adopt
it as its programming environment.

There has been some Press speculation that ARM
are working on a 64-bit version of their processor
core which could be announced at the

Microprocessor Forum in Autumn this year,
though ARM's VP for Europe, Pete Magowan, told
Acorn User that this was a rather optimistic
suggestion, though didn't rule out a 64-bit design
in the more distant future.

Meanwhile, ARM have done a deal with

National Semiconductor to produce a 'synthesis-
able' version of their ARM core. This is a version

of the ARM core which can be conveniently
programmed into new designs and production
processes. The conventional method for doing
this involves a lot of expensive and lengthy hand-
optimisation; it's a bit like comparing machine
code programming with compiling C code.

Photo-real printers support
As illustrated by our current rolling feature on
printers, the hot trend in inkjet printers is photo
realistic printing enabled by using intermediate
shades of the primary ink trio - cyan, magenta
and sometimes yellow.
Canon started the trend

off a couple of years
ago, but now most of
the major printer play
ers in the inkjet arena
offer multiple ink
photo-real options,
notably Epson, Canon
and Lexmark.

The technology
behind photo-real
drivers is not trivial

and it's not too surpris
ing to find that Acorn
and third-party devel
opers have taken their
time to embrace printers supporting photo-real
inks. Now, the wait seems to be finally over.
Spacetech have announced they have produced
a new version of PhotoLink which supports
printers using up to six inks and uses an entirely
new algorithm for rasterising bitmap printer
dumps.

This results in improved quality printouts, and
more economic use of photo-real inks as well as
improved performance on glossy paper. The
excellent Epson Stylus Photo printer is the first to
benefit from Spacetech's new drivers apart from

Canon's RJC-4200, BJC-4300, RJC-4550, BJC-4650
models. Work is also progressing on Canon's new
technical tour de force, the BJC-7000.

Spacetech's new printer drivers make use of the
same Colour Man

agement System
(CMS) normally
found in PhotoDesk

to produce high-
quality four-colour
separations from
the output of
any RISC OS
application.

Included with

the printer driver is
a calibration utility
to allow the

experienced user to
manipulate the
colour interpreta

tion of the applica- tion. PhotoReal is supplied free
of charge when bundled with a printer purchased
from Spacetech. Otherwise, it is available for £69
inc. VAT to users who have already purchased a
supported printer elsewhere. Upgrades at reduced
prices are available for existing customers.

For more information, contact Rachelle Smith at
Spacetech's new address: Spacetech Ltd, 1 The
Courtyard, Southwell Business Park, Portland,
Dorset, DT5 2JS, tel: 01305-822753, fax: 01305-
860483, e-mail: rachelle(«>spacetech.co.uk WWW:
http://www.spacetech.co.uk

eMate Connectivity
Although the Apple Newton family

may, technically, be dead - there
won't be any new developments of

the ARM-based personal digital

assistant (PDA) since Apple's Steve

lobs closed the Apple subsidiary

responsiblefor Newton- interest
remains strong.

Xemplar, the educational
computing business jointlyowned
with Apple by Acorn,stillplan to ship
as many eMates into schoolsas they

can get their hands on, hence the

announcementbyAvie Electronics of
an eMate Connectivity software suite.

Aimed at the eMate 300, the

software allows documents stored

on the eMate to be transferred to

the Acorn desktop. Document

formats are converted into a usable

format, being plain text, RTF or CSV.

The software supports any Newton

running NOS 2.1.TheAvie
Electronics' website is at

http://www.avie.co.uk/connectivity

3rd Scottish Show
The third annual Scottish Acorn

Computer Show will take place on

Sunday 8 November1998from 10am
until 5pm at the Glasgow Marriott

Hotel, Argyle Street, Glasgow.
According to organiser RobertTodd,
the show will highlight the new

Phoebe 2100, which should be

shipping by then, as well as Acorn

NC developments.

The official show website is at:

http://www.tecs.co.uk/sacs/ More
information isavailable by e-mailing

sacs@tecs.co.uk Exhibitors should

contact Robert Todd at Todd

EducationComputer Services, Acorn

DealersScottishShow Organiser,Tel:

0141-6444952, e-mail: info@tecs.co.uk,

Web: http://www.tecs.co.uk

Free AntSuite fixes
Paul Vigay has released version 1.10

of his freeware AntUtils package.

Paul says this adds a number of
useful utilities to the AntSuite

including automatic timed mail and
news fetches and a fix for the

infamous DLL crashing on

connection problem, plus a number

of other useful functions.

You can download AntUtils 1.1

from the Web at: http://www.
interalpha.net/customer/pvigay/
shareware.html
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Have Psion trumped Acorn's RTOS?
Acorn's plans for their 21st century real-time
operating system (RTOS), code-named
Galileo, took a severeset-back recently when
Psion announced that their own EPOC OS,
co-incidentally ARM-based and used in the
Psion Series 5 pocket computer, would lie at
the heart of a new company backed by no
less than the top three mobile phone makers.

The new company, Symbian, sees arch
Nordic rivals, Nokia and Ericsson, join
forces with the Psion. To underline the

importance of the alliance, Motorola have
signed a memorandum of understanding to
join the group at a later date.

Symbian's primary aim is to establish
new mobile product categories, license
wireless software across the industry and

drive forward open standards for wireless
information devices. In many ways, this
was Acorn's plan for Galileo as well.

Psion, whose shares soared upon release
of the news, will own 40 per cent of
Symbian, while Ericsson and Nokia will
each own 30 per cent. Symbian's CEO,
Colly Myers, commented: "We plan to
establish EPOC as the de facto operating
system for mobile Wireless information
devices and further drive innovation and

market growth."
Symbian is the direct product of the accel

erating convergence of mobile telephony
and computing, ably demonstrated by
Philips' Synergy Ilium hybrid mobile phone
and pocket computer/organiser, which

MS Word 8 importing
is easy with EasiWriter
The Acorn South East Show in Stevenage at including
the end of June was the launch pad for the ments. Th
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drag and drop linking of docu-
e addition is a product of Icon

technology's involvement in
Acorn's NC efforts - Icon

Technology provides a tailored
version of EasiWriter which is

built in to Acorn's NC operating
system and Acorn required file
compatibility with popular PC
applications, like MS Word.

Contact Icon Technology
Limited at Church House,
Church Street, Carlby, Lines,
PE9 4NB, tel: 01778 590563, e-
mail: mike@iconsupport.
demon.co.uk WWW: http://
www.iconsup port.demon.
co.uk/

An MS Word document before

(below)and after been imported
into RISC OS (left)

latest versions of Icon

Technology's EasiWriter and
TechWriter wordprocessors.
The main enhancement to

both is that they can import
documents created by the
current version of Microsoft

Word (version 8.x) which is
widely used by PC users as it is
a major component of
Microsoft Office 97. This is in

addition to the existing import
and export of Word 6 & 7.

Also being seen for the first
time is improved HTML i/o
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already uses the EPOC operating system.
Acorn have been developing Galileo from
scratch for over a year as a robust, compact
and technically cutting edge multi-tasking
real-time operating system. Galileo promises
to be a technically better product than EPOC
- after all it's a newer development, but
EPOC has started the race while Galileo is

still in the pits with its engine in bits.
Nokia are said to be standardising on

ARM processors for their mobile phones
and Galileo could have been a prime candi
date for Nokia. However, there is still hope
- Galileo is designed to be portable, so it is
not ARM-dependent and Galileo still has a
chance of establishing itself in other areas,
like digital TV set top boxes and NCs.

Rhyme and analogy
software

Sherston Software and Oxford University
Press are taking their successful multimedia
educational software partnership to a new
chapter with the launch of Oxford Reading
Tree Rhyme andAnalogy Activity Software.

Sherston point out that there is an increas
ing emphasis on phonics in literacy and the
new product was developed to be a valuable
addition to primary school software libraries.
The software is based on the Rhyme and
Analogy strand of the well-established
Oxford Reading Tree Reading Scheme, and has
been developed with an emphasis on phono
logical awareness,particularly that of rhyme.

The package includes two CD-ROMs;
volume A, which will be launched in

September and volume B, which is sched
uled to be available early in 1999. Each
volume will contain 18 talking activities
combining colourful graphics, speech,
animation and sound-effects covering the 48
rhyme families from the scheme.

Lou Honham, Sherston's Education Director,
commented: "We are very proud of this new
product. Not only does it look great and
provide fun activities, but since it is based on
Educational Psychologist, Professor Usha
Goswami's well-respected research we know
it has the highest educational pedigree. It
should be a very useful tool for teachers in
the push towards improvement in literacy
that they are working so hard to achieve."

Oxford Reading Tree Rhyme and Analogy
Activity Software packs will be available for
£40 + VAT in single user site licence form,
while multi-user packs are also available.

Contact Sherston Software at Angel
House, Sherston, Malmesbury, Wilts SN16
OLH. Tel: 01666 840433, fax: 01666 840048,
e-mail: info@sherston.co.uk WWW: http://
www.sherston.com/



ON SELECTED RISC PC PACKAGES ONLY UNTIL 30th SEPTEMBER '98

For full details of this exceptional

offer visit your local Acorn dealer or

call your nearest Acorn Centre of

Technology on 0990 329070.
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ESP MIDI and Sound
Programmer's Guide
Ifyou have hankered after

exploring your musicaltalents on

computer, Derbyshire-based ESP

have produceda guide to help you
on your way.

The MIDIand Sound

Programmer's Guidecontains full

programming information on MIDI

(Version 5),MIDISupport,
SharedSound, RealTime, MIDIPlay
and SamplePlayer. It alsocontains
SWI and *Command details for each

module and someexamplecode.
It covers information required for

high levelactivities suchas playing
MIDI or Sample files, as well as low

levelprogramming suchas writing
MIDISupport driversand sample
effectsdrivers.The priceis £15-
more details are on the Web at:

http://www.cybervillage.co.uk/aco
rn/esp/ or write to: ESP, 21 Beech

Lane, West Hallam, Derbyshire,

DE76GP, tel: 0115-944 4140 fax:

0115-944 4150 or e-mail:

sales@exsoftpr.demon.co.uk

Power-tec is Year
2000 OK
Alsystemsannounced that their

customers need not fear from any

consequences of the dreaded Year

2000 bug. A statement from the

company states that their Power-

tec productswill function correctly
untilyear 2038.

IBackUp is the only Power-tec

application that makes any real use

of dates, which are stored in UNIX

time format, i.e. seconds from 1970

and will not be affected byany
date problemsuntilyear 2038.
Theflash ROM reprogramming

functionof IPowerMgr, which
stores 'old' flash ROM image

names in a date format are based

on a date stored inside the image

and so will not be affected. All

other timing dependent code uses

the MonotonicTime function from

the OSand thus has no year 2000

dependencies.

Further technical information is

available from Neil Farnham-Smith,

technical support engineer at

Alsystems,via e-mail at:

neil@alsystems.co.uk WWW:

http://www.alsystems.co.uk
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New features for Desklock
iSV Products have responded to their customers'
feedback and released an improved version of
Desklock, the password protection utility origi
nally launched earlier this year at the Wakefield
show.

iSV say Desklock has proved to be very popular,
but a couple of users asked for some extra features

and these have been added. The new version now

prevents obey files from being run when double-
clicked. It also Blocks the AddTinyDir star

command. iSV say they have also taken the
opportunity to add a few new features of their
own which tighten DeskLock even further.

This new version (1.12) can be obtained free of
charge by returning the old master disc to iSV
along with a stamped addressed envelope. A
demo version can be obtained from the Web at:

http://members.aol.com/isvproduct/ Contact iSV
Products at 86 Turnberry, Home Farm, Bracknell,
Berks, RG12 8ZH, tel: 01344-455769.

CDPSFiler gets fourth release
PEP Associates have produced a fourth beta
release of their CDFSFiler system. It had been
expected that the third beta release would be the
last, however, it was discovered that using this
CDESFiler with Cumana's SCSI II card caused seri

ous system failure, so it was felt that it would be
better to keep CDFSFiler at the beta stage until the
problem could be resolved.

The latest bugs to be fixed include register
corruption problems with the CD Audio Support
module and problems with the database DLL not
recognising all of the audio tracks. Some new
features and other changes have also been intro
duced. These include an additional menu option

from the play window which leads to a submenu
listing the track titles (or numbers if no titles are
available).

Choosing an entry causes that track to start
playing. In addition to dropping SmartCD cata
logue files onto the play window, CDFSFiler
will now accept text files that consist of a disc
title string followed by a track title string for
each track. CDFSFiler beta 4 can be downloaded

from the PEP Associates website at:

http://www.pep-assoc.co.uk/ This beta release
will now expire on October 1 1998. Contact
PEP Associates Support at PO Box 62, Fordham,
ELY, Cambs, CB7 5ZD.

Find file upgrade
Credit where credit is due, one of the more
useful features of Microsoft Windows 95 is its

FileFind functions. Of course, there is a similar
FileFlnd utility for Acorn users and it's from ID
Software in Germany. Version 1.24 (04 Jul 1998)
of FileFind for RISC OS is now available from ID

Software's website at http://www.id-
software.co.at

The FileFind utility is used for finding files
and contents of files. It searches recursively into
the specified directory (and archives) for the
given filename. With the latest version you can
search for contents using conditional operators
like AND, OR and NOT, save search results, save

and load options, use wildcards for filenames
like "id*ware" and show search results in a

separate window.
This program is most useful when used with

an editor which supports throwback. The
search results will be shown inside the editor

from where you can open the files directly.
FileFind is Shareware with a registration fee of
a tenner.

ID-Software, Ing. Gerald Hartmann,
Wilhelminenstr. 126, A-1I60 Wien, Germany,
tel: (+43) 1489 91 580, fax: (+43) 1489 91 589, e-
mail: office@id-software.co.at, WWW:

http://www.id-software.co.at



news

Complications of Biblical
proportions

The headache of copyright legality and associ
ated procedures isn't exempted from religious
circles. ExpLAN, who produce the HolyBible
software package for the Acorn platform, have
been wrestling with a complicated tangle of
copyright issues involving Church House
Publishing. An ExpLAN statement has been
issued to give a definitive explanation of what
has been going on:

"The CofE Liturgy is currently published by
Church House Publishing as a standalone prod
uct for PCs called 'Visual Liturgy'. The content
has been compiled as a module for use within
ExpLAN's HolyBible software on the Acorn plat
form, but this module is currently unavailable
for purchase. Following a meeting between
ExpLAN (representing the Christian Acorn
Users Group) and Church House in London on
Friday 26 June, a strategy for its release has
been proposed: They have issued a formal
announcement which was given at the Acorn
S.E. Show on 27 June.

'It reads: 'Church House Publishing are
actively pursuing the proposal that it publishes
modules for ExpLAN's HolyBible software. This
will allow Acorn users access to the ASB and

Common Worship lectionaries and also similar
amounts of authorised C of E liturgy that
appears in Visual Liturgy.' It is clear at this
stage that it will not be called Acorn Visual
Liturgy and we hope to have more news during
the summer once copyright and other legal
issues have been cleared. To clarify this, the
title 'Visual Liturgy' and the computer code
bearing this name are subject to copyright, and
are not wholly owned by Church House
Publishing.

'The liturgical content is licensed for use
within Visual Liturgy (only). Since the
HolyBible module must now be re-named, it
cannot be covered by the existing licence
agreements.

'This licensing work will therefore be
repeated for the new module. Further
announcements on this subject will be made by
the Christian Acorn User Group. Those wishing
to join the group and be kept informed should
contact the organiser, Rev Colin Randall at
carandall@argonet.co.uk."

ExpLAN Computers Ltd, PO Box 32,
Tavistock, Devon PL 19 8YU, tel: 01822 613868,

e-mail: explan@explan.demon.co.uk

New products/upgrades
Product New features-product details Price Contact

Bombzll * Puzzle game for Acorn
machines running RISC OS 3 and
above ' WIMP level designer and
import/export tools included

Special price of
£8

(until 1 Sept 98)
Chqs & POrders

Wag Software
5 Queens Close. East Markham, Nr

Newark. Notts. NG22 OQY

Words and Pictures

Alphabet CD-ROM
*Complements the BBC Schools
TV programme for KS1 English
" Explores and teaches the
complete alphabet * Interactive
story games and activities for
each letter" Supports current
literacy initiatives

£34 ex VAT Logotron
Tel: 01223-425558

E-mail: info@logo.com

Price reductions at
Yellowstone

* Price reductions of components
mean great savings on some
products * Contact Yellowstone
for details of other reductions

Example prices:
RaplDE32 now

£119.95

DeskTV now

£209.00

Yellowstone Electronic Solutions Ltd

Tel: 01582-584828

E-mail: sales@yellowstone.co.uk

Dr Smiths Professional C

Development Toolkit release
1.55

" Suite of utilities for users of

Acorn C v4 and above ' Includes

MemCheck, HierProf and various

C utilities " Latest release solves

problems of use with C v4 and
speeds up MemCheck * Adds
support for Module and C++ code

Upgrades form
previous

professional
versions are free.

Upgrades from
standard version

cost £20 - VAT

Warm Silence Software

Tel: 0585 478642

E-mail: info@wss.co.uk
WWW: http://www.wss.co.uk/
(demo copy available from website)

MasterClips Collection • Collection of 303.000 images
over 20 CDs " Variety of formats
incl WMF. TIFF. JPEG. GIF

' Includes PD image conversion
software

£59.99 inc VAT ESM Computers Ltd
Tel: 0191-584 5834

E-mail: esmsales@argonet.co.uk

Acorn drivers for SyQuest
SparO parallel port drive

*The SparO drive is a 1Gb
removable drive unit * Easy to
install using Cumana's IBootPP

£199 + VAT

IBootPP alone

costs £60 + VAT

Cumana

Tel: 01279-730900

E-mail: sales@cumana.co.uk

Panasonic PD/CD parallel
port drive

* Combines a 650Meg cartridge
removable drive unit + 6x CD

drive * Easy to install using
'BootPP

£299 * VAT

(Drive, cable.
s'ware and

cartridge)

Cumana

Tel: 01279-730900

E-mail: sales@cumana.co.uk

Skullsoft are on

the Web
Skullsoft's Chris Egan has contacted

Acorn User to remind readers that

we omitted their website address in

last month's news pages. The URL is

http://www.eganc.demon.co.uk/
skullsoft/

Acorn and TechWriter
help net award
Bill Richardson, a teacher at the Elgin

Academy in Scotland, has just been

awarded an MBE. So what you may
think? Well read on.

Acorn and Icon Technology can

justly claim to have made a small
contribution to this MBE as

Richardson earned the accolade

through his work in promoting

mathematics in education and

publishing the Mathematical
Society's Mathematical Gazette-

using Techl/l/r/terand an Acorn of
course.

The publication is a heavyweight

tome (the current issue is 512 pages
long) and is, according to Icon

Technology'sMikeGlover,
beautifully and professionally
produced. The books are output in
PostScript to a Zipdrive which is

then sent by courier to a printer in
Leicester, ironically, not far from

where Icon Technology are based.
Copies of the Mathematical Gazette

are distributed all around the world.

PD spreadsheet
Tim Dilkshas produced a public

domain spreadsheet program for

RISC OS. According to Timthe

program makes full use of the RISC

OS outline font system and has quite

an advanced system of functions for
manipulating data to work out

things like standard deviation, etc.

Version 0.80 is available from Tim's

website, although he admits there
are a few bugs in this version.
Version 0.81 may well be available
instead by the time you read this.
Tim's website is at:

http::/www.compsoc.man.ac.uk/~tjd

Contacting me
Youcan contact the news page by

writing to me Ian Burleyat the
usual Acorn User address or

by e-mail: aunews@idg.co.uk

September 1998 Acorn User
http://www.idg.co.uk/acornuser/
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ifi Showroom open Mon-Sat 10-18.0^lv'r^ (All prices INCLUDE VAT) Carriage not included

RiscOS Computer Systems
lyr warr.Carriage included on computers. All machines aresingle slice. Backplanotilledlo 10M/34M Ris/.<-fj

233MHz StrongARM now fitted to all RiscPC Computers.
Computer Model with 14" (Samsung) 17"(VMastr) No Monitor

';
spCom ISDN LAN Modem £325c

Connect up to 4* computers2 to the Internet with
just ONE single ISDN dial-up3 internet account!
This amazingly easy to use unit is suitable for RiscOS, PC, Mac & Unix
computers and compatible with BT ISDN/HomeHighway services. It provides
- 128kbps Multilink PPP ISDN with compression & PAP/CHAP security.
- A FOUR* port 10BaseT Hub for networking to each computer2.
- TWO analogue telephone ports for standard telephones, faxes & modems.
- DHCP Server for automatically configuring computers for the network.
- Built-in Web server for configuration & diagnostics from a conn'd computer1.
- Built-in DNS server.

- Flash upgradeable for user-installable future firmware upgrades.

Acorn NC 16MB(1OBaseT) with Mse/Kybd £460

A7000+8MHD1.2Gb
A7000+ 8MHD1.2Gb+8xCD
A7000+ 8MHD1.2Gb+24xCD

£915

£965
£985

RiscPC SA233 4MHD1.7(srpzoa) £1029
RiscPC SA233 4MHD1.2+8xCD(srp2d £1040
RiscPC SA233 4MHD1.7+24xCD(srp2oa,cd)£1079
RiscPC SA233 10MHD1.2+8xCD (srp26A) £1355
RiscPC J233 34MHD1.7+24xCD(srp4d £1455

£700

£1160

£1210

£1230

£1274

£1285

£1324
£1600

£1700

£330

£785
£835

£855

£899
£910

£949
£1225

£1325
Ring us now for further information.

RiscPC J233 includes the Acorn J233 Internet software pack
comprising IBrowse, RisCafe JAVA & OmniClient II

Add £50 to 14" (Samsung) prices for Samsung 15" Monitor instead.
Add £25 to 17" prices for VisionMasterPro instead of VisionMaster

Check out the amazing savings on the following options
when you purchase a RiscPC computer.

Acorn 486DX-100 MHz PC Card £58
Acorn 5x86-100 MHz PC Card £146
Acorn 28.8k Internal Modem £58
(A backplane for the modem will be included free of charge for the SRP20A)

Receive a discount of £200 when you Trade-in ANY
computer including BBC Micro's, Electron or XT PC's etc
when you purchase a RiscPC SRP26A or SRP41 RiscPC.
Interest Free Finance on Acorn computers -
NO deposit & 6 interest free monthly payments.
Loans from £700(min) - £3000. Subject to status.
You must be a member of Acorn Clan to qualify for the above offers, £15 to
join. The above offers are valid from 1st July - 30th September 1998.

• - Expandable to support up to 10 Computers.' - A JavaScript enabled Web browser is required for access to Web Server
•" - Each connected computer must be equipped with a 10BaseT network card.' • ISDN line and ISP account not included.
NOTE - PSU. Network cabling tor ONE computer and ISDN Cabling is included with the unit.

PHoeee
Z 1 D •

£1750 Inc.
(without monitor)

PLUS an incentive which will be
decided at the time of supply

Minimum Specification
233MHz StrongARM, 32Mb EDO RAM,
4Mb EDO VRAM, 6.4Gb HD, 32x CD-

ROM, 4 PCI slots, 3 Podule slots,
Mini Tower Case. RiscOS4.

We are taking advance orders now.
A deposit of £100 is required which is
registered with Acorn Computers Ltd.

JazZip Tools £17a
(free if purchased with drive)

JazZip provides you with a complete set of
RiscOS tools for Jaz/Zip drives which are
equivalent to those provided with the PC DOS
utilities that are provided with Iomega drives. Req-f
uires a driver for parallel use. Features include;
• Password protection of discs using the standard

Iomega protection featureswhich are compatible!
across RiscOS. PC and Mac platforms.

• Lock/unlock zip/jazdiscs with/without passwords
• Unlock zip/jaz discs until next ejected from drive
• Low Level format zip/jaz discs.
• Initialise zip/jaz discs for RiscOS or DOS.
• Unprotect the Tools disc

New Software Releases
DOOM Trilogy for RiscOS £30a
- A5000 - RiscPC with 8Mb RAM & CD-ROM

Syndicate* for RiscOS £27a
- A5000 - RiscPC with 8Mb RAM & CD-ROM

Ankh for RiscOS £23a
- RiscOS >=3.1 with 4Mb RAM, VGA & CD-ROM

Frak for RiscPC £14a
- RiscOS >=3.5 with 4Mb RAM & VGA

It, Mail Order - 0161-474 0778 (All prices INCLUDE VAT) The lowest prices without compromise

Monitors (Carriage £10) I RiscPC Upgrades

Samsung 14" Monitor £130
FST. 0.28" dp. 1024x768, 30-54kHz &pre-sets.

Samsung 15" Monitor £180
High spec FST Tube with 0.28' dot pitch

llyama VisionMaster 17" £375
High spec FST Tube with 0.26" dot pitch

lly VisionMaster Pro 17"£400
'nry High spec Diamondtron tube. 0.25" slri

ng prices strictly wh

RiscPC/A7000 SIMMS

16Mb £20a|32Mb £35a
64Mb £120a|128Mb£Calla
RiscPC VRAM
1Mb2nduser£35a2Mb £88a
1-2Mbu/g (exchange) £65a
Call for details of memory for other models.

nves/lnterfaces+
:arr.: n=E2, b=£

Hard Drives
Quantum 2.1Gb IDE £105b
Quantum 5.1 Gb IDE £140b
IBM 540Mb SCSI £120b
Cheetah 4.5Gb SCSI £520c
Cheetah 9.1Gb SCSI £830c
lO.OOOrpmCheetah drives uselul lor VideoDsk

Interfaces/Cables

Simtec IDE Interface £65a
Supports up to 4 AT devices including Hard
Drives, CD-ROM drives and zip drivos.

Cumana SCSI II £155b

Hflifi
Internalnternai uu-hum urives

Panas'c 24xCD ATAPI £60c
Toshiba 32x CD SCSI £100c
Cable & Fitting Kit £10a
Compatible with RiscOS 3.60 or greater.

External CD-ROM Drives
Panas'c 24xCD ATAPI£120c
Toshiba 32x CD SCSI £160c
External Drives require a suitable Data cable

Drives

ijgflmiffli
A30X0 EtherLan 102 £130
ArchiEtherl_an514 £130
RPC/A7k EtherLan 602 £110
Add C17 to above pnees for Access..

RiscOS 3.70 Upgrade £58a
- Above is suitable for RiscPC's only.

233MHz StrongARM £275b
586-133 PC Card<5i2kt.)£360c
PC Pro (without PCExchange) £38a
Windows '95 CD (Full) £80a
Can be installed without any prov PCOS pres't

2nd Slice with PSU £116c
2nd Slice without PSU £90c
YES 16 bit Mozart Card £70a

Canon BJC-4300 £135
Canon BJC-4550 (A3) £250
- Includes Free PhotoReal Cartridge.

Canon BJC-620 (720dD,) £215
BJC-7000 (i2oox6oodpi) £250
Epson 400 (720dpi, 3Ppm) £149
Epson 600 (1440x720dpi) £195
Epson 800 (1440x720dpi) £270
HP LaserJets 6L (6PPm) £295
HP LaserJets 6P (eppm) £585

HGBEfc
Include OInclude Our JazZip tools
- £17 ifpurchased separately

Int SCSI zip drive
Ext SCSI zip drive
Ext Parallel zip drive
- add £29 for RiscOS Parallel Dri

100Mb zip cartridge
Pk of 6 zip discs+caddy £65b
Int 1Gb jaz drive (3'/2")£220c
Ext 1Gb jaz drive £260c
1Gb jaz cartridge £70a

i = £2 b = £6

£115c
£115c
£115c

£11a

Modems (Carriage £8)
Budget 56kVoice Modem £95
Pace 56k Voice (Flash) £140
Pace 56k Solo (Flash) £190
- The Solo modem can save lax & voice
- messages without a computer attached!
Modems come with a 9-25 PC wired cable.
A3000/Archimedes req'r an Archi wired cable.

ANT Internet Suite II £110a
Dual Serial Card £104b
9-25 Archi or PC Wired Modem Cable £12ea.a
3-way Serial T-Switch (mcl. comm. cable) £32b

Portable Computers | CD-ROM Software I Educational (Carr. £2)

Pocket Book II (1Mb) £230c
Psion 5 4Mb RAM £395c
Psion 5 8Mb RAM £425c
- includes PsiWin Link
AutoRoute Express £30a
PsiRisc £69a
- one of the best packages for the PB/3a
A-Link B59a I
Parallel Link £34a PsiWin PC Link E80b
3/3a Mains Adap.£18a 5 Mains Adaptor £20b

rinters (Carriage £8) 1 scanners (Carriage £8)
ScanLight Video 256 £75
- suitable for A30O0-A40O0 (Only Two left)

Epson Colour Scanners
Include ITWAIN& ImageMaster for RiscOS.
Bundles include soltware for PC's/PC Cards

GTx-5000 Para bundle £210
GTx-5500 SCSI bundle £265
GTx-9500 Para bundle £615
GTx-9500 SCSI bundle £645

ardware Upgrades
24i16 Card (1Mb) £450b
DMI50 Dual Midi Card £138b
DMI50XGS Midi/Synth £335b
Dual Serial Card £104b
FPAfor25MHzARM3 £67a
Joystick l/F (Not riscpo £30a
Logitech Mouse (Acorn) £29a
Movie Magic (1 only) £175b
- Includes two VideoCD films
RiscTV Card (Irlam) £285b
RiscTV Keying Module £46a
RiscTV Teletext option £45a
Scart Cable o oms pin) £12a
Serial Upgrade (A3000) £27a
100W Stereo Speakers £25c

£1145b

Acorn I1ISCOS3 PRM's
Acorn Volume 5a PRM
Acorn BBC Basic VI Guide
Acorn RiscPC Tech Ref Manual
Budget DTP (Dabs)
C A Dabhand Guide (Dabs)
RiscOS 3 First Steps (Dabs)

£29.756
£19.95b

E49.95C

£5.00a
£5.C0b
£5.00a

Wimp Programming for All (Beebug) £10.95

Browse (Acorn) £36.00a
RisCafe (JAVA) £36.00a
ArlWorks on CD (CC) £105b
Childrens Micropedia (Kingfisher) £72b
ClipArtCD 1/2 (CC) £21aeach
Doom Trilogy (Riscpconiy) £30a
Dune II (Eclipse) £32a
Hutchinsons Encyclopedia 92 lor RiscOS £19a
Hutchinsons Encyclopedia 97 lor PC only£19a
Musical Instruments (MS) £50a
RiscDisc Vol 1 / 2 / 3 CD £ 15a / £20a / £25a
Simon the Sorcerer CD £32a
"HieWayThingsWork(DK) £50a
TopicArlCD (DTP) £15a
Ultimate Human Body (DK) £50a

pplications

ANT Internet Suite (ANT) £110a
ArcFax (David Pilling) £33a
Artworks (CC) £105b
Card Shop (Clares) £23a
Compression (CC) £31a
DataPower2 (IOTA) £165b
Disc Rescue 2 (Look) £43a
Eureka v3 (Longman) £105b
FnstSpook (WSS) £18a
FlreWorkz Pro (Colton) £165b
Font FX 6 (DataStore) £30a
HTMLEdit 3 (R-Comp) £47a
lmagoFS2 (AllPubl) £43a
Impression Style / Publisher
MacFS / MacFS Lite (CC)

£83b/£136b
£105a/£51a

Mr Chppy (iSV)
Personal Accounts (Apr)

£19a
£45a

PhotoDesk Light (Spacetech) £129b
Sibelius 6 / 7Stud. / 7 E100b / £349b / £699b
SparkFS (Pilling) £24a

SlronqGuard (ARMClub) £24a

ames (Carriage £2)
Birds of War (4D) 2Mb £30a
B H P (TBA) £28a
Break 147/Superpool (4D) £30a
Crystal Maze (Sher) Floppy £28 / CD £32a
Cyber Chess (4D)
Driller (4D)
Dune II (floppy) (Eclipse)
Fire & Ice (Times Warner)
Holed Out Compendium (4D)
Knsalis Collection
Lotus Turbo Chall2 (Kris)
Magic Pockets (Reneg)
Play it again Sam 2/3
Real McCoy 2/3/4/5 (4D)
Saloon Cars Deluxe (4D)
Scrabble (US Gold)
Simon Iho Sorcerer 2Mb
Spobbleoid Fantasy (4D)
Slarfighter 3000 (Fednet)
Stunt Racer 2000 (4D)
Virtual Goll (4D) 2Mb
Wolfenstein 3D
-Now compatible with R

£16a
£30a

£30a
r?3,i

£16a
£28a
£26a
£26a

£24a each
£30a each

£30a
£26a
£27a
£27a
£28a
£30a
E30a

E15a
PCtStrongARM

Early Essentials (over 7). English (6-16yrs),
French (8-16yrs). Junior Essentials (5-11).
Maths (Number) (6-16). Maths (Algebra) te
le). Maths (Statistics) (6-16). Maths (Geom'y)
(6-16). Spelling (over 9). Essential IT.Geog.,
Fun School 3 (under 5, 5-7. or over 7) £22a
Fun School 4 (under 5, 5-7, or over 7) £22a
Maths Circus (4Malion) £28a
Naughty Stories Volumes 1 or 2 £45a each
Playdays (Gamoswaro) £24a
Rosie 8 JimTwin Pack F1Ra

Printer Consumables
Carriage: £2 for Cartridges, £8 for Tone
BJ-10(BC-01) £18
BJ-210(BC-05) £28
BJ-200 (BC-02) £19
BJ-240 (BC-06) eCall
BJC-600 Series
BJI-201HCbkBlack£10
BJI-201bk Black £6
BJI-201C/M/Y £8ea.
BJC-800

BJI-643 Black £18
BJI-643C/M/Y £23 ea.
HP DeskJcts-500 ser.
Mono £23
Colour £25
Eps Stylus Black £16
Eps Stylus Colour £26
Laser Toner

EP-L (LBP-4) £64

BJ-300 (BJI-642)
BJC7000 (BJ-60) £25
BJC7000(BJI-61)£18
BJC7000 (BJI-62) £27

BJC-4000 Series
BCI-21Bk Black £8
BCI-21C Colour £16
BC-20 Fast Black £25
BC-22 Photo Cart £34
BC-22 Photo Kit £39
HP DeskJets 600 ser.
Mono £25
Colour £27
Eps Stylus II Black£20
Eps Stylus IICoir £26
C3903A (LJ5P) £64
HP92274A ILJ4LI £60

Terms & Carriage
™ showroom carriage is itemised seperately. The
g carriage indicatedis forsingle items. Please

call us for total carriage when ordering more
than one item since it is not cumulative.
Terms: All prices include VAT except books.
Carriage is not included unless otherwise
stated. Carriage charges apply to mainland UK
(excluding remote areas. Scottish Highlands,
Charm Isles, IOM). elsewhere at cost. Orders
MUST be accompanied by a phone number.
Prices and spec's subject to change without
notification.Goods subject to availability,

ds not offered on trial basis. Restocking
>n non-faulty returns.EducInstofficial

orders accepted. E&OE.

>ject$ Ltd
Unit 2A, Heapriding Business Park, Ford St, STOCKPORT,
Cheshire. SK3 0BT. www.desktopp.demon.co.uk
Email: info@desktopp.demon.co.uk. Open Mon-Sat 10.00-18.00 hours.

Tel: 0161-474 0778

Fax: 0161-474 0781
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Delirium
Until recently I hadn't seen a decent Screensaver
for the Acorn. For a couple of years now, Kulture
have been promising a screensaver called
Delirium. I have to be honest, I thought it would
never come out and even if it did it would not be

to my liking. Fortunately for us, 8 June saw the
release that many thought wouldn't happen. I
downloaded it (and the effect packs) and double-
clicked on the icon.

Delirium sits quite happily on the iconbar and
only requires a click here to open the Preferences
window. There are a few options: Saver type, Saver
time which is the delay before the saver starts, Dim
time which is the delay
before the screen dims

and a configure button
for certain savers. The

savers are available as

packs, of which six more
will be coming soon. Tbe
current ones include an

array of different
graphical effects.

There are two simple

effects which don't

require much memory.
One blanks the screen

and the other bounces a

banner around the

screen. The first 'proper'
effect is the Blur Cluster.

This uses a mix of dot

rotation and blurring for
a pretty effect. The dots
make up the word
Delirium as it rotates and moves round the screen.

Astute code watchers may have seen this effect
being shown at the Wakefield show.

Next up is Haze which I found quite boring,
but this is only due to my impatience. The effect
builds a picture by plotting rows of 45 degree
shaded lines, but it takes a few minutes to

actually show anything.
Head Punch, on the other hand, is a much

better effect and uses quite a harsh random
plotting routine. Again this effect uses blurring
and the colour content is added via rows of

transparent sprite plots or rings. Head Punch can
be configured to plot really bright (Hot) rings or
some laid back (Cold) rings. Spray is reminiscent

of the effect in the Liquid Dreams demo and was
originally written on an ARM2. This now runs in a
screen mode of 1024x768! It has also gained a 256
colour redefined palette for smooth shading.
Metamorphosis is a saver that takes a directory of
sprites and displays them randomly using nice
fading effects as opposed to ISlideshow supplied on
all RPCs which has no thought to fading the
pictures in and out.

Star is my favourite effect of the bunch and is very
similar to one of the effects in the '.Freestyle demo. A
star rotates slowly in the centre of the screen and
slowly spirals outwards leaving a blurred trail. It is a

very soothing saver and
my copy of Delirium has
this set as the default

saver because it is so nice.

More savers are on

their way for this
delightful program as
well as a revised front

end and bug fixes. The
new release, featuring

tended configure

options, should be
available by the time
you read this. It is nice
to finally have a decent
screensaver to rival

other platforms instead
of having to put up with
a black screen.

Even better is that

Delirium is shareware so

if you like the program
(which you should), send Kulture some money to
encourage them do some more effects. The only
bad point about Delirium is that it is RPC only
and some of the effects will be very slow on
anything less than a StrongARM. Indeed, some of
the effects sap the power of the StrongARM so it is
advisable to get hold of AutoVCache by Torsten
Karworth which is transparently supported by
Delirium to speed up the graphics plotting.

If you don't bother getting this necessity then
you will be missing out on something top-class.
Delirium is available for download from

http://www.various-artists.demon.co.uk/delirium/
and by snail mail from Five Star Marketing.

Nathan Atkinson

On the trail-

AndyMarsh iscurrently working on

an update of Herewith The Clues

and is desperately trying to contact

the original authors, S.Cupitand

S.Cruse. Ifyou can helpto track

them down, please contact Andyat

maddhat@argonet.co.uk or by post

via myself at the PD page.

Dr Wimp hits the
spot
I mentionedin the Julyissuesome

of the positivefeedback I'vehad on

DrWimp and I've since had a steady

stream of e-mails that recommend

the software just as strongly.

Tom McLean comments "I have

been programming for someyears

now and for much of that could

never really get to grips with Wimp

programming, in spite of trying

Calcraft &Wrigley's Wimp
Programming forAll, Hobbs'

EventShell, and RISC User's Wimp

Programmer's Toolkit. Some months

ago Istumbled on Andrew Ayres'Dr

Wimp and the whole scenechanged

for me. I find it an excellent basis for

Wimp programming and would

recommend it most stronglyto

anyone."

KeithTheobald says "Dr Wimp

gets myvote. Iwas programming a
simple noughts and crosses game

even before I had finished reading

the manual. It's so simple...".It's

great to see PD software competing

favourably with commercial

software and literature,

encouraging more free software to

be written as a result. The free

software revolution rolls on...

Recommended

PD Libraries

• APDL, 39 Knighton Park
Road, Sydenham, London
SE26 5RN

• ARM ClubPD Library,
Freepost ND6573, London

N12 0BR

• FiveStar Marketing,
4 Shepherds Walk, Bushey,
Hertfordshire WD21LZ

September 1998 Acorn User
http://www.idg.co.uk/acornuser/
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DrawGen

Apologiesgo to JimLesurf, author

of DrawGen, for paintinga slightly

negative picture of the application's

documentation inthe July issue.

Without realising it I'd reviewed a

broken copyfrom ArcadeBBS,

which has now been fixed.

You can also get the program

from Jim's website at

http://www.st-and.demon.co.uk/

DrawGen/

PinFilter
Correcting another fluff by myself

regarding programs on Arcade BBS,

several people mailed me to say

they couldn't find PinFilter on the

Bulletin Board.

I'm now sure the program is

available onArcade, as I've just

uploaded it.And as a quick

reminder for those that didn't see

my comments last month, Pinfilter is

the business. Download it now.

Clean Sheet

Tim Dilks has developed a

shareware spreadsheetprogram

which is available to download from

hiswebsiteat http://www.compsoc.

man.ac.uk/~tjd. Theapplication,

imaginatively entitled Sheet, is in its

firstversion and Tim isverykeento

develop the software further and

tailor it to the user's needs.

Soifyou're interested inseeing

any particularnew features in the

application you canget intouch

withTim at tjd@compsoc.man.ac.uk.

I'llbe taking a more in depth look at

the program in next month's issue.

Contacting me
Youcan contact the PDpage

by writing to me,
Paul Wheatley, at Acorn User,

IDGMedia, Media House,

Adlington Park,Macclesfield,
SK10 4NP.

Or preferably, by e-mail to
aupdpage@idg.co.uk

Acorn User September 1998
http://www.idg.co.uk/acornuser/
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Acorn Arcade interview
Following last month's mention of the excellent
demos section on the Acorn Arcade website, I

talked to the guys working behind the scenes to
find out their views on the demo scene.

All: Whydid you set up the demo section of Acorn
Arcade?

Alasdair: I was surfing the WWW one evening
and I thought to myself, "There's no major truly
independent demo sites on the Net so why not

Graphics

demos

many new demos. Hopefully the Phoebe will turn
out to be more effective than a lot of people have
been suggesting on the c.s.a. newsgroups. My own
guess is that the increased speed of the Phoebe's
bus and the improved VIDC will go some way to
actually freeing up more of the power of the
StrongARM. Let's hopeso.

For an Acorn site, your design is very nice. How
important is presentation on the Acornscene?

Graham: Very. People
(generally those without
modern hardware) talk a
lot, in games, about the

demo

Oolbis page; ComanUtt, Detiriu !

make one?" Since I

was involved in

Acorn Arcade and

games and gfx
demos are related, I
suggested it. We
then approached
Alex Holloway
who's into the

demo scene and the

idea became reality.
AU: Where do you
see the demo scene

going in the coming
months?

Alex: The scene

took a real boost a

year or so ago with the arrival of the StrongARM -
everyone wanted to take advantage of the seven
fold speed increase. It's cooled off quite a lot now
and I'm not sure Phoebe will do much to help
that, until a faster processor is available. Hut
Revelation 98 will be interesting.

Demo groups come and go, as the members
come and go from uni. Hut there are some
interesting up-and-coming groups: Reactive are
planning something special for Rev 98, and I'm
looking forward to Divine Nature's first
production. I'm hoping that The Xperience
produce another demo, and that The Nutters
don't put their threat of becoming a PC demo
group into practice!
AU: The latest word from Alex is that The Nutters
ARE staying with the Acorn scene and are currently
developing a plan to put together their best demo
yet for the competition.
Alex: At the end of the day, coders will only stay
interested as long as the hardware they're
working with has enough 'punch', and unless
Acorn give us some up-to-date processor speeds, I
fear the Acorn demo scene will die away as coders
find other platforms more rewarding.
AU: Very true. Experimenting and pushing the
boundaries of new hardware is a great incentive to
demo coders and without it we're unlikely to see

MailWeb^riaster BylVtir Iwhniann
iiBKT

Comanche

Yet another vo.xelscape! Peter Teiehmann's one israther good, though. 24
bii colour, and the detail is really high - the Mirfaww fa'l«««»' m*hrmm
a very long distance aw ay.
Comanche's maximum resolution isonly 320x256. soone would expect it's
quick -but the sheer complexity ofthe graphics here slow ittoless than
lOlps onaStrongAtm machine! Lower resolutions nm pretty smoothly
though.
Comanche requires landscape data Id work - Peter Tcichmann suggests

•

Nice - but Ihtve the nagging feeling that any game based around this
ttouldreuuireaRiscPCII...

importance of gameplay and that graphics have
to come second. What they usually fail to notice
is that the very best games at the moment are
appearing on the PC and console scenes, which
have both incredible gameplay and fantastic
graphics.

I feel that, as a website representing the whole
games scene, we need to take a lead in
establishing the importance of professional
design and slick presentation; hopefully the
games themselves will then follow suit. Maybe by
making use of the same talents that produce the
great design flaunted by the leading demo
groups.

The design of the site as it stands is temporary
- a themed design was planned back in March
but never implemented due to time (real work!)
constraints and as such things are looking a
little patchy. Hopefully, by the time this issue
appears my new design will be up in its full
glory.
AU: Thanks very much to the guys at Acorn
Arcade. The team are currently working on an
emulation section and a comprehensive Doom area.
The PD and Shareware games section is also due to
be updated at the time ofwriting.
Surf to the Acorn Arcade website at

http://www.acornarcade.com/



. /e stock a complete range of
software, hardware &cables

Dur machine. Call us with
—ir requirements.

BEEBUG can supply most
software for Acorn

computers, including
these and many more!

NEW TITLES
GAMES

Syndicate+ £29.00
Doom II £30.00

Frak for Rise PC £15.00

UTILITIES

Phantasm £17.50

Postage is £2.20 per item.

Please call for a free copy ofourretail
ides, containing a software catalogue and

other updates.

Sleuth 3
RUmembers
Upgrades:
Sleuth 2-3
Sleuth 1-3
Postage:
UK

Overseas

£2.20

£6.00

All prices include VAT

dtMlljjQurAcorn needs

2 superb . ,
scanner deals

Got a BJC4300? Want a scanner?
If you wish toadd scanning capability to your Acorn (needs bi-directional printer

port) and already have a BJC4300 why not add the following: Scanner head,
Imagemaster, TWAIN driver &Sleuth 2 OCR software. Special price - £1 35.00

Plustek Optic Pro
The Optic Pro scanner has recently been launched into the PC market to greatacclaim
- and for good reason too. It's a 30 bit, A4 scanner and it's cheap too! It was used to

produce the Sleuth 3 image below from a RISC User advertisement.
BEEBUG can supply the Optic Pro, with Imagemaster, Twain &Sleuth 2 for £135.00

OvqlMH&ityffier

With every copy ofOvation Pro purchased until 1st
September 1998 we'll offer the RISC User Fonts Pack for

just £20 inclusive [instead of £50 inclusive]. We truly
believe thatOvation Pro is the best possible system for
desktop publishing on Acorn RISC OS systems, and as

such now use it to produce everything from our
magazine advertisements to RISC User magazine.

Ovation Pro DTP software - £193.88

Ovation Pro + Fonts pack - £213.88
Ovation Pro Colour Supplement - £49.95

Ovation Pro upgrade from earlier version of
Ovation or any other DTP package. - £139.88

We're nowtaking deposits for Acorn's new
computer, due September. £100 inc VAT

(which will be banked) will secureyour position
in the queue for the new Rise PC II!

Call today and ask for details of our
offers for every new Rise PC II!

L_
BEEBUG Limited, 117 Hatfield Road, St Albans, Herts AL1 4JS
Tel: 01727 840303 Fax: 01727 860263 Email: sales@beebug.co.uk
All prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. E&OE. Carriage on large hardware
is £ 11.75; carriage on most software titles is £2.20; carriage on Ovation Pro is £4.20.



Bargain Basement)
'Alderbarron (Evolution) £5.00a
' Apple FS (Oragan) £20.00a
IBoxing Manager (Krisalis) £5.00a
|Corruption(Magnetic Scrolls) £5.00a
jFrame-It 1or 2 (Davyn)each £5.00a

Publisher irregular frames

IHero Quest (Krisalis) £15.00a
1Landmarks full range(LL)each £28.00a
JMusic Box (Topo) £20.00a
iNumber Tiles (Topo) £17.00a
IPhotoBasei930s,50s,cos EachlU.) £39.00a
!Prime Mover (Minerva) £20.00a
JPro Artisan 2 (Clares) £90.00c
IPro Driver (Ace) £10.00a
!Science Series CDx3(YITM) £40.00a
jSmall (Virgo) £15.00a
iSmArt (4Mation) £37.00a
|SmArtFiles (4Mat)each £17.00a

I SmArt File Mod.Lang.(4Mat) £21.00a
|StartWrite (AP) £8.00a
Tiny Puzzle (Topo) 15.00a

i Waiter (Digital) £15.00a

Hi Spares & Repairs
| A300/400
|backplane 2/4 pod S/U £30.00b
memory upgrade 2mb new £79.00a

imemory upgrade 4mb new £89.00c
IPower Supply Refurb/Exch £40.00c
IA400/1

j backplane 4pod S/U £30.00b
IFloppy Drive S/U £30.00b
imemory upgrade 1mb new £35.00a
'PowerSupply Refurb/Exch £40.00c
jA3000
i Floppy Drive S/U £30.00b
| High Density Floppy Drive new £90.00c
'Keyboard S/U £20.00b
|memory upgrade 2mb new £39.00a
Imemory upgrade 4mb new £65.00a

^PCB Refurb/Exch £90.00d
jPower Supply Refurb/Exch £30.00c
j Power Supply Refurb £40.00c
|A3010
1Floppy Drive new £89.00c
'Keyboard S/U £20.00b
Jmemory upgrade 1-2mb new £34.00a
:memory upgrade 1-4mb new £65.00a
I PCB Refurb/Exch £120.00d

\f, A3020
, Floppy Drive new £89.00c
IKeyboard S/U £20.00b
1memory upgrade 2-4mb new £59.00a
|PCB Refurb/Exch £120.00d
!A4000

IFloppy Drive new £90.00c
[Harddisc 210MB IDE S/U £80.00c
memory upgrade 2-4mb new £59.00a

IPCB Refurb/Exch £120.00d
l Power Supply Refurb/Exch £40.00c
IA5000

i Floppy Drive new £99.00c
IKeyboard inner S/U £20.00b
memory upgrade 2-4mb new £79.00a

!PCB Refurb/Exch £139.00d
[Power Supply Refurb/Exch £40.00c
!RPC

PCB MK 2 Refurb/Exch £149.00d

|Power Supply Refurb/Exch £60.00c
Fits All Computers

i IDE/CD interface new £69.00c
1These are just a small selection of new
jand refurbished spares ring for details

Printers
Canon

iBJC-250 (colour) £129.00d

| BJC-4300 (colour) £169.00d

IBJC-4650 (A3 colour) £299.00d

[BJC-620 (colour) £229.00d

J Epson
| Stylus 400 (colour) £159.00d

f Stylus 600 (colour) £199.00d

kStylus 800 (colour) £289.00d

[Stylus 1520 (A3 colour) £729.00d

3 Hewlett Packard
I DeskJet 400L (colour) £99.00d

| DeskJet 690C (colour) £189.00d

ILaserJet 6L (Black) £329.00d

| Calligraph
^A4 1200 Laser (black) £1099.00d

lJclVyn IE.Mail: sales@davyn.demon.co.uk
Computers $PWEB: http://www.davyn.demon.co.uk S

Prin ter Inks/Refills
COLOURS INKS AVAILABLE

jInkjet Refills arean economical way ofre
charging your existing cartridge All inks come ]

!complete withgloves, syringe and easy to
[use instructions.
ISingle 20ml Any Colour £6.00a
•Twin 2x20ml Any Colour £10.00a
[Bulk 125ml Any Colour £21.00b
I'CartridgeMate' a new and
easy to use cartridge refill system for

, HP 51626A high cap. cartridges
A refill system with no mess

IComprises: CartridgeMate & 2 x 40ml
jInk Tanks Cartridge not included £30.00b
| Ink Tank 2x40ml £20.00a
:HP51625A Tri-ColourCartridge refill kitj
13x 3 colour refills Comprises:

C/M & Y Inks, Cap Retaining Clip
Cartridge Cap Remover £30.00a
We also carry a large stock of inkjet

cartridges and ribbons

' EP-L Toner for LBP-4 £69.00c
JEP-E Toner for LBP-8 £79.00c
' HP Laserjet 5/6L Toner £54.00c

Printable Items \
•Colour'n Wear (2 white Baseball Caps
|+3transfer papers) £10.50b I
. Colour'n Wear (2 white T Shirts
+ 4 transfer papers £13.50b I

' Colour'n Wear
(4transfer papers only) £9.00a j

(10 transfer papers only) £13.50b!
. Design & Print Mouse Mat £4.00a !
Col Inkjet matt photo white paper

'25 sheets x120gms £5.50b

Scanners
jEpson GTX5000 parallel
IEpson GTX5500 scsi
; Epson GT9500 para/scsi
| Image Master/Twain Driver

£189.00d

£239.00d

£539.00d

£35.00a

CD

•CD

£14991
_ +VAT

Advance Orders Now Being Taken!
£100.00 Deposit

j164MHz bus performance t Q.35um proce
I>Semaphore formultiproc
I» Multiple DMA controls
I» Multiple Master Arbitration System
jt Allijili Speed I/O world and multiple bus
mastering

I»An Improved VIDCw for bigger &belter screen
j modes
» A Codec for better standard audio support

' ♦ A new liicii speed EIDE Interface for up to -I
\ drives
II A PCI bridge toprovide industry standard
Iexpansion. 4 slots
I> 3 XAcorn podules
i t Memory 32Mbsynchronous DRAM (or
Igreater)
' » -1 Mb Of EDO VRAM I 2xserial ports
j>Joystick port » Irda& MIDI port
116.4 Gig HD »32xCD

ITel: 01924 254800 Fax: 01924 258036

Acorn Computers
Down In Price

A7000+ 8m 1.2GB HD

A7000+ 8m 1.2GB HD 8xCD

RiscPC 233 4m 1.2GB HD 8xCD

RiscPC 233 10m 1.7GB HD 8xCD

£799.00d

£849.00d

£956.00d

£1249.00d

£1340.00d

AMC10L

AMC5()Rj
SRP21

SRP26a!

SRP41RiscPC 233 34m 1.7GB HD 24xCD

Special Offers available only when bought with a newRiscPC
28-800internal modemcard £58.00 Offers End 30th September 1998
486DX4-100PCCard £58.00 or 586-100 PC Card £88.00

Only on SRP26a & SRP41 £235.00 Trade In On Your Old Computer
,W/ Computers arebuilt andtestedbefore dispatch, with printers andsoftware purchased, installed as

required atnoadditional cost

I Extended Warranty
| A7000 / A7000+ 3 years

_: A7000 / A7000+ 5 years
II RPC StrongARM 3years

RPC StrongARM 5 years

£94.00

£188.00

£235.00

£470.00

Monitors
|| Acorn AKF60
T Acorn AKF92

.^ liyama 17"MF8617E .26dot
!• Samsung 15" Syncmaster

£264.00d

£640.00d

£399.00d

£179.00d

gg RiscPC 16Mb RAM
|| RiscPC 32Mb RAM

i RiscPC 2Mb VRAMsimtec

RPC Upgrades
-J 2 podule Backplane £34.00a
II486-DX4-100 PC Upgrade £230.00d
§586-133 512k PC Upgrade £360.00d
| Access+ Card £139.00c
|Strong Arm upgrade 233 £289.00c

j Audio Mixer £39.00a
BRise OS 3.7 Chips + Software £58.00b

Memory

s3 Second Slice
11Sound Card

no PSU

£29.00b

£79.00c

£95.00c

£90.00d

£69.00b

{Hardware Upgrades)
j4.3gb IDE 3.5" HD £169.00c

£199.00c

!4.3gb SCSI 3.5" HD £319.00c
J Casio QV-11 inc.Software £376.00d
[j Casio QV-100 inc.Software £519.00d

£15.00a

£172.00c

£116.00c

£30.00a

£295.00c

£45.00a

£110.00c

£158.00c

£205.00c

£ 159.00c

"5Casio QV-Mains Adaptor
|| Lark Midi Sound-Sa.

i Modem 28.8 Internal(Acorn)
.-J Rise OS 3.1 Upgrade Chips
IJ RiscTV (Mam)
^ Teletext module for above
|| SCSI 16bit
iS SCSI 2 32bit (power-tec)
?| SCSI 332bit (power-tec)
™TVTuner + Teletext

All Upgrades fitted free if ordered
with Computer else £18.00

Portable Computers)]

Special
Offer

£169
[Pocket Book2(1 MB) £169.00c
|A,M,orPC+-Link (each) £59.00b
iParallel Link £29.00a
Power Supply £14.50b

V Finance
Clearly the Best Choice

(based on 20% deposit and 09i finance over 20
month periodKAcorn Items Only)

%
mil unance is avanaoie 10qualifying purcnascs.
subject tostatus.Written quotation on request.

o%s
APR 0%

How To Order
Cheques: should be made
payable to Davyn Computers
Credit Cards: you may also pay:
byVisa, Delta, Euro, Switch,I
Electron, or Master Card. We normallyM
make no charge for this, and lake noHfl
payment until goods arc ready fori
dispatch. We need the card holders!
address and telephone number, cardl
number and issue number if any and tl
expiry dale.
Carriage: charges areas follows
a Small Recorded £2.00
b Medium Recorded £3.50
c Med/Large Recorded £5.00
d Courier £10.00
e Courier Large £15.00
Official Orders: are welcome from UK|
education and government institutions!
(invoices are due for payment within 14^*
days and arc subject to carriage and latcBJ
payment charges). fl£

VAT is included:
Order Address: please send youri
orders to:

Davyn Computer Services
"1'he Workshop'
Off Princess Street, Sandal,!
Wakefield, West Yorks. WF1 5NY I
Opening Hours:
Monday 9.30- 5.30
Tuesday 9.30- 5.31
Wednesday 9.30- 5.31

9.30- 7.31

9.30- 7.3(

9.30- 5.3(

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Terms: All products,
specifications arc offered in good faith andl
are subject to change without notice. Wefag
Process all orders immcdiaily, butsj
suppliers do sometimes keep us walting.HI
Goods are guaranteed but are not SUppliedBj
on approval Returns and cancellations canSj
only be accepted by prior agreement andH
there may be a restocking a,u'kj
administration charge Afull copy of OUrSj
terms are available upon request.
li.&.O.E 15lh July 1998

prices andI

Additional Adverts at our Web Site www.davyn.demon.co.uk & TheAcorn S/W Consortium
DAV^DAV-DAV IWHIW^IWSIW^^



The facts of Internet Faxing
Regular readers of Jill Regan's interviews will
have discovered that there's often a special family
feeling among personalities in the Acorn world.
Richard Chiswell of the rather grandiosely-titled
Beebware International lists himself, his mother

of another niche-filling company JFAX.COM, run
by an American entrepreneur called Jaye Muller.
Mr Muller is a self-styled, young, cool, innovative
part-time glam-rock musician and all-round
renaissance man - according to his website at
http://jfax.com/j_forum/index.htmI

JFAX.COM amazingly offer you your own tele
phone number in one of over 50 cities around the
US and the world. Primarily intended for com
mercial users, and in return for a SI2.50 monthly
fee, JFAX.COM customers are allocated a unique
phone number which accepts voice-mail and
faxes only. Incoming voice-mails are converted to
GSM sound files and faxes to image files, and sent
as e-mail attachments to the subscriber's specified
e-mail accounts anywhere in the world.

Beebware's BWGSMPIay can play back these
voice-mail attachments, in concert with Acorn's

Replay application and derivatives ARPIayer
and/or ARMovie, through the sound system of an
Acorn 32-bit computer. BWGSMPIay is available
from the Beebware International website at

http://www.beebwarc.com/software/
JFAX.COM account

holders can also send

out faxes at cost by
e-mail but a completely
free alternative fax-by
e-mail service is pro
vided by volunteer
organisation The Phone
Company at http://
www.tpc.int/faxbye-
mail.html. Demon

Internet operate the

fiKco >ax com-F»1*gggf^a^j5igggjg"aBSffg'*'»'ft

ljfax.com

• — -.-_-•--

A

(ufrsu

cJL
TBQS

jf.ix personal telecom gives you

totalmessagecontrol

The Phone Company's Remote Printing Service

TPC FAX

-K.-*IA

to

11V I.VJi«.«..rt. mix*™ *~"»
v>r Un Kuh-je IImhjpi fr nwa Anarfl wit.
.•.fl.- ||\ III'i • :U»i»i.».nl«|
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Road Warriors should read

the Press Buzz

and his father among
the company's board
members, but that
seems to be it. Even so,

the Company's mission
statement aims to fill

niches wherever they
appear.

One niche recently filled by Beebware contains
their shareware 'player' for GSM sound files
called BWGSMPIay. These files are received as
e-mail attachments resulting from the activities

FAX free with TPC - or just nick their icons?

FAX cell that sent me back my test of this service.
I suggest moderation in the use of this facility to
reduce bandwidth and to keep the service free of
charge. Otherwise you'll have to use all the torn-
up test faxes for filling niches.

SMILe - the show's just beginning
In the digital future, when we're all connected by
gigabit datastreams, the nuts and bolts of current
serial communication technology, modems and ter
minals, will just be museum pieces. The integration
of video, pictures, speech, music and text on our
home wall screens will be seamless and the multi

media experience will be taken for granted.
Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language

(SMIL, pronounced 'Smile') is probably part of that
future, and is the World Wide Web Consortium's

specification for the stylistic layout of multimedia
presentations. SMIL is a new markup language that
describes the combination and synchronisation of
various types of media streams to be recognised and
processed on the Web from a single SMIL(.smi) file.

HTMLlacks a simple way to express synchronisa
tion over time, so SMIL has been developed to
allow dynamic TV-like content to be created on the
Web. The language allows control of multimedia
elements such as audio and video clips in numer
ous ways. Markup tags allow elements to be

sequenced, played in parallel, chosen according to
system bit rate or language, played from specified
time-code positions and with specified screen size
and positioning, and can specify many other
effects.

SMIL 1.0 has just been released by W3C as a
Recommendation, which is an indication that the

specification is stable, contributes to Web inter
operability, and is favoured by all the Consortium
member companies, which include Adobe, the BBC
and Microsoft Corporation.

A SMIL player and authoring environment called
GRaphical INterface for SMIL (GRiNS)

<audio src="audience_groans.wav" clip.

begin="Os" clip.end="1.5s">

is being developed by Dutch company CWI. You
can read all about SMIL, GRiNs and see examples of
coding on the W3C Web site at
http://www.w3.org/Press/1998/SMIL-REC

Facing Change
TheRapidly Changing Face of
Computing (RCFoC) isa weekly
technology journaledited and written
byJeffery Harrow, senior consulting
engineer for Compaq's R&D group. It
claims to provideinsight, analysis and
commentary on contemporary

computing innovations and trends. It's
available in Webpage formatand as a
RealAudio "radio" show - PC card

owners only then, unless ANT have
surprised us in the meantime. The
AcornStrongARM voicerecognition
project was mentioned in a recent
issue.

TheRCFoC

WWW: http://www.digital.com/
rcfoc/980615.htm

Northern ARM needs

a hand
The Rise PC that runs Chris Jackson's

Northern ARM BBS has suffered a

motherboard failure that has kept the
BBS offline for several months.

Northern ARM BBS has been a

landmark systemfor Acorn users in
the north for three years,but nearly
20,000 calls later, limited student

resources and the pressures of Chris's
Computer Sciencedegree course at
the Universityof Bradfordare
delaying its return. Now would be a
good time for a rescue attempt, so
any offers or ideasfor refurbishment
could be sent to

C.P.Jackson@SCM.brad.ac.uk

Pay BT as you browse
British Telecom have announced trials

in Northern Irelandof its pay-as-you-
browse ISP-free direct Internet access

service.Ifsuccessful, the planned
national service should be available to

all in September. The new service
provides customerswith an alternative
means of access to the Internet

without registration, fixed-term
contracts or monthlysubscriptions. BT
expect the chargesto be around a
penny-a-minuteadditional charge on
their standard local call rates, less for

customers on Friends &Family and
PremierLine discount schemes.

BT Newsroom

WWW:

http://www.bt.com/World/news/
newsroom/document/nr9851.htm

Contacting me
Keepsending me interesting URLs for

the next yoUR List by e-mail to
david@arcade.demon.co.uk, or mail

#2 on Arcade BBS 0181 654 2212.
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CUMANA
JF 7?i*bMi name in memory

The names you can trust for all
your computer requirements. •Mfflf
Acorn Computers

We supply the range of computers, A7000s, RiscPCs, Pocket Books and NetWork Computers (NCs).
We offer extra discounts for Education - Call us now for the most competitive value, high specification quote.

Whatever your needs or budget we can help with Leasing / HP / Educational accounts / Cheques or Credit & Debit cards.

(Inc VAT)
Phoebe 2100 - Base unit only 1499.00 1761.32
Phoebe 2100 - 15" colour liyama monitor system 1649.00- 1937.57
Phoebe 2100 - 17" colour Optiquest monitor system 1649.00 1937.57

A7000+ 8Mb HD1.7Gb with 14" monitor 905.00 I063.38
A7000+ 8Mb HD1.7Gb 8xCD with 14" monitor 947.55 1113.37
A7000+ 8Mb HD1.7Gb 32xCD with 14" monitor, 200 watt speakers & 2 Anglia CDs 999.00 1173.83

233MHz StrongArm RiscPC 4Mb HD1.7Gb with 14" monitor 1032.66 1213.38
233MHz StrongArm RiscPC 4Mb HD1.7Gb 8xCD with 14" monitor 1075.21 1263.37
233MHz StrongArm RiscPC 10Mb HD1.7Gb 8xCD with 14" monitor 1288.00- -1513.40
233MHz SA RPC 10Mb HD1.7Gb 32xCD with 14" monitor, 200 watt speakers & 2 Anglia CDs 1339.45 1573.85

Upgrade above systems to 15" Optiquest monitor (3 year warranty) (add) 25.00 -29.38
Upgrade above systems to 17" Optiquest monitor (3 year warranty) (add) 110.00- 129.25
Upgrade above systems to High spec liyama 17" monitor (add) 150.00-..- 176.25

L.cllC]€ C1CJ U Cd 11 vj I I ~ v^dl 1UW Jl Idlcol UluUUUIIlo

Plus Pocket Books, Digital Cameras,
Software, Extended Warranties. Etc.

RiscPC

CD-ROM Drives - CUMANA „ V4T>
(Inc VAT)

Oscar Encore 24 speed CD-ROM Parallel external drive for Acorns & PCs with bi-directional parallel port 169.00 198.58
The Encore is suitable for A3010/A3020/A4/A4000/A5000/RPC/A7000 and comes with printer through port. Unsuitable for Archimedes or A3000

Indigo 32 Speed CD-ROM IDE internal drives & CUMANA Acorn driver software for A7000's and Rise PC's (after July '95) 84.00 98.70
Special IDE data cable for Indigodrives to RiscPCs with fairly early motherboards, ie many ACB15/25/45, as these were built before July '95.15.00 17.63
Audio Mixing facility available for early RiscPC 24/32 speed IDE drives (includes above special IDE data cable) 40.00 47.00

CD-R - ttnow in stock* Reduced Price drives
ICDBIaze Software for the Acorn platform - Thissoftware supportscd-r / cd-rw

and SCSI-3 MMC compatible drives - calllor currentlysupporteddrives ....79.99
CD-R Internal Panasonic 7502 SCSI drive & ICDBIaze Acorn software ...299.00

CD-R External Panasonic 7502 SCSI drive & ICDBIaze Acorn software ..349.00

CD-R blank discs (box of 10) 19.95
ft Call for prices & specs of other makes of drive mechanisms JV

PrO TGUS-CD ROM drives with 650Mb removable cartridge storage
ProTeus CD/PD ROM SCSI internal drives for A7000's and Rise PC's 349.00

ProTeus CD/PD ROM SCSI external drives 389.00

ProTeus 6 speed Parallel external CD/PD, inc 1x650Mb cartridge Summer Launch Offer299.00
ProTeus 650Mb PD Cartridges 26.00

SCSI Cards
32Bit SCSI 2 CARD interface, as fast as any on the market £149.00

Includes 12 months technical support
(THINK - better quality products do cost a little more).

16 bit cards (RPC / A7000 / A5000 / A400 / A300 series) E69.00
8 bit cards (Archimedes. A3000, A3020. A4000) E64.00

Printers
(including //cable, Acorn & PC drivers)

Hewlett Packard (HP) 690c+colour Inkjet 139.00
HP Deskjet 400L colour Inkjet 82.30
HP 6L mono laser 236.00

Epson Stylus Colour 400 colour Inkjet 126.00
Epson Stylus Colour 600 1440 DPI colour Inkjet 170.00

QM Maglcolor2 DeskLaser 600x600 DPI 8Mb ramcolour laser1795.00

QM Magico/or2 CX 600x600 DPI 24Mb ram colour laser 2299.00
Call for other makes, models and quantities.

Trade & Educational

customers are welcome.

Please call for separate prices on
both Acorn and Cumana equipment.

Call us now on Tel+44(0)1279-730800/730900 Fax +44(0)1279-730809. sales@cumana.co.uk.
Cumana is a trading name of: Cannon Computing, Whitegate, Dunmow Road, Hatfield Heath,

Bishop's StOrtford, Hertfordshire, CM22 7ED. Partners: Nigel D.&Sara L Cannon. AU9/98.
All Registered Trademarks acknowledged. Without Prejudice. All prices are UK £ sterling &, unless otherwise stated, exclude VAT and delivery. E&OE.

Software Drivers - orcomplete solution?
ICDBIaze CD-R / CD-RW - driver forAcorn 79.99

SyQuest EZFIyer, SparQ & SyJet - drivers for Acorn (each) 60.00
Panasonic LF1500 6 speed Parallel PD - driver (or Acorn 60.00

Remember CUMANA do supply the Acorn software drivers for many products
individually and these are complete withmanuals and 12 months free technical
support. Although this gives you the flexibilityto purchase the basic drives from
another source, please remember that CUMANA support and warrant what CUMANA
sell. We cannot fullysupport problems that are believed to be caused by faulty
hardware, unless we have supplied that hardware and it is still under warranty.

In addition it is worth noting that most SCSI CD drives (and some IDE/Atapi ones)
will require an Acorn driver, they may not 'just work'. CUMANA develop such

drivers for our products and you can rest-assured that any CUMANA supplied CD-
ROMdrive willalways be supplied with a driver for a working solution. There are
many cheaper makes that may not have Acorn drivers and may not work at all and
that money may be totally wasted. Ifin doubt please check with CUMANA before
you buy - or ensure that your supplier provides an Acorn driver and supports you.

SyQuest
Removable Media Cartridge Drives

(Parallel versions require Acorn or PC to have bi-directional port)

EZFIyer 230MB Parallel external (Acorn) with 1 media cartridge 140.00
EZFIyer 230MB Parallel external (PC) with 1 media cartridge 105.00
SparQ 1.0GB Parallel external (Acorn) with 1 media cartridge 199.00
SparQ 1.0GB Parallel external (PC) with 1 media cartridge 169.00
SyJet 1.5GB both Parallel & SCSI (Acorn) with 1 media cartridge 255.00
SyJet 1.5GB both Parallel & SCSI (PC) with 1 media cartridge 215.00

EZFIyer 230MB Cartridges 18.71
SparQ 1.0GB cartridges 35.00
SyJet 1.5GB Cartridges 55.31



Britannica on CD-ROM -

now in full colour
Having coveted the bound versions of Britannica
for, well that would be telling, and never being
able to afford it, I'm glad to say it is now in a
form that is not only more affordable but thanks
to improvements in IPC now accessible to PC
card users.

The problem was that the Britannica (IDs were
written for Win95 in its full glory and early ver
sions of IPC can't read them. The new version

room for interpretation and individuality. Not
for babies then, but for secondary age and over,
it's a great resource to have available.

I have to say that so far as the user interface
goes, it's not that great, taking some time to get
used to and even then being a bit of a trial to
navigate. It is also incredibly slow even on a fast
Rise I'C/PC card combo. But the information is

there and the search engines will find it given

Iff/ Stall Page - uiitannica CD
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can, and pictures (for
example) appear at
last. Is it worth it? Yes I

think it is - even at the

price premium over
Encarta or Comptoris.

For me the real need

for a good encyclope
dia is when the kids

bring me homework to
do. I have a suspicion
that in the last few

years every single essay
or project has returned
to school with a head

ing along the lines of
The World According to Bill'.

Well now you can be different. Whereas
Encarta may be fun but very limited, Britannica
is far more wide-ranging, scholarly and naturally
somewhat harder going. But the payoff is you
can find a wider information base for whatever

subject you are researching and that then makes
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White House

North portico of
i!j- While Jtonjp

Washington.t> C

formerly(1818-1902) EXECUTIVEMANSION,
official residence of the(-residentof the UnitedStates at
1600 Pennsylvania Avenuem Washington. D C The
Wliitr Home and ill landscapedgroundsoccupy 18
acres (7.2 hectares) of ground The mainbuilding hM
been the home of everyU S presidentsinceJohn Adams
and is the oldest federal buildmgin the capita!

In 1791a pubic compeMKn W3> heldto choosethemostsuitable design for
a presidential residence tnthenewlydesignated capitalcityofWashington
1l.croas JeSerton and others sufcmined drawings,but the Imh American
architectJames Hnhan of Philadelphia won the commission (and a $500
prize)withhisplanfor a Georgian mansion mthePaEadian style Tin:
structure was to have three floors and more than 100 rooms, and would be

bui inpalegreysandjicri* The comeritoncwaslaidonOct 13, 1792,Jnd
PresidentJohn Adams and hiswife.Abigail, became thenewlycompleted
mansion'sfirstoccupantsm 1800.By 1809 it was alreadycalledthe 'White
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some perseverance. Graphic content is low, but
the CD includes a copy of Internet Explorer and
links are offered to Net-based resources which

sometimes prove useful.
Disc swapping is a pain but inevitable until (I

guess) the DVD version arrives. But I imagine
that won't be long!

Last chance for a PC
card?
With production of the Rise PC about
to be superseded by Phoebe, the fate
of the PC card has been written - it

will be no longer, as there is no slot
for it in the new machine. In fact,

according to an announcement on
Alephl's website, there are no cards
left at Alephl nor, I understand, at
Acorn and no more can be made

because there are no ASIC chipsleft
either. So if you want one now is the
time to snap up what remains.

At the time of writing CJE still have
their 133MHz cards and ACE in

Germanyare able to supply their
versions too. In fact ACE have dropped
their prices so if you still haven't got
one, check out their site at
www.acebace.de Of course, there are

bound to be other cards in stock

around the country and in the long-
term there will probably be enough to
satisfy demand as older slower cards
will no doubt still be upgraded so long
as stocks of processors are still
available.

Incidentally it is to Alephl's
immense credit that they continue to
work so hard on the software. As I

write, the beta testers are busy
smashing (or trying to smash)the
near-release version of IPCPro 2.23.

Judging by the comments that pass
through my e-mail window onto their
world, it's looking good and should be
available by the time this text reaches
print. This is probably the best update
since PCPro itself with VESA support,
more flexible configuration settings,
better SCSI access and considerable

improvements in reading 32-bitfile
names and so on. So get it! Aleph 1
say they intend to continue
development so getting IPCPro looks
like a good investment.

There is also a 32-bit hard drive

controller being developed (byJohn
Harrison) which should help you out
when the existing 16-bitdriverscause
disc bottlenecks. It's not ready as of
now, but John is pleased by its
relatively low failure rate at beta test
and it may well have been finished by
publication date. No doubt it will
appear on Aleph's website in due
course.

Contacting me
You can contact me, Mike

Buckingham,by post at: Acorn User,
Media House, Adlington Park,
Macclesfield SK10 4NP or by
dropping me an e-mailat:

aupcpage@idg.co.uk
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•

Save £200 on a StrongARM Rise PC from Xemplar

Xemplar Education is offering loyal Acorn customers in education
a unique opportunity to purchase a StrongARM™ Rise PC at a

special discount price.

Education

Code Description Price

SRP2072 StrongARM RPC 233/4/1.2/14" £849.00
SRP2672A StrongARM RPC 233/10/1.2/x8CD/14" £999.00
SRP3072A StrongARM RPC 200/10/1.2/DX2-66/x8CD/14M £1,049.00
SRP3172A StrongARM RPC 200/10/1.2/DX4-100/x8CD/14M £1,099.00
SRP3572A StrongARM RPC 233/18/1.2/5X86/x8CD/14" £1,199.00
SRP4172A J233 StrongARM RPC 233/32/1.7/x24CD/14" £1,299.00

i

Call the Xemplar Sales Desk on 01223 724200 today to take

advantage of this exceptional offer. The offer is open until

31 August 1998.

All prices exclude VAT and delivery but include a display. The offer is valid for orders purchased
between 24.6.98 and 31.8.98.

Special
Discount

Price

£649.00

£799.00

£849.00

£899.00

£999.00

£1,099.00

II HI P I 11

This offer cannot be combined with any other offer from Xemplar. Prices are correct at the time of going to press.
Prices quoted are Education Prices (EPs) excluding VAT and arc available to education establishments only. Xemplar reserves the right to change the specification of the products described without prior notice.

MAKING THE RIGHT CONNECTIONS



Stellate demo
Double-click on the [Stellate filer icon to

load it on the iconbar. Click Menu over the

iconbar icon to see the menu where you can
choose three ways of making a polyhedron:
Wenninger, Name and Own solid.
• The Wenninger Number is defined in the
book Polyhedron Models by M.J. Wenninger
CUP

• Name provides a short list of polyhedrons
you can choose from
• Defining your own solid is quite hard to do
correctly, proper documentation is provided

in the full version of the program -
experimentation can yield interesting results.

Click Select on the iconbar icon to open the
Stored Solid window. The bracketed number

in the window title is the number of polyhe-
dra in your stored list, which is the file
!Stellate.Resources.StellaList. Click on a name

in that window to open the Parameters win
dow showing the radius of the solid, the
polyhedral parts from which it is made (called
components in IStellate)and their radii.

The radius of the solid is measured from

its centre to its vertices, the radius of a com
ponent is from its centre to the centre of its
planes. Click the Plot Solid button to show
the solid immediately, Auto-Select to make
the program use its stored info. User-Select

to make your
own new

polyhedron.
Now select

a face from the stellation

diagram(s) of the compo
nents). You need select only one
visible part of the plane, the others
are inserted for you by symmetry.
Close the solid, stellation diagram or
parameters windows with Adjust to re-open the
previous window in the sequence.

You can rotate and modify the 3D view
with the following keys:
Left/Right - Rotates the image along its
vertical axis parallel to the screen
Up/Down - Rotates the image along the
horizontal axis parallel to the screen
PageUp/PageDown - Rotates the image
along the horizontal axis out of the screen
> and < - Zooms in and out

If the keys do nothing, click in the 3D win
dow and try again. Click Menu over the 3D
view for a menu of options:
• Change the type of display (see next section)
• Change the rotation step size
• Full Sort enforces detailed sorting before
plotting; this is useful for contorted

and green back lines;
R/G stereo - Plots the outlines twice in

red and green rotated in a way to make the
solid appear in three dimensions when
viewed through the red/green glasses;

The next six possibilities are colouring
schemes which can be shaded or unshaded:

Single - All faces the same colour, usually
white, so that shading is effective in
16-colour modes;
Plane - All the faces in one plane of a
component the same colour
#Sides - All polygons with the same
number of sides the same colour;

Component - All faces of one component
the same colour

User - Initially the same as Component,
but the colour of any face can be changed
individually.

The last two display menu items allow
you to add Perspective and position theJ-
light source for shading. Further details can
be found in the IHelp file and the review in
this issue.

Shareware and
Freeware

• Director, the latest version

t ExtraBar

• LatestWimpBasic runtime module
t Arcade serial block driver

non-convex solids but it takes longer and
sometimes fails. This is a toggle.
• Reflect the solid from left to right creating
the mirror image. This also is a toggle.

Display types
There are several display types available:
Wire - Transparent faces with black front

Regular items
• MikeCook'ssoft digital oscilloscope
• Plus Mike Cook's extras Packet Radio and

infra-red remote controller reader

• Allthe *INFO programs

Disc information
The software on these discs has been compressed using ArcFS 2 from
VTi, and are opened by running a copy of ArcFS then double-clicking
on the archive to open it. There is a copy of ArcFS on the disc.

Most software will run straight from the archive, but some
programs may need to be copied out of the archive before being
run, uncompressing them in the process. Any program that saves a
file to disc, for instance, will be unable to do so into the archives on

the disc.

Faulty disc?
If your disc is faulty, test whether it will verify by clicking with

Menu on the floppy drive icon and choosing Verify.

If it fails to verify or is physically damaged you should return it

to TIB, TIB House, 11 Edward Street, Bradford, Yorkshire BD4 7BH.

If it verifies successfully return it to the Acorn User editorial office
at the usual address.

The Acorn User cover disc has been checked for viruses using
Killerversion 3.001 from Pineapple Software
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NEW!

Olympus C840 L
1280x960 Digital Tele-wide

Only £599

Studio Quality Products for the
Full-time Graphics Professional
and the Dedicated Enthusiast

nlvi I L/U tOiv c. is the package which defines studio quality image editing and
artwork on RISC OS machines. It is easy to use but has many powerful features, including
a sophisticated colour management system (CMS) for the full-time graphics professional.
Most of the extensive programming effort invested in this project has been concentrated
upon ensuring a predictable user interface with an integrated design and most importantly,
all operations have been engineered to the highest quality possible. £269.50 (£229.36
ex VAT) PHOTODESK 3 (with LAYERS) coming soon £299.50
PHOTODESK LIGHT, an economic alternative to PHOTODESK2 retains most of its
creative features apart from the Colour Management system and some features essential to
the professional user. £134.75 (£114.68 ex VAT)
Plug-in Effects Packs are available for both Photodesk packages. 2 packs (FX1, FX2)
each containing 10 special effects, or FFl with 5 extra loader/savers. £19.95 (£16.98 ex
VAT) the NEW FX2 contains: Chrome, Posterise, Colour-Contour, Twirl, Glaze,
Raindrops, Dimple, Channel-map, Median, and Crystallise!

ToplVlOdel 2 the 3D editing package from Sincronia ofItaly has been rewritten to
include many new features including an easy to use interface and the fantastic GEMINI
graphics engine.This package is particularly suited to artists and designers, because for the
first time it is possible to model objects in a single 3D view. New features include texture,
chrome and bump mapping, lens flare, up to 1024 light sources, fog & haze and many many
more! £152.75 (£130.00 ex VAT) TopModel CD-ROM and Plug-ins are available
including TopDcform with 7 exciting new tools. The CD-ROM contains 700+objects
and 300 HQ textures, utilities and JPEGs. An invaluable rsource for all 3D modellers

and web designers, not just TopModel owners! CD-ROM collection £34.99
ITopDeform Plug-in £24.95 (inc.VAT)

hOtOLink is an Acorn multi-driver for the most popular makes ofdigital camera.

Cameras currently supported include the new OlympUS range including the fantastic
C840L. and the C1400L SLR Zoom"...if you buy a digital camera at all it should be
an Olympus; personally I would also opt for the Spacetech driver" Richard Hallas,
Rise User, "...the results from the Olympus/Spacetech combination are stunning ..
.Spacetech's offering is by far the most comprehensive..."Stuart Tyrrell, Acorn User.
Superb hard copy can be obtained via our FotoFun printer or Canon PhotoReal
PhotoLink is available on its own at £69.00 or bundled FREE with a camera.

New Prices! Olympus 420L £299.00 (was£499), C820L £499.00 (was
£899), C1400L £999.00 (was £1299) (including VAT) C840L £599.00

PhotoReal is the Acorn driver extension for the Canon BJC4300, Canon BJC4650,
Epson Photo, Photo700 and EX printers with photo-realistic capability. PhotoReal
makes use of the same advanced techniques for producing high-quality four colour
separations as Photodesk and comes ready calibrated for the special dye-based inks used for
photo-realistic printing. A calibration application is also supplied to allow you to tailor the
results to your own specification Driver only £69.00 Inc.VAT. or FREE if purchased
with printer! example: Stylus Photo + Driver £239.99 inc.VAT

New Epson stylus CAMERA PRICES DOWN AGAIN!
Photo Printer + Driver

£239.99

.... Photoreal drivers have now been

updated... existing users please phone
for free update.

Olympus C420L now £299 (save £200!)
Olympus C820L now £499 (save £400!)

Olympus C1400L now £999 (save £400!)
PLUS! NEW Olympus C840L only £599

Spacetech Ltd
he Courtyard, Southwell Business Park, Portland, Dorset, DT5 2JS, U.K.

Telephone: +44 (0)1305 822753 Fax: +44 (0)1305 860483
Email: sales@spacetech.co.uk Web : http://www.spacetech.co.uk



Fig I: The finishedscene

Anyone who has dabbled around with
Acorns over the years is bound to

have conic across a few of the classic

Acorn graphics packages, like Draw,
Artworks and Photodesk to name but a

few. While some of these packages might
seem a bit daunting or esoteric to use ini
tially, a bit of time and patience invested
in getting to grips with the tools can soon
yield impressive results.

For instance, while the function of Paint
was relatively clear, my initial reaction to
Draw when RISC OS first appeared was
probably much like any typical Acorn user
- I had no idea why Acorn had decided to
provide such a strange tool with the
machine and, after having a quick play
around, regarded it with deep suspicion.
Alter all, what was it good for?

If I needed a diagram I could quickly
knock it up in Paint - Draw, on the other
hand, seemed to offer an overly complex
way of going about things and, as I soon dis
covered, plainly wasn't good enough for
simple desktop publishing. This situation
persisted until I finally came to the conclu
sion that Draw couldn't really be a folly, but
was written by Acorn with good reason. So,
back 1 went, played a little bit longer and
discovered the wonderful and immensely
powerful world of vector graphics.

Max Palmer downs

tools in favour of

3D modelling

Why 3D?
3D packages often provoke a similar
response among observers: They produce
impressive results, look powerful but
appear difficult to use. In addition, it is
often unclear why you would need the
extra functionality of a 3D package.

In fact, like the transition from Paint to
Draw, once you get used to the idea of
modelling objects in three dimensions, you
start to become aware of a whole new

world of potential applications which just
would not have been possible to contem
plate tackling before.

As well as being eye-catching, 3D models
can dramatically alter the way you present
and interpret data, can be used to visualise
spatial distributions and design concepts or
can simply be used to spice up your presen
tations or artwork. The beauty of a 3D
model is, if you don't quite like a particular
view, you can rotate or scale the scene until
you do - something that is simply not pos
sible in a 2D package. Although things

TopModel

were pretty lean to begin with, there are
now a number of relatively cost-effective,
powerful, but easy-to-use 3D modelling
applications available on the Acorn plat
form. These cater for both the design
oriented user and the more artistic, creative

user.

The aim of this series is to present an
overview of some of the more popular pack
ages, using examples to illustrate what the
packages are capable of, and to explain how
one can get the best from a particular appli
cation. This month, we'll be looking at
TopModel and focusing on the creation of
the stormy castle scene shown in Figure I.

Top modelling
TopModel burst on to the Acorn scene
about two years ago, bristling with features
and laden with the prospect of many more
to come.

It is placed firmly in the creative model
ling camp and, while it can be used for
basic design work, it is not intended to be
used as a CAD package, nor does it pretend
to fulfil this purpose. It is, nonetheless, a
superb 3D package for exploring the cre
ative world of three-dimensional modelling
given a bit of perseverance.

While the original version of TopModel
had a few shortcomings and suffered from
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TopModel

Object creation

Basic shapes

Object manipulation

Library objects

A
*w*

Distortion

Fractal noise

and point
displacement

Mirror in X

Environment manipulation

Grid Perspective

\ /
fil ©I

Cover grid Fog A

Stone texture

Iron material type
Polygonal texture map

Fig II: The three basic types of operation

>• a poor user interface, TopModel 2 offers
new features, a friendly, more logical user
interface and works in all desktop modes
capable of displaying at least 16 colours,
although I would strongly recommend
using more than this if at all possible.

Unlike most modelling packages which
provide three orthogonal views of the
scene, that is, a plan view and two eleva
tions, TopModel has only the one input
window which automatically selects the
appropriate active plane depending on the
viewpoint adopted by the user. This may
sound a little strange, but once you've got
used to the concept the more conventional
approach starts to feel a bit restrictive.

Broadly speaking, TopModel offers three
principal type of tools. These provide
facilities for creating basic object types
(cubes, planes, pipes and so on) or inser
tion of more complex shapes from a

24 Acorn User September 1998
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library of objects; tools for manipulating
existing objects to create more complex
shapes or to mirror, distort and copy
existing objects; and tools which are used

Fig III: Creationof a table lamp

to customise the environment, complexity
of the display and the way the package
behaves. A few examples of these different
functions are illustrated in Figure II.

Basic learning
In my opinion, the key to mastering
TopModel and understanding the function
of the tools is simply to play around for a
while. Create some basic objects, extrude
them, copy them, distort them, alter their
properties and change their parameters.
You shouldn't aim to achieve anything
other than to gain a feel for what the tool
has done to your initial object.

By going through this process you
should start to become familiar with the

effects that the tools have and will begin
to understand how a particular effect can
be controlled and tailored to suit your
own particular needs.

This process will inevitably be frustrat
ing at times, but will give you an idea of
the power of the package and should
allow you to progress from the 'let's put
two cubes behind a sphere' type approach
to the creation of more complex scenes.

Once you've got a grasp of how each
tool operates and what they might be used
for, a good exercise is to set about trying to
create a simple household object - for
example, a table lamp. Examine the vari
ous objects around you and try to work
out how they can be broken down into
simple shapes, which in turn may be cre
ated by sweeping an outline along a path
or distorting even simpler objects.

For instance, a table lamp can be pro
duced by rotating the cross-section of the
table lamp about its centre using the
sweep tool, while the cross-section of the
lamp can be created using the line tool as
shown in Figure III. Texturing can then be
used to enhance the appearance.

Onwards ever onwards...
Getting used to creating basic objects is the
stepping stone to bigger, brighter and bet
ter things, since almost all apparently
complex scenes are really just a collection
of individual objects, appropriately scaled
and positioned relative to each other.

If you can create the objects in the scene
then, given a bit of time and patience, you
should be able to create the scene itself.



While TopModel docs not provide facilities
for producing annotated diagrams for pre
sentations, scenes can he exported as
simple Draw files or, if shading and textur
ing are required, as sprites, which may be
labelled in Draw or dropped directly into a
desktop publishing package.

It is this ability to manipulate common
file formats across a range of packages
which really provides the icing on the
cake and TopModel adds another dimen
sion to this process (no pun intended).

Indeed, the power of TopModel may be
considerably enhanced by the addition of
a good bitmap graphics package to your
suite of applications, allowing you to edit
and create bitmaps which can then be
used to texture surfaces and add that little

bit of extra realism. A few example scenes
illustrating the kind of things that are pos
sible with TopModel are shown in Figure
IV.

Castles on a stormy day
In the previous section I advocated that
one of the best methods of getting to grips
with TopModel is to play around with the
tools to gain an understanding of what
they do. However, an alternative
approach is to follow the creation of a
scene step-by-step.

To this end, I have set about creating a
scene using a number of different tools in
order to help explain their function.
Unfortunately, the space available for this
article restricts the level of detail which

can be included, however, I shall try to

Fig IV: Examples of scenescreated usingTopModel

Arrow slit

(textured polygon)

Buttress

(extruded object)

TOWER

GATEHOUSE

Timbers (extruded objects)

Fig V: Basic breakdown of castle scene

present sufficient information to explain
how the different effects have been

achieved and to impart a few of my own
personal hints and tips. The castle scene

TopModel

Raised battlements (scaled, extruded objects)

Lower tower (six-sided sweep)

Chimney (4 sided sweep)

Stairs

Scaled copies
of main structure

Window

(textured polygon)

WALL

(extrusion along a path)

shown in Figure I is loosely based on a real
site in England (Stokesay) which I have
drawn upon for inspiration.

The scene itself is composed of a number
of distinct objects which were created sepa
rately. These are the gatehouse, the walls,
the tower, the main hall, and the land

scape. I will now proceed to explain how
each of the different objects was created
(Figure V).

The gatehouse
The gatehouse is the most complex object
in the scene and is composed of a number
of extruded features. Initially, I set about
trying to create the appearance of the
wooden beams by applying a simple tex
ture map to the front of the building (a flat
polygon) to create the illusion of structure.

While this approach is often very suc
cessful (witness games like TombRaider), a
quick experiment using a cube soon
revealed that a texture map, which is
essentially a sprite applied to a surface, was
not going to give me the look I required.

I therefore set about modelling the indi
vidual timbers to achieve a more realistic

appearance. While this may seem a bit
masochistic, a more detailed look at the

structure reveals that it contains a high
degree of repetition and symmetry and
hence requires only a few original shapes
to be produced to create the structure. The
remainder can be produced from copies of
the original shapes.

Each timber was created by drawing the
two dimensional outline of the timber

using the path creation tool with the
extruded option enabled (create -> path).
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Draw outline of

timber with path
tool and extrusion

option enabled

Position origin and
apply mirror tool to
clone timber, using
adjust to automatically
generate the copy

Mirror or clone selection of

timbers to repeat the pattern

CO
extruded object

mirror axis

Fig VI: Creating the timber structures

This essentially extends the object in the
third dimension (depth) to produce a 3D
representation of the object. It therefore
avoids a lot of the trouble which would

otherwise be incurred trying to create an
object which can be viewed from all
angles. Once created, the depth of the
object may be adjusted using the scaling
tool, available from the modify menu.

All of the individual timber shapes were
created using the extrusion tool and more
complex patterns built up using the copy,
mirror and rotate tools. The selection of a

particular object for manipulation can be
greatly eased by adjusting the viewpoint
until a point in the object is clearly visible.

The point can then be selected using the
select entire nets tool (selection mode 3).
This trick is especially useful when dealing
with cluttered scenes, where selecting the
entire net of primitives is often difficult
from certain angles. It is also well worth
learning a few standard keyboard short
cuts to avoid having to navigate through
the menu structures. For example, follow
ing the selection of a point, the entire net
can be selected using Ctrl-P.

Following the creation of the timber
Shapes, the mirror tool (edit -> mirror) was
used to produce the complex arrangement
of timbers visible at the front of the gate
house (Figure VI). For the mirror tool to
operate, it is first necessary to select the
axis of the reflection plane (either x,y,z or
a combination of the three). The position
of the plane may then be altered relative to
the original object by adjusting the posi
tion of the origin in the scene, represented
by the yellow and red set of axes.

The resulting copy will then be produced
at the correct location. However, minor

adjustments to the position of objects are
inevitable and are best made using the cur
sor keys and shift key, rather than the
mouse, since more accurate positioning can
be achieved.

The use of keys in preference to the
mouse also avoids the problem of acciden
tally selecting another object while trying
to drag the currently selected object
around the scene. The latter can have cata

strophic consequences and I strongly
recommend that you update the work

buffer (using the space bar), before you
attempt anything vaguely risky so that
you can undo it if anything goes wrong.

Finally, the illusion of a wooden sur
face was achieved by applying the
wood2 texture to the timbers, using the
chrome option and wood4 material type
to produce a realistic wood grain effect.

The remainder of the gatehouse was con
structed from textured polygons using the
path tool with the filled option selected.
Once created, the polygons were shifted
into position using the cursor keys.

To aid realism, a small sprite was cre
ated in Pholodesk and used as a repeating
texture to produce the yellow rendered
effect, while additional sprites were used
for the roof tiles and window. Note, all the

textures were applied with the flat option
selected from the attributes window to

ensure that the surfaces appeared evenly
illuminated.

The walls
The castle walls were created by extruding
an outline of the walls along a path using

Draw outline

ol wall profile

Create a path using the
path tool, then move wall
profile to one end of the
path

path

wall profilo

FigVII: Creating the curved wall

the extrusion tool (Figure VII). Firstly, the
profile of the wall was created using the
path tool in the create menu, with the out
line option selected (create -> path). The
path settings option (menu click -> path
settings) was then used to bring up a path
and the control points adjusted to define

TopModel

the path that the wall should follow. Once
the correct path had been established, the
wall profile was moved to one end of the
path and the extrude tool used (special ->
extrusion) to create the wall, using the fol
low path option.

The number of steps which make up
extruded object may be altered to give a
smoother curve by increasing the number
of divisions in the appropriate dialogue
box, however, twelve steps were found to
be sufficient. Note, bevelling and stepping
were not required since the wall's dimen
sions remain constant along its entire
length. Finally, a stone texture was applied
to give the wall a more realistic appearance.

The hall
The hall was produced using a scaled copy
of the gatehouse roof which was used to
define its dimensions. Once the scaling
had been completed, the front and rear
sides of the main building were created
using the polygon tool with the filled
option selected (create -> polygon), while
the ends of the building were drawn using
the path tool (create -> path).

The main structure was then copied,
scaled and rotated through 90 degrees and
copied twice using the configurable copy
tool (edit -> copy -> setup), which allows
the number of copies to be specified along
with a transformation which will be

applied to each successive copy. Next, a
small, four-sided polygon was placed
slightly proud of the end of the cloned
structure, to ensure its visibility, and a pic
ture of a church window was applied to
the polygon to produce the illusion of a
window.

To prevent the whole polygon obscuring
the wall behind it, the background colour
of the sprite was chosen to be transparent.
This option is accessed via the sub-menu
icon which is adjacent to the iconised

Extrude profile along path to
obtain wall
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picture of the sprite in the attributes win
dow. A full-size picture of the sprite will be
displayed, from which a colour may be
selected as the transparent colour.

The chimney was created by drawing
the profile as an outline using the path tool
with the outline option enabled (create ->
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TopModel

path). This path was then rotated about
the z-axis using the sweep tool (special ->
sweep) to create a solid of revolution. As
only four sides were required, the number
of polygon divisions was set to be four in
the options menu.

However, a more rounded chimney
could have been produced had more divi
sions been specified. Indeed, many
interesting shapes can be created using the
sweep tool and I recommend playing
around with it if you have the time. The
stairs are simply an extruded path that has
been appropriately texture mapped.

The tower
The tower was created in two stages. The
section below the battlements was created

texture applied to the polygons with a flat
finish.

The landscape
The previous sections have defined the
main subject of the scene, however,
instead of leaving it standing in isolation, I
decided to create a landscape around the
castle. While this looks pretty complex, it
is in fact easy to do using TopModel's sprite
import facility which takes a greyscale
sprite and renders it as a heightfield.
Essentially, the intensity of each pixel in
the sprite defines the height at that point
in the image while the position of the
pixel defines its position in the xy plane.

A small (80x80) greyscale image was
drawn in Photodesk using the airbrush and

Draw outline Set up axis for Perform six sided sweep
of wall profile sweep
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Fig VIII: Usingthe sweep tool to create the tower

using the same technique that was used to
create the chimney. Essentially, a cross-
section through the wall was drawn using
the path tool with the outline option
enabled (create -> path) and then rotated
around the z-axis using the sweep tool to
define a six-sided structure (Figure VIII).

The battlements were created by draw
ing a cross-section through the raised
section of the battlements as an extruded

object which was then scaled to be one
third of the length of one side of the
tower. This object was then copied, placed
at the other end of the side, and a lower

section inserted between the two copies so
that the three objects occupied the length
of one side of the battlements.

Rather than recreate the objects each
time, the battlements were copied five
times using the copy tool (edit -> copy ->
setup) with a 60 degree rotation applied
per step. To ensure that the copies
remained aligned with the edges of the
tower, the tower was selected and the

bring to centre tool (select -> bring to cen
tre) used to centre the axis of rotation axis
on the centre of the tower. The viewpoint
option and the normal option were also
selected in the copy setup window to
ensure that the battlements remain

aligned with the edges of the tower.
To make the tower a bit more interest

ing, arrow loops (narrow, vertical
windows) were added (simple textured
polygon) along with two buttresses
(extruded polygon) and a repeating stone
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then smoothed to get rid of any dithering
effects which would otherwise make the

landscape look very bumpy. The spritefile
was then dragged into TopModel, with shift
held down to set the heightfield option,
and merged with the existing file (Figure
IX). Finally, the heightfield was scaled and

&:

Create greyscale sprite
in art package

Fig IX: Rendering a sprite as a heightfield

the castle positioned on the mound so that
it was in the centre of the moat.

A second copy of the heightfield was
scaled up using ChangeFSI and natural
looking textures applied to the bitmap in
Studio24Pro to add extra realism. This file

was then saved and selected as the texture

map for the heightfield. The transparent
water effect was created by positioning a
large, four-sided polygon at the appropriate

height in the vertical elevation.
Unfortunately, I soon noticed that the
water level seemed to change depending on
the view mode.

However, I was able to overcome this
problem by splitting the polygon into a
number of smaller polygons, using the
split into two parts tool (special -> split
into 2 parts). A natural looking water tex
ture was applied to the object and the
material type set to glass to make the layer
partially transparent.

For the finishing touches I created a
large bitmap of a stormy sky in Photodesk,
using the texture explorer tool and
imported this into TopModel as the back
drop by dragging the texture from the
attributes window into the scene window.

I then altered the colour of the fog to
match the colour of the sky colour until I
was happy with the overall fade effect. The
resulting image was then exported as a
sprite and reduced in ChangeFSI to pro
duced an anti-aliased image and that's it -
one castle to order!

The future
The construction of the castle scene has

described the action of just a few of the
tools available in TopModel. I hope I've
been able to demonstrate that creating a rel
atively complex scene is not that difficult,
but simply requires time and patience.

The advent of affordable digital cameras
and cheap colour scanners also offers the
exciting prospect of being able to import
sprites ready for texture mapping, enabling
even more realistic models to be produced.
However, if you can't afford some of these
luxuries, a good texture generator, such as
the one produced by RComp, can be used
to devise some nice finishes for objects
which can often look just as good.

3At»

Shift drag sprite into
TopModel to render it
as a heightfield

Furthermore, TopModel is under contin
ual development and many new plug-ins
are promised, offering features as diverse
as inverse kinematics, radiosity and
advanced animation facilities - so dive in.

As they say, things can only get J,,
better! /ll)

UKdistributor: Spacetech
Tel: 01305 822753 E-mail: sales@spar.etech.co.uli
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Desktop enhancers

Last month we looked at desktop patches
- programs that improve the operating

system directly, either by providing new
features or by improving the way parts of
the desktop work. This month I will be tak
ing a look at programs which make life
easier around the desktop by speeding
things up, helping you to keep organised or
just by saving space.

Choosingan acute-accented capital A with Director

Director - Nick Craig-Wood
Director is a "general purpose desktop
tool", which sits on the left hand side of

the iconbar. Clicking Select, Adjust or
Menu over the icon brings up a different
menu. The Select menu gives you access to
all your drives as menu items. Every direc
tory (including applications) opens a
further sub-menu showing the contents of
the directory, and clicking on a file will

MegaBoard - Sham Gardner
MegaBoard directly replaces Acorn's Pinboard.
When you first load it up, your backdrop disap
pears and clicking Menu over the Pinboard
produces a new menu.Aswith Acorn's offering,
files, applications and directories can be added
to the backdropbydragging them froma filer
window and then moved around by dragging.

Thereismore controlover the background
image.This can either be a Drawfile or a Sprite-
and there is more control over scaling and tiling.
Usinga Drawfilemeans that the backdrop will
take much less memory- but the chances are
the image will have to be much simpler.

MegaBoard also has a number of special
icons: You can have the three-dimensional

Acorn logo displayed in the top right corner.
You can also have a small clock or pointer co
ordinates which update on the fly and a gobbler
icon lets you drop on files to have them deleted.

Finally, you are not restricted to one set of
pinned files and applications. You can create
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run them. This can be a very quick way to
navigate your drive, since applications are
given the generic 'application' icon and
sprite files are not added to the sprite pool.
This eliminates the wait as a new directory
full of icons opens. This menu also gives
you immediate access to the Modules,
ScrapDir, Hoot Dirand Library.

The menu which opens when you press
Menu over the icon is a

more traditional infor

mation menu. At the top
is the standard 'Info'

and, at the bottom,
'Quit'. It gives access to
information on memory
and access to custom

menus.

These menus provide
many functions such as
changing the backdrop,
selecting special charac
ters (those used in

foreign languages and
other symbols) and
changing the desktop
mode. Just about any
thing you might want to
do via the desktop can
be automated with

Director.

The right button opens
a Pinboard menu, which

will also open if you
press Menu over the
backdrop. This replaces

the Acorn standard Pinboard menu and as

well as opening Director's other two main
menus it provides some other features, such
as mode changing.

Director is the program you never
realised you needed until you use it. It
speeds up literally everything and you can
customise it however you like, providing
you don't mind messing around with some
files. Although it is not really for the begin
ner, it is perfectly useable in its unmodified Workspaceis a little obtrusive on the iconbar

extra 'surfaces' which get their own icon on the
main Pinboard. Double-clicking removes all the
pinned icons and adds the new ones for the
new surface. Double-

clicking with Adjust
takes you back to the
previous parent surface.
In this way you can have
different selections of

programs for use at dif
ferent times-in the

same way you would
have different bars in

MenuBar or different

worktops in Worktop.
Iquite liked this pro

gram - it certainly does
more than Acorn's

Pinboard, but unless you
use the Pinboard a lot

(which surprisingly few
people do), it's unlikely AMegaBoard in action

Simon Kiff continues his

examination of products to liven
up yourdesktop

state and is a very useful addition to your
boot sequence. The more you use it, the
faster it becomes and the more you realise
you can't live without it.

Workspace - David J. Ruck
Workspace provides the user with six vir
tual desktops. The program shows six
screen icons on the left hand side of the

iconbar and clicking on each will flick to
that desktop. Each can have its own screen
mode, so you could use one desktop with
lots of colours for doing graphics work,
while another larger mode is letting you do
some typesetting or DTP work. Each desk
top keeps its own set of windows, so if you

~^ ~-7~~.— ~~~ Z 7...
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to prove particularly useful. If you do use the
Pinboard this is for you, particularly with its
more comprehensive backdrop options.



open one in one desktop it will not be visi
ble in the others. This means that graphics
software can stay separate from DTP or
music typesetting.

The only niggle I have with this soft
ware is the amount of iconbar space it
takes up - with six large icons representing
the different desktops. A better solution
would have been one icon divided into six

parts, which could be individually clicked.

WimpBar2 - Technium 220
WimpBar2 is another "drop down menu"
style desktop assistant. It is slightly more
difficult to use - all the settings have to be
modified from a text file - but this does

mean that it can be

more flexible.

You can create

menu items which

run macros, load

programs or files and
even act on files

dragged to the bar.
The program comes

with a comprehensive StrongHelp manual,
which explains how to create all the differ
ent types of buttons. WintpBar2 can be
downloaded from Technium's website.

ExtraBar - David McCormack
ExtraBar is another bar across the top of the
desktop, but this one does not use drop down
menus. Instead, it lets you create a number of
buttons and then save different bars as files,

so they can be loaded in at any stage. Each
button has configurable text and its own
icon. Each is assigned a Select and Adjust
click action, all from within a window.

There are many different actions that
buttons can carry out. They can run files,
launch Web addresses, enter text at the

Apps i Open Dir
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WimpBar2 offering
some applications
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Desktop enhancers

Pinboard Patch - Matthew Bullock
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A large JPEG rendered as a backdrop by Pinboard

Although this doesn't make the desktop eas

ier to use, it does form a natural progression

from the last review, so has been included for

completeness.
This patch lets you use JPEGs instead of

sprites for the backdrop,using the fast JPEG
redraw, as well as fixing a few minor bugs in

the Pinboard. Inoperation, the Pinboard

remainsunchanged, but clicking over a JPEG

cursor and many more. Full details are
given in the user manual. You can also
specify a Dynamic Display button, which
can be the time, date or free memory. Full
control is given over the display of the
buttons, including where the sprite is
placed, and whether the button has a
small gap after it - allowing you to group
similar buttons.

I would find this program useful and it
could be used in conjunction with the
other bars, since it can be forced to the
bottom or to float. With a little fiddling
you could automate a lot of desktop tasks
and make your life a whole lot easier.

Acorn Office '98 -
Peter Price and Andrew Ayre
Acorn Office is a snazzy looking toolbar,
vertically orientated, which contains a
number of configurable buttons. Each one
can (at the moment) run any file or appli
cation. Although simple, this could be just
the program many parents are looking for
to let their children easily access a few pro
grams without them needing to traverse
the directory structure of the hard disc. It
also has a shutdown icon, which means
that after they've finished with their soft
ware the kids could shut down and switch

off the computer.
That said, this program could also be used

by adults to give easy access to their favourite
programs. Office '98 comes with a number of

Patch

allows you to 'Make Backdrop'as you would

with a sprite.

Thissaves a lot of memory if you want a
huge background image with lots of colours,
although the JPEG is marginally slower to

update than a sprite would be. Anysprites
you already use can easily be converted using
ChangeFSI. The backdrop shown is a mere 90K

rather than over 700K.

useful icons for use as buttons. It should be

noted that Acorn Office '98 is "not connected
in any way to the Acorn Group PLC"

Conclusions
I have given you a round-up of programs,
many of them performing similar func
tions, and now the best way to make the
decision is to try a few out. All can be tried
for free and many are full versions. I hope I
have given you an opportunity to improve
your desktop. I look forward to seeing how
many of these programs will still be i
needed when Phoebe 2100 is finalised. f\\j

Where to get it
Director

http://www.axis,demon,co.uk

ExtraBar

http://www.atlantic.oaktree.co.uk

MegaBoard
FTP://ftp.demon.co.uk/pub/mirrors/hensa/local/
riscos/desktop/megaboard.zip

Acorn Office '98

http://www.everymans.com/acornoffice

Pinboard Patch

http-J/dialspace.dial.pipex.com/matthew.bullock/

WimpBar
http://www.dcs.shef.ac.uk/~u5sap/
or:http://www.technium.demon,co.uk

Workspace
Warne/tR/WC/uo
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Acorn's Part Exchange scheme is back!
Part Exchange any computer to get the following example system prices.

RiscPC System 1:
22MB 06+4+2V), 1.7GB, CD-ROM & 14" SVGAo.28mm£ 1100 with PartX

RiscPC System 2:
34MB (32+2V),4.3GB, 5x86 133Mhz 512K, PC Pro, Windows95,

PC Pro, 15" SVGA & CDROM £ 1650 with PartX

Or have a system built to your specification at a competitive price.
PartX Offer open until 30.9.98 & Clan members only (Clan membership £15 if req.)

Phone for details of Acorn's new 'Buy now pay later1 scheme

A4 Flatbed Scanner Parallel Plustek Optic Pro 600x300 optically £ 140
Inc Imagemaster and Twain Driver

A4 Flatbed Scanner SCSI UMAX Astra 61OS 600x300 optically £ 200
Inc Imagemaster and Twain Driver

Canon BJC 4300 Colour Printer £ 160

32MB RAM Simm £ 40

64MB RAM Simm £ 120

19" SVGA Monitor 0.28mm FST MPC 1600x1200 3 year warranty £ 600

4.3GB Quantum Fireball Hard Disc £ 160

12 Speed CD ROM Drives £ 45

New A7000's 8MB from £ 400 — S/H A5000*s 4MB £ 400

Order a PHOEBE 2100 and get a
CJE Bonus'

Details to be decided, but may be a free memory upgrade or ?
(£100 deposit reserves your place in the queue)

&ncs «*•
NORWICH COMPUTER SERVICES

All prices INCLUDE VAT @17.5%
Official Orders Welcome

CJE Micro's!
78 Brighton Road

Worthing:
West Sussex!

BN11 2EN

Tel : 01903 523222J
Fax: 01903 523679

email: sales@cje.co.uk
web : http://www.cje.co.ukl

Ver40 87061



All that's
fit to
print-part 4
Ian Burley and Jack Kreindler
finish off our printer round-up
As we reflected last month, the inkjet

printer establishment is under fire from
two up-and-coming manufacturers; Epson and
Lexmark. Intruth, the term 'up-and-coming'
couldn't be more inappropriate for these two
as Epson have been around sincethe early
impact dot-matrix days and Lexmark were once
IBM's printerdivision until they were spun-off
as an independent company a few years back.

However, it is only recently that either has
enjoyedsubstantial success in the inkjet stakes.
Both companiescan boast interesting print-
headtechnologywhichenablesthem to claim
the highest print-resolution in the industry.
Both can also claim very high quality in
the areaof photo-printingthrough
the use of intermediate colour ink

tones. In the past, both have been
unable to combine advanced

features with low prices, but they

are now very competitive on price
when comparedwith the
usualsuspects;Canonand r
Hewlett-Packard.

Epson piezo action
You might recall from science lessons
something called the piezo-electric effect.
A material exhibitingthis characteristic
cangenerate a sharpvoltage when it is
mechanically stressed.The effect also
worksin reverse -apply avoltage
acrosssome piezo-electric material and

it produces a mechanical action.
Epson areuniquein the conventional

liquid inkjetprinter industry to use
piezo-electric headtechnology -afterall,
they own the patent.OnlyTektronix,
which produces colour inkjetprinters
that use dyed moltenwax insteadof water or
other solvent-based inks, also uses

piezo-electric printhead technology.
Their process involves printing onto a
drum andthen applying the image in
one goonto the paper.

Piezo-electric heads are

theoretically superior to conventional >

Printers

win an
pWvetti printer.
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'thermal' inkjet print heads because more ink

dropletscan be squirtedfromthe head in a
given time. Beyond a certainrate, thermal heads
breakdown becausethe tiny channelswhich
heat up and vaporise the inkintoa jet which hits
the paper don't have enough time to cooldown
before the nextcharge of inkarrives. With piezo
electric heads youdon't heat the inkup inthe
firstplace - the inkismechanically squeezed at
highpressurethrough the print head nozzles.
Epson claim that their technologyismore
reliable and more consistent as well as faster.

Certainly, when the first mono Epson Stylus
printer using piezo technologywas introduced,
it broughtinkjets closer than ever to the quality
of laser print. Unfortunately, Epson'sbasic
printer mechanism and case design left a lot to
be desiredand early Epson inkjetswere
monstrous noisythings.

Thecurrentgeneration of Stylus printersare
compactand stylish, though they stillclatter and
whirr more than, say, the average Canon.Epson
were also the first inkjet manufacturer to

producea modelaimedsquarelyat people
mainly looking to producephotos.The Epson
Stylus Photoincluded a six-colour complement
of inks as standardand using photo paperyou
are hard pressed to see dots without a
magnifying glass.

All the Epson printersjudged here havea
separate true black inkcartridgeso there isno
compromise when printing plaintext or colour
with black. Epson have been consistently winning
reviewer's plaudits withthe currentStylus range.

Lexmark laser-enhanced inkjets
Incomputer printing the word 'laser' is more

usuallyassociatedwith laser printers. Lexmark,
however, boast of their use of lasers to etch

Epson Stylus Color 600
This is Epson's real success story, beading
the colour inkjet sales charts for the last
year. The 600 offers a crisp 1440x720 dpi
and although there is no photo cartridge
option, the printer is capable of some

f J

impressive photo printing given the right
combination of paper and resolution.

Some even say it produces marginally
better results than its more expensive, but
faster, sibling the Stylus Color 800. At well
under £200, the 600 is remarkable value

for money.

Acorn User September 1998
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ultra-fine inkjet nozzles

enabling them to claimthe
highest inkjet printing
resolution in the industry-1200
dots per inch.

That'sbetter than Epson's
1440dpi because

Lexmark's top

printers produce

a genuine

1200x1200 dpi
(1.44 million

dots per square
inch),while

Epson make do

with 1440x720

dpi (1.036
million dots per

square inch). ®'90
Lexmark use

conventional

thermalinkjet
head

technology,yet

seemto havesuccessfully combined thiswith
enoughspeed to produce consistently high
resolution results. Lexmark alsohavephoto
cartridgeoptions with extra colourshades to

paint more subtle tones on specialpaper.

Another trick Lexmark have introduced is a

novelpatented paper feed system whichthe
companyclaim isso accuratethat you can feed
the same sheet through twiceand you won't
see any ghosted double printing. We've tried it

on the 5700modeland it reallyworks.
As Lexmark inkjet cartridges contain the

actual print head, every time you run out of ink
and replacethe cartridge,you get a new set of
heads. Most other printers have a separate

r

Epson Stylus Color 800
Externally, it is very difficult to distin
guish the 800 from the 600. Internally, the
big difference is that the 800's print head
has twice as many nozzles - 128 versus the
60()'s 64. The mechanical speed of the
print head is actually the same as the 600
model, but it can print twice as many dots
in the same time.

The theory as to why the 800 isn't quite
as good as the 600 in quality terms is that

print head, so if that gets
blocked or worn out it

needs to be replaced

separately.
On balance, the Lexmark

arrangement is better as you
should expect more

consistent

results,

1

although the printer needs to be calibrated

every time you change the ink cartridge - a

simpleprocess involving printinga calibration
sheet and choosing the closest match between
pairs of fine lines.

Print heads can be quite expensive to replace

as well - some £80 for my elderly Canon BJC-

600,for example- though Lexmark cartridges
are slightly more expensive, so over the lifetime
of the printer there may not be that much
difference in cost overall.

Mechanically, Lexmark have done a good job
in keeping the din to a minimum and the

printers we saw seemed more refined than

their Epson counterparts.

any discrepancies in calibration of the
head will be more visible with twice as

many nozzles. On paper the 800 is quieter
than its 600 sibling but overall, the 600 is
better value unless speed is a must.

Epson Stylus Color 850
This is a slightly more expensive alterna
tive to the 800 model. It's marginally
faster, uses an slightly improved ink to
control dot sizes better and there is an

Kthernet network interface card option so
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Regislorod Dovoloper Acorn User Awards 1995

Best business software
runner up -TableCalc

Tel 01344 455769 email atimbrell@aol.com

http://members.aol.com/isvproduct/Acorn User Awards 1996
Best network software
rnnnpr lln . SnrlnlNFT

The protected educational desktopfor RiscOS
• EasytouseS inslall
• Protectscomputers &software
•Supports multiple classes/pupils
• Disables desktopescaporoutes
• Keepspupilswork safe &secure
•Only allows access tospecified a
• Requires RiseOS3&harddisk

"Score 20/20. A Vital utility lorallharddrive computers." "/reccomend thisapproach."
Arc World Acorn User

The Font Editor

• much taskr to uu tfwn FontED..,
h'tflfitconrxnieti andntilnedhthdmon*y~

f> Fonty characters

HlBlll@GiB|

1
E

-|-1 ~6Gw"h

£3itZ

y i i I ID
• Enthusiasts version of FontFiend
•Loads alltypesofAcorn outline fonts
• Export and import as Drawfiles
• Loadsandrepairsfaultyfonls
•Make boldoropenfontsautomatically
•Easyto use toolbars
• On-line manual and realtime helpsystem
• Inbuilt Kerning editorand Misc Dataeditor

Easilyscaffolda font
Flipcharactershorizontally or vertically
Makes smallcaps automatically
Extend,Condense, Obliquee.t.c.
EditOutlines,Skeletons e.t.c.
Saveout protectedfonts
Savelontscomplete withkerning
OS 3.1 or later, 8MBRAM Shard disk

How do you produce
complicated reports

in seconds
• Contains lOO'sof statements
• Easily addyourownphrases
• Works withANY wordprocessor
• Have multiple statementbanks
•Keep statements Ingroups
• Keep pupil namesinclasses
• Edit anyexistingstatements
• Comprehensive on screenmanual

"Excellent, takes thetoiloutofreport writing.
Mr I. Midlands

"Constiucling thereport Isreally veryslmple...a
Rise User

The desktop network for2 cor,
•Connect any2 Rise 0«3 machines
•Share hard disks JCD-Roms
•Unique Network Printing system
• Transferfiles &applications
•Senda receive messages
•Supports highspeedserialcards
•Maximum speed over 50K per second "• ••'"'' "* fiice i J times the speed.

Supplied without coble but (SerialHET) has got to be the winner."
withwiringdiagram Archive Jan1997

tusLso

TableCalc
Spreadsheet and Table Generator

• OLE Links withImpression, onlyuses 260K
• Point&Click expressionediting
• Export as TableCelc, Draw and CSV
• Insert & delete columns before & after cursor

•Adjust cellsizesbydargging
•WYSISYG display with userdefinable styles
•Simple andeasytousebutton bar
•Multiple Hies inmemoiy / cut&paste
•Uses full 24bitcolour &supports Interactive help

"...should givetheproducers ofSchema"
ResulbandEureka something tothink about."

Acorn User March 19S5

Acorn User Awards 1997
Best graphics software
Viiii,,™ . nrnwWnrkcO

frrowm
The Font CD for Rise OS™
"...very (jood...excellent value(ormoney

Archive Feb 1997

"„.NDT really does dowhatItclaims
Richard Hallas Acorn Publisher

"...NDTfonts are even better..."
Geoff Preston Acorn User

"...something foralldtp users,,,"
Acorn Publisher Vol3 Iss3

"...produces superior results."
AcornPublisher Vol3 Issi

"...highqualityfonls,.excellent value.
ComputerShopper

Includes

All fontsfully hinted usingourNDT system
•Totally eliminates dropout at anypointsize
•Sophisticated scaffold treestoensurealignment
•All weights havecustom designed kernpairs
• Linear linked scaffolds within each character

Fully compatible withotheroutlinefonts
•Font Pack277(rrp£25.00)
•Font Pack298(rrp£25.00)
•Font Pack312(rrp£25.00)

Font Toolkit (rrp £30.00)
250*bonusfonts(rrp£20.00)
Blackletter Pack(rip£15.00) MSB

• Supports both DMC and Anchorcolours.
• Producedesignsfrombitmapsor fromscratch,
• Orawon the canvas withcircles, linese.t.c.
• Easyto use buttonbars
•Print outcomplex designs andrefcharts.
•Savedesigns inCanvasor Draw format,
•Block copy, Hip, undo e.t.c. "...amailng.,.a classproduct."
• Comprehensive on screenmanual AcornUser
"...absolutely btilliant...ouite iomarkable„.hlghly recommended."

Archivo

• Photo-reallsllc on screen swatch
•Onscreenpunchcard display with
•Easilychangecolours
•Saveoutas Draw, Sprito&Falrlslo files
• Print punchcards with anyprinter driver
•Automatically make repeating patterns
•Easytousetoolbars with Interactive help
• Fully Illustrated onlinemanual

SaveSwatchsamplesas sprites
Loadcoloursfromotherdesigns
Automatically cycledesigncolours
Fully customisedisplaypreferences
Supplied withexampledesigns
Setgridsize,maximum stitchesIna float
Produce designseasilyandquickly
RequiresRiseOS3.1or laterandharddisk

Worried about security on your
computers?

This directory is
Password Protected

Enter Password S RETURN

Passwordprotectnameddirectories
Passwordprotectapplications
Easy drag&dropconfiguration
Can't copyfiles without password
Blocks F12escape fromdesktop
Files cannotberenamed byuser
Totally transparentto the user
For Rise OS 3.1 or later i hard disk

I> ISV products 1008

The desktop security system
includes a FREE site licence

All quoted prices (unless stated)
are for single users versions only.

Site licence prices are double single
user price.

Overseas orders please add £2.00 carriage
Alldetails correct at the timeof going to press E&OE

NDT &Typography aretrademarks ofISV Products. All othertrademarks areacknowledged
This advert was produced using NDT fonts
stored on the Typograhy CD & DrawWorks

The best vector graphics software

ladows

".../think Iwillbe ditching Artworks...
MrT. Leicoster

"Excellent, especially PureTint &Drawtrit...
Mr L Erith

"...a superb pieceofsoltwaro thathastranslormed Draw,"
Mr I. Solihull

".JamusingthisInprelerenco toArtworks"
Mr B.London

"THEprogram Ihavebeenlooking lor...
MrB.Warrington

"Outstandlng...worth everypenny."
Archivo

"Excellent...! thoroughly recommend OrawWorks Designer..."
Acorn Publisher

OW Wo5xs MK- Cupgyl
The clip art manager for Rise OS
•Handles Sprites, Oraw, Artworks, Giff, JPEG e.tx
• Display clips1ata timeoron pagesof20
•Handles CD's, floppies andallotherdevices
• Upto 0.5million clips in77groups
• Fullon-linemanualand Interactive help
• Findclipsby nameor partialname
• Handlesmultiple clipswiththe samename
•Comprehensive on screenmanual

Value5 out ot 5*
Archimedes World

"gets high marks...veryniceindeed..."
Archive

Don't buy a
graphics tablet

The low cost graphics pen

• Requires a RiscPCor A7000computer >
• Plugsintoserialportsocket •
•Switch between mouse &penwith t click '
•Compatible withallmulti-tasking applications
•Unique Vector freohand drawing tool >
• Mouse buttonsalso available fromkeyboard
• Easyto controlfreehandresolution
• 200dpiresolution

Move pointerwithcursorkeys
Rubberbanddrawing mode
Suitable (orbothVector &Bitmap packages
Save Penconfiguration settings
Produce freehand drawing directly inIDraw
Can also be used with a PC card
Fully illustrated on-line manual with examples
RequiresRiseOS3,5or laterandharddisk

FREE demo versions available

from our website

iSV Products
86 Turnberry • Home Farm

Bracknell • Berks • RG12 8ZH
Tel 01344 455769
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^ >• it can be incorporated into a network
without needing to be hosted by a com-

U4 puter.

— Epson Stylus Photo
>This is only a 720 dpi model, but you'd

never guess judging by the results. This is

The Stylus Photo is noticeable slower
than the 600, for example, but that's
already a fast printer by its class stan
dards, so the Photo can actually be used
happily as an all-round printer. A recent
price-cut has made this printer even more
attractive.

Epson Stylus Photo 700
This is the latest Epson model to sport a
photo ink cartridge system and it benefits

UJ
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Epson's first 'photo' printer using inter
mediate colour tones. Lighter coloured
dots can be printed and they almost dis
appear - especially when using expensive
glossy photo paper which absorbs the ink
better.

Printer comparisons
The first major breakthrough indesktop colour
printing cameover five yearsago with the
entrance of low costinkjet printers. At this
time, the best desktop colour printers boasted

resolutions of 300to 360dots perinch (dpi)
which, compared to the front runnersof

today,seems poor.
Graphics users haverecently enjoyed

anotherbreakthroughin colourprintingin the
form of 'photo realism'. Mostcolour inkjet
manufacturers now claim that their 1200 or

1400dpi printers, using anything from five to
sevencolour ink systems,can produce prints
indistinguishable from photographs at arm's
length.

But,whilesomemanufacturers arewell jus
tified in their claims and have proven
themselves over time, others are relatively
new to the game and some appear to have

usedthe hype forsales purposes but using old
technology.

This month we look at Lexmark's 5000 and

5700 and Epson's Stylus Photoand Stylus
Photo 700.

Againwe must make it clearthat these
printers were not reviewed using RISC OS
printer drivers. It is much to the shame of the
platform that neitherAcorn noranythird-
party havekept up with the technological
breakthroughs in printing and written soft
ware to fully utilisethe potential of the latest
inkjets.But many usershave PC co-processors
or podules in their machines and have taken

advantage of Windows printerdrivers.
For this review I used a RiscPC with 100MHz

486 PC second processor runningWindows95

from Epson's trademark maximum resolu
tion of 1440 dpi. On paper it's faster and

and CorelXara asthe graphics software
because of its ability to load ArtWorks or
Draw EPS files andprintbitmaps exported
from RISC OS packages without fuss. For
bitmap artwork and vector graphics this is fine
but unfortunately printing DTP files from RISC
OS software like OvationPro will have to wait

until Acorn or someone out there writes the

drivers.

The battle
The previouslot of graphics printers reviewed
were not closelymatched forcostor ability.

The selectionof printers on test this time
roundwere all verymuch designed forthe
same purposeand are in the £200price
bracket.

Epson have been recognised as one the pio
neers of inkjet printing technology sincetheir
introduction of the Stylus manyyears ago.For
graphics printing, the currentEpson Stylus
Photo printers boast 1440 x 720dpi resolution
and six colour, variable density inks.

Lexmark have not been at the forefront of

graphics printing forlong, but the launch of their
extremelycheap 5000 andonlyslightly more
expensive 1200x 1200dpi variant- the 5700-
hastaken them intodirect competition with
Canon and Epson inthe photo-reality stakes.

Setting up & use
Boththe Lexmarks and the Epsons used a dual
cartridge systems.The Epson, however,
needed no changingof ink cartridges for
photo-real printing as it canonly accommo
date the five colourphoto ink cartridge plus

Acorn User September 1998
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better quality than the original Photo
model.

Lexmark Color Jetprinter
5000
This is the cheaper of the two 500-series
Jetprintcrs Lexmark offers. It has a
1200x600 maximum resolution and a

photo ink cartridge option. We expected
the photo cartridge to be in the box but
it's not - be warned.

Compared to the noise of the Epson
printers, the Lexmarks are very refined
and results are very good indeed. Paper

blackcartridge as standard.The Epson soft
ware was alsoquickerto install. Popin the
CD-ROM driverdiscand simply follow the
automated prompts. Two clickslater and it

was all installed. The Lexmark software was

hardlya job for a rocket scientist either, taking
very little time or effort to install.

Living with any of these printerswould not
be a problem.Subjectively, Imuch preferred
the design of the Epsons which had a few con
trols on the front and a more solid,high-tech
shell. The Lexmarks look nice in their rounded

exoskeletons but as a result they are a little

fragile. An occasional annoyancewas the lack
of a reset or On/Off button for the Lexmarks,

which caused problemswhen problem files
upset the printing. The noise levels and warm-

up times were good for the Epsons and the
Lexmarks were the quietest and least fussy on
start-upof allthe manufacturers on tested.

Software
Lexmark really seem to have addressed the
problems of user interface very well with
their printer driver products.The utilities
windows enable the user to select the

desired print mode very quickly in one win
dow and carryout allcalibration and cleaning
operations in another. The ink level monitor
looked very impressive, but how accurate it

was couldn't be ascertained.

The Epsondriver was trickier to navigate.
There was a More Options window with

loads more options some of which were
seemed to repeat what was selected before,
but it did not take long to learn the ropes.
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handling is especially good, capable of
dealing with quite thick card.

Lexmark Color Jetprinter 5700
This is the 1200x1200 dpi version of the

Product details Lexmark Tel: 01628 480531

ColorJetprinter 5000 £180

Availability: Contact your local dealer ColorJetprinter5700 £230

Epson Tel: 01442-261144 AllRRP (ex VAT) correctat time of going to

Stylus Color 600 £174 press

Stylus Color 800 £271 Printer Definition Files:
Stylus Color 850 £319 The Cybervillage site (http://www.cybervil
Stylus Photo £232 lage.co.uk/acorn) is a good source of up-to-
Stylus Color 700 £271 date info

5000. Some have complained it's difficult
to see any difference in quality between
the two. The extra resolution also makes

the printer slower. There is no power
switch on either of the Lexmarks, all you
get is a form feed button and a rather dim
LEUto indicate that anything happening.

Printer driver issues
Noneof the Lexmark or Epson modelswe looked at arecurrently supportednativelyby Acorn in
the form of printer drivers. Until recently, if youwantedto useanyof these printers natively
under RISC OS you'dhaveto use Epson LQ or IBM ProPrinter emulation andthese generally rule
out most of the printers' best features.

Luckily, Spacetech have justannounced they aregoingto supportEpson Photo printers with
their own RISC OS printerdrivers, with support for others includingthe Canon BJC-7000 in the
pipeline.

Acorn arealso promising to lookat extendingtheir driver range, but untilthen you willhave
to relyon a PC card andWindowsdrivers to get the best out of these printers.

the printer costs just over £200 |
beforeVATisa sightto behold,
as is the photo-realism ofthe J,
output. |

While you do haveto move ,
closer than reading distance to >
observe the fine dithering andreg
ular1mmbandingon the Lexmark prints, the
Epson printers demand forensic-level investiga
tions to see that this is not a continuous tone

printout. At halfreading distance, the trained
eye canjustaboutdetermine that dotscom
posethe Epson images. The700produces a
considerably sharper imagethan the standard
Photobut takes twice as longto printallthose
extradots at its highestqualitysetting,and
the colour matching isbetter due to the more
up-to-date printer driver software.

So there is a clearwinner. The Epson
Stylus Photo700 is the best printer for the
graphics user. Close behindand still comfort
ablyaheadof the chasing pack of Lexmarks
and Canons is the olderbut cheaperStylus
Photo, which can also be the faster of the

two Epson printers, if only because it cannot

tempt you to printat the remarkable 1440
dpi that the 700 can.

And, as you readearlier, it's good news for
Acornusersas Spacetech are in the final
stages of writing specialised RISC OS drivers
for the Epson Stylus Photo printers.

My hope now is that the new graphics
packages for the Acorn will compliment the

enormous advances made in affordable desk

top colour printing that we have witnessed
this year.

The winning printer
Last month's winner by a considerable mar
ginwas the Canon BJ-7000. In this company
the championinstantly palesinto a relatively
weak Bronzemedal position. Except for the
lightcolours and skintones of the Lexmark
prints,the 5000,5700,Photoand Photo 700
all produce better qualitybitmapandvector
imagesthan the flagshipCanon.

Taking the Lexmark printersto begin with;
the 5000was a surprisingly fast and high-
qualityprinter that resolved only half the
number of dots on eachsquare inchof paper
than the 5700 but didn't seem to suffer too

much for it. In fact, the highest resolution
setting for the 5700(1200x1200 dpi)was
slower than the 5000 and caused certain

memoryand rendering problems with the
application we were printing from; this
meant that bitmaps and vectors had to be
printedseparatelyto achieve the best results
foreach type of graphic.

The exact cause of this problemwas never
fullyestablished but a similar phenomenon
occurred when using the lower resolution,
720dpi Epson Stylus Photoand the 1440dpi
Photo 700.

Although there was not much to choose
between the lessand more expensive models
fora givenmanufacturer, especially with the
Lexmarks, it was quite dear that the Epson

StylusPhotorangegenerate the highest quality
output of anydesktopinkjetprinters on the
market. Itwas quite astonishingto see the reac

tionsof colleagues passing by the desk after
picking up the Epson 700test print. The lookon
people's faces when announcing to them that

The test page
The test page comprised of four
photographic images, several colour test
strips with colour blends and gradations,
a complex colour vector graphicand plain
black text ranging from 14pt to 6pt. This
put unusually high demands on the
printers which in normal use would not
be expected to reproduce such a variety
of graphics except, perhaps, in DTP.

We only have space for some of the
graphics,although the results of the test
are outlined in the table at the end of the

test page examples.
All the printer drivers offered settings

such as Vector Graphics, Line Art, Photo,
Vivid and such like, altering colour
balance and ink density across the whole
page.

But it is no good buying a printer that
can only satisfactorily print vector
graphics and bitmaps separately,
especially since existing and forthcoming
graphics packages for RISC OSallow
composition of both vector and bitmap
artwork.
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Printers

Excellent contrast and detail with vibrant and accurate colours and

unmatched colour subtlety. Skintones are excellent and detail in
stonework is at least the equal of the Lexmark 5700

Smoothcolourgradation, bright vibrant colourscoupled with good tone
subtlety and abilityto handle skin tones. Sufferedvery slightlyfrom band
ing. The dots were still visible and some colours looked a little washed out

Excellent colourand contrast but the colours,through vibrant, are less
accurate than the Epson Photo 700.Although the quality issimilarto the
Photo 700, there is slightly less detail

iimil n

Smooth colour gradation with better contrast than the Lexmark5000 but
slightlydarker overall.Thedots are visiblebut stillexcellentquality.
Handles skin tones very well and stonework detail is excellent

TEST PAGE RESULTS PRINTER NAME

Lexmark 5000 Lexmark 5700 Epson Stylus Photo Epson Stylus Photo 700

SPEED (to print test sheet)

Photo quality 10 minutes 10 mins 9 mins 18 mins
High quality 10 mins 10 mins 9 mins 9 mins

GENERAL OBSERVATION

Photo-real at arm's length? Yes Yes Yes Yes

Artefacts 1mm horizontal banding
Slightly pale

1mm horizontal banding None None

Overall colour matching Excellent Slightly dark & cyan Excellent

BITMAP GRAPHICS

Resolution and detail Very good Excellent Excellent Excellent

Light tones Very good Very good Excellent Excellent

Mid tones Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent

Dark tones Very Good Very good Excellent Excellent

Flesh tones Very good Very good Excellent Excellent

Vivid colours Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent

Contrast Good Very good Excellent Excellent

Colour gradations Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent

VECTOR GRAPHICS (
Colour gradations Very good Very good Excellent Excellent

Line art quality Very good Excellent Excellent Excellent

TEXT 1
Sharpness Very good Excellent Very good Excellent

Density Very good Very good Excellent Excellent
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Micro Laser Designs

105 Midford Road

Combe Down

BATH BA2 5RX

Tel: (01225)833266
Fax : (01225) 832200

Micro Laser Designs is an Acorn
Centre of Technology and supplies
the complete range of Acorn
Hardware and Software. We also

offer scanning, printing and
imagesetting services and
specialise in litho printing from
Acorn files - Letterheads, School
Magazines, Brochures, etc

ALL PRICES SHOWN IN THIS

ADVERT INCLUDE VAT.

Carriage Charges:
For orders of £250 or more, carriage
is FREE. Small orders will have a

delivery charge of £2.50. £5 or £10
depending on weight.

E&OE.

IMAGESETTING

Check our FILM prices!
(P & P may apply). Prices are per page.

Don't torget prices INCLUDE VAT.

Pages A4/A4 + A3/A3 +

1 11.75 14.10

2-9 6.45 11.10

10-24 5.85 9.40

25-49 5.00 8.20

50 + 4.10 7.00

Bromide prices on request.

Further discounts available - please call.
Email: bureau@microlas.demon.co.uk

WHITE LABELS, 100 SHEETS PER BOX
following sizes (mm) available all at £10.56

64 x 33.9 (24)
63.5x38(21)
63.5x46.5(18)

99.1 x34(16)

99.1 x38(14)
99.1 x 67.7 (8)
199.6x143.5(2)
199.6x289(1)

AVERY LASER LABELS, BOX 100 SHEETS
7160, 7161, 7162, 7163, 7165, 7167, 7168

C23.49 per box
AVERYINKJET LABELS, BOX 40 SHEETS

8160,8161,8162,8163,

£11.74 per box

FULL COLOUR

LASER PRINTS

We now offer a fast turn-round colour

laser printing service, ideal for proofs,
certificates, short run colour brochures
etc or just a high quality print of your
favourite piece of artwork! Please call
for more details, or visit our web site!

All prices listed were correct at the
time of going to press. We reserve
the right to change them if the need
arises - you willbe notified of any
changes upon ordering. Please
allow time for clearance of cheques.
Credit/ debit cards willbe charged
on day of despatch.

Telephone: (01225) 833266
Facsimile: (01225) 832200
email : sales@microlas.demon.co.uk

www : http://www.microlas.demon.co.uk

INTEREST FREE CREDIT!

NO DEPOSIT

emit tor details

NEW OFFERS ON ACORN HARDWARE!

Acorn &PC Computer Systems 0f
Mono &Colour Digital Print sf

Desktop Publishing @f
Graphic Design m

Imagesetting @f
Scanning m

Rise PC 233 Mhz StrongARM 4M
Memory
... 4Mb ..

Hard Disc Price

... 1.7Gb E925.00 THE RIGHT CHOICE

FOR AN EXTRA E58, you can have an internal modem, or DX4/100 PC
Card fitted, or for £88 you can have a 586/100 PC Card!

SAVE UP TO £500 on the following RISC PC's using the above offer plus
deducting £200 off the 10M & 34M RISC PC's by trading in any BBC, PC
or Acorn Computer!
Rise PC 233 Mhz StrongARM 10M ...10Mb 1.2Gb £1215.00
Rise PC 233 Mhz StrongARM 34M ... 34Mb 1.7Gb £1299.00
(Java RISC PC)
A7000 + 8M 8Mb 1.2Gb £779.00

ALL ABOVE COMPUTERS INCLUDE A CD ROM DRIVE, BUT NO MONITOR

ADI Monitors:

14" Budget 0.28dp, 2 years OSM +1yr RTB £115
Colour monitor, 1024 x 768,0.28dp, 2 years OSM +1yr RTB £145
15" Colour Monitor, 1280 x 1024, 0.28dp, 2 years OSM +1yr RTB £175
15" MicroScan 4P1024 x 768,0.28dp, 3 years OSM £215
17" MicroScan 5P 1024 x 768,0.28dp, 3 years OSM £330
17" MicroScan 5G 1600 x 1200, 0.26dp, 3 years OSM £385
17" MicroScan 5GT1600 x 1200, Trinitron tube, 0.25dp, 3 years OSM £445
19" MicroScan 6P1600 x 1200,0.26dp, 3 years OSM £640
21" MicroScan 6G 1280 x 1024,0.26dp, 3 years OSM £825
Optional Clip-on Speakers for MicroScan's when bought at same time £20
Others:

Acorn14"AKF60 £255.00 Acorn 17" AKF92 £610.00

liyama 8617E £515.00 liyama Pro 9017E £549.00

STRONGARM 233Mhz

UPGRADE

£275.00

Reserve yours - Deposits now being taken (£100 inc. VAT)

PUnpDD 32Mb SDRAM, 6.4Gb +Hard Disc, 4Mb VRAM, 32 xCD
z i a a plus PCI expansion £1699 inc VAT (no monitor)

INK JET CARTRIDGES

m«iiifflifMT*raitiiH'M=Ein i
Acorn JP150 £23.22
Canon BJIOetc £15.86
BJ300/330 £13.97
BJ200/230/210 £17.04
BJC800Blk £13.15
BJC800COI £17.85
BJC600 Blk £7.63
BJC600 Col £5.35
BJC4000 BC21 £32.89
BJC4000BCI21Bk £5.86
BJC4000BCI21C £12.33
BJC4000BC20 £21.37
BJ30BC10 £23.84
BJ30 BCMOBk(x3) £9.86
BJC70BCI11Bk(x3) £8.21
Epson SO20025 £8.21
Epson SO20034 £11.10

/ INK JET REFILLS I
m^iiwiifrjifJiiiiii'W^-in
Epson SO20036 £23.02
Epson SO20047 £16.98
Epson SO20049 £20.67
Epson SO20089 £19.96
Epson SO20093 £15.97
Epson SO20097 £23.25
HP51604A £9.93
HP51625A £21.14
HP51626A £18.79
HP51629A £19.96
HP51633M £18.62
HP51640A £20.20
HP 51640C/M/Y £23.91
HP51641A £22.31
HP51645A £21.14
HP51649A £23.44
HPC1823 £30.42

TONER CARTRIDGES AT

•r^MI I I III I III I I —I
HP51626A £9.99

HP51625A £13.99

HP51629A £9.99
HP51649A £13.99
HP51645A £10.99

Canon BC01/BC02 £9.99
Canon BC05 £13.99
Canon BC20 £9.99
Canon BJI642 £9.99

Canon BCI21C £10.99
Canon BJC600 £4.99

Epson SO20025 £7.99
Epson SO20034 £9.99

OUR LOWEST PRICES !

,^M 1 inn ^m
Epson SO20036 £16.99
Epson SO20047 £9.99
Epson SO20049 £16.99
Epson SO20093 £9.99
Epson SO20097 £16.99
Epson SO20108 £9.99
Epson SO20089 £13.99
Epson SO20062 £19.99

•Wilfflll-lWWHiiMiHil
HP LaserJet ll/lll £37.59

HP LaserJet 5L/6L £48.16

Canon LBP4 £39.94

Listedarejusta fewofttie consumables we supply, please calltorourfull colour 52 page
Catalogue wtvdicontainsfnirxfaxts ofproductsforyourcomputerandoffice needs!!

A1 /A2 POSTER PRINTING! MEMORY etc

Epson GT5000 ParallelScanner +
TWAIN. ImageMaster (ltdstock) £259.00
Watt Powered Speakers £25.00
50 Watt Powered Speakers £35.00
PowerTec SCSI II Card £200.00

Cumana SCSI II Card £175.00

EesoxSCSI II Card £145.00

Yellowstone RaplDE £139.00
Simtec IDE Interface £79.00

Audio mixer board for RISC PC ... £41.00

2.1Gb IDE Hard Disc £105.00

3.2Gb IDE Hard Disc £125.00

4.3Gb IDE Hard Disc £130.00

6.4Gb IDE Hard Disc £169.00

8.4Gb IDE Hard Disc £249.00

2.2Gb SCSI Hard Disc £145.00

3.2Gb SCSI Hard Disc £210.00

4.3Gb SCSI Hard Disc £225.00
IRLAM COL MBL SCANNER ...£149.00

Impression Publisher C139
Impression Publisher Plus £250
Sibelius 7 £775.00

Sibelius 7 Student £389.00

Sibelius 6 £110.00

Iomega ZIP + Software £159.00
SECOND HAND ACORN COMPUTERS

W PIECES

PRESS RELEASE!

POSTER PRINTING

SERVICE

AWA2 Full Colour

Poster Printing
direct from disc

Photoreal Quality

Please call for more

details and prices

A305 / A310 4Mb £110

A305 / A310 4 - 8Mb £185

RISC OS 3 Carrier Board £22

RISC OS 3.7 Upgrade (RPC only)... £58
MEMC1A Upgrade £49
A400/1 1Mb Pack £38

A400/1 4-8Mb £185

A3000 1 - 2Mb (expandable to 4Mb) £46
A3000 1 - 4Mb £83

A3000 4 - 8Mb £185

A3010 1 -2Mb £28

A3010 1 -4Mb £52

A3020 / A4000 2 - 4Mb £49

A5000 2 - 4Mb £80

A5000 4 - 8Mb £185

A540 4Mb Card £115

RISC PC 1Mb VRAM £55

RISC PC 2Mb VRAM £79

RISCPC/A7000

4Mb SIMM CALL

8Mb SIMM CALL

16Mb SIMM CALL

32Mb SIMM CALL

64Mb SIMM CALL
.Uv.v.'y,"<,':-< s J.r (';.'.'.':'."I'V .'̂ .Vuj.'>"; -£':3se calllorourtateslpiicc
We supply a lullrange of hardware and sollware
please telephone lor more details and a quote.
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Acorn Strongarw RiscPC
Now wore affordable thaw ever ***

Q 20Mb RAM

• L6Gb Hard drive

• 32 speed CDROM
• 233 MHz SA processor
• 15" AOC digital monitor
Q Stereo speakers
• 1MB VRAM

Options
3.2GB Hard Drive - £30.00

17" monitor - £100.00
2MB VRAM -£40.00

32MB RAM -£30.00

Backplane - £29.00
DX4-I00 PC Card - £50.00

i.i « i « ' "•»,•»•.';". VLU,,'-t-r\t-«-rv.

!•',•; L...-C.WA-1. -

Typical trade-in allowance on old systems
RiscPC - £450 A5000 - £200 A4000 - £125

Please phone for a firm quote

Acorn A7000+
Multimedia system

• 32 Speed CDROM
Q ARM7500FE processor

a 14" SVGA monitor

a 8MB RAM

• 12 months warranty

£745*00
Substantial discounts for

quantity orders
Network A7000s also available

AOC \T Monitor
0.26 dot pitch

30-85KHz Horizontal
50-l30Hz Vertical

100MHz Bandwidth

£245.00

AOC 15" Monitor
028 dot pitch

£1X5.00

AOC 14" Monitor
02S dot pitch

£95*00

All AOC monitors come
with a 3 year warranty and

are compatible with
Rise PC's

Second Hand RiscPC Ethernet Cards
• BNC and RJ45 (Combo)
• DCI4 software
Q Flash ROM
• 12 months warranty
• Suitable for all RiscPCs and A7000s

£65*00

£9X5.00 +vat

Hewlett Packard
Printers

Deskjet 670 Colour £125

Deskjet 690 Colour £145

Deskjet 890 Colour £215

Laserjet 6L £235

Laserjet 6P £475

Laserjet 4000 £695

Authorised HP Reseller

* Best buy printer *
HP Deskjet 690C

£145.00

A7000+ Multimedia System

£745.00

Second Hand Equipment
Computers

RiscPC - £475.00

A5000 - £250.00

A4000 - £150.00

A3020 - £125.00

A30I0 - £95.00
A3000 - £65.00

Monitors

AKF60 - £65.00
AKF50 - £85.00

AKFI8 - £75.00

AKFI7 - £65.00
AKF40 - £65.00

CUB3000 - £55.00

A5000 Ethernet cards (BNC I RJ45) - £65.00

These are sample prices. Please phone for
a firm quote and for availability.

All prices plus VAT and carriage (carriage £10.00 on larger items, postage £4.00 on small items)

Official orders welcome from Schools, Colleges, Government Depts. and nationally recognised PLC s Visa and Access accepted

Unit 28

East Hanningfield Estate
Old Church Road

East Hanningfield
Essex CM3 SAB email sales@ajscomps.deinon.co.uk

http://-vv~ww.ajscomps.demon.co.uk

sales 01245 400066

technical 01245 400034

fax 01245 400014



Stellate your
lyhedra

ylor takes another trip into the world of polyhedra
In the June issue I reviewed I'olyNct and

PolyDraw, the first two programs in
Fortran Friends' polyhcdra series which
offered an excellent insight into the world
of polyhedra. The next package in the
series, Stellate, has now been released
allowing the user to explore and display
Stellations of uniform polyhedra.

What is a stellation?
If you stand a polyhedron on one face, in
this example a dodecahedron, and then
imagine projecting the other faces down on
to the plane of that face, each will meet it
at a line. These lines will join at points, in
this example A,B,Cand D of Figure 1.

The diagram in the plane is the stellation

Using Stellate
Once loaded, clicking on the iconbar icon
brings up a list of stored solids from which
stcllations can be created.

It is also possible to create your own
solids by choosing the face type and then
the number and symmetry of each face.
You can use up to three different faces to
create your solid.

Once you have selected your solid or cre
ated your own, the parameters window
appears. This shows the polyhedral compo
nents from which the shape is made, the

Polyhedra

you chose the user-select option the win
dow is blank apart from the stellation
diagram. The faces from which the polyhe
dron is to be created are selected by clicking
on the relevant line on the stellation dia

gram. The user can choose faces to form
both the back and front of the solid.

Once you are happy with the faces, click
ing on plot-solid, brings up a plot of the
solid and an information window giving the
name, number of faces, vertices and edges of
the solid. The solid can be manipulated in a
number of different ways: rotated using the
cursor keys; the size altered; reflected; plus a
number of view options, wire outline, single
colour, different colour, as a red/green sten
cil for use with the supplied 3D glasses, with
or without perspective.

The program also allows you to view the
shape using a light source to give a shaded
effect. The light can be placed anywhere
around the shape giving a number of
different effects.

Once you arc happy with the solid it can be
saved in a number of fonnats: drawfile; text

E

\ \
\
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Forming the stellation diagram (©Fortran Friends) Stellation diagrams and their associated polyhedra (©Fortran Friends)

diagram. If the faces arc projected away
from the plane they will meet at another
point, in this case E and form a pentagonal
pyramid standing on the face. By selecting
areas of the stellation diagram you can
form the faces of a new polyhedron. The
polyhedron formed from these is called a
stellation. Figure II shows some examples
of stellated polyhedra and the faces used to
create them.

Stellate in action

radius of the solid and the radii of the com

ponent parts. The radius of the solid is
user-configurable.

From the parameters window the user has
three options when using a stored solid or
one if it's your own solid. Plot solid shows the
solid without any manipulation, auto-select
plots the solid using the stored data and user-
select, the only option available if using your
own solid, allows you to create your own

polyhedra and stellations.
One niggle is that to

return to the parameters win
dow you have to click Adjust
on the close icon of the open
window. I personally feel
some sort of menu option
would have been preferable.

If you pick the user-
select or auto-select option
you are presented with a
window showing the stel
lation diagram. If you
chose the auto-select

option the faces from
which the polyhedra is to
be formed have already
been selected. If, however,

data; and as a PolyDatafile for use in Fortran's
other programs, PolyNet and PolyDraw. From
these packages you can further manipulate
the solid and print nets allowing you to make
a physical model of the solid.

Overall
Stellate is another excellent addition to

Fortran Friends polyhedra series and
highly recommended. The program is well
written and in my experience very stable.
Stellate integrates very well with the other
programs in the series.

The program has many obvious uses in
mathematics departments in secondary
schools but would also be of interest to

adults who wish to create interesting
decorative clipart.

Product Information
Product: Stellate

Price: £20(discounts apply if bought
with others in Polyhedra series)

Supplier: Fortran Friends
Address: PO Box 64, Didcot. 0X11 OTH
Telephone: 01235-834357
WWW: http://www.acorn.com/

developers/fortran/
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LayerFS

It's been one of those weeks for me. You
know the kind - hours spent in front of

your machine, hours of frustration. You
want to reorganise your hard disc, but can't
work out whether to file your new word
processing cum Quake clone under DTP or
games.

You want to add another 63 dodgy
images to your even more dodgy collec
tion of www acquired JPEGs, but the filer
won't let you as it can't count higher than
77. You want to incrementally back-up
the latest version of the Manga animation
screen saver you've been writing for the
last six years and still he able to run it
from just the partial back-up. What are
you to do?

Read on is the answer, for Feldner &
Braun have the solution, in the form of
their LayerFS image filing system.

Image filing what?
Fvery new user of RISC OS soon becomes
acquainted with its filing system, which is
so simple and intuitive to use. The direc
tory and file icons are familiar to all - with
the little blue folders used to group their
contents hierarchically and assorted file
icons representing different types of data,
accessed by various applications.

Not everybody is equally familiar with
image files however, those strange new
objects that RISC OS 3 introduced. To most
users they are directories, albeit with funny
icons, whose contents can only be accessed
after some special application or other has
been seen by the filer. Common uses for
these include compressed archives and disc
partitions.

Your hard disc, on the other hand, sees
image files rather differently. It knows they
are files, just like any other. So what's really
going on? In point of fact, image files are
just files with a single extra piece of infor
mation which records that the object is to
he interpreted as both file and directory.

This is used by the filer to enable it to
ensure the data is stored on your physical
disc as a file but, in other situations, gets
treated like a directory. It provides a clean
simple method for the extension of the
filing system.

When an image file is double-clicked on
from within the desktop, or an attempt is
made to catalogue its contents from the
command line - something which makes
no sense to the native filer - for example,
the filing system asks around, to see if there
is a module providing support for image
files of the given type.

If it finds one, it lets that module deal

with extracting the relevant information
from the file, which gets passed back to
the filing system for it to return to the
instigator of the request. Thus the whole
process is transparent to the user, yet at the
same time lets the image filing system in
question store its data however it likes.

Kssentially, the concept of an image filing
system permits a single gateway allowing
communication between the native filing
system and arbitrary new forms.

Acorn User September 1998
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LayerFS
OK, so LayerFS is an image filing system,
but for what purpose? The easiest way to
answer this is to look at how it stores its

data. Each LayerFS image file, known as a
LayerDir, contains no more than a list of
redirections to directory locations else
where within the conventional filing
system. Thus, unlike partitions and
archives, it doesn't directly store any files!

At its simplest level a I.ayerDir can con
tain a single reference to another directory.
When an attempt is made to open the
I.ayerdir, you see all the files and directo
ries contained within that other directory.
Any attempt to read or write files into the
Layerdir will read/write to the redirected
directory.

In this way you can create an apparent
copy of a directory, which can have a dif
ferent name if you want, without using up
the disc space needed to duplicate the files.
In fact this will use very little space - more
or less just the space needed to store the
source directory's path. As well as conven
tional directories, application directories
can be cloned in this fashion.

LayerFS, however, goes much further than
this. A I.ayerDir can contain a list of several
directories and, when the I.ayerDir is
opened, it will show the results of merging
the contents of all of these directories.

Concept
Fhe concept of layering is introduced when
one asks what happens if several of these
contain objects of the same name. The
answer is that the one that comes from the

directory highest in the I.ayerDir list is the
one that gets represented. You can think of
each of the source directories as being over
laid, one upon another, with files hiding
any of the same name from lower in the list.

This is all well and good when it comes
to reading data out of a I.ayerDir, but what
about writing to it if it is no more than an
amalgam of data from several locations?
Tills is catered for by giving the top direc
tory in any list a special status - it is the
one that any writes to the LayerDir will go
into.

Now, usually by the time one gets to the
point of having described what a package
does and how it does it, one has a pretty
good idea of what it's for. Yet it wouldn't
surprise me if you're sitting back saying
'erm, yes, but why bother?' I thought some
thing similar after reading the product
description.

Perhaps because this is a rather unusual
item it takes a little while to figure out
what to use it for. I don't mean it doesn't

have a purpose - I wouldn't call this a
clever solution looking for a problem - but
rather, that the benefits it can give you
may not be immediately obvious because
you have never been given a solution to
such problems before.

So, before passing judgement, let's look
at a few things that LayerFS enables us to
do. You might find yourself becoming
increasingly interested.

Applications
I mentioned in my somewhat rambling
introduction several applications - those
with an attention span slightly greater than
that of a goldfish might remember them.
• Your new wordprocessor with built-in
game can be filed under DTP and a virtual
clone, courtesy of LayerFS, filed under
Games.

• The limit of 77 files per directory can be
overcome by splitting files between several
directories, as is usual practice, followed by
the creation of a I.ayerDir listing all such
directories. The result is all files appear in
the one filer window - wonderful, and

actually essential, if you want to run some
batch processing application that requires
all its files be in the one directory.

Remember though that writes will be
channelled to the top directory only, so if you
intend adding files leave that as near empty
as possible. And when it does fill up, just add



1
Stephen Baxter shows you how

e file structure after

altering the LayerDir's contents

Fig IV: A peek inside the LayerDir image file itself

another directory to the top of the list.
• As to the incremental backup problem, if
you create a I.ayerDir consisting of an
empty directory and the directory contain
ing a full backup of the original files, a
subsequent incremental backup can be per
formed merely by 'copying' the whole
collection of files into the I.ayerDir, first
ensuring filer option newer is ticked.

This results in only the files which have
been modified since the full backup being
copied and because writes go into the
blank directory, no part of your initial full
backup actually gets overwritten.

To perform any subsequent incremental
backups, add another empty directory to
the top of the I.ayerDir list and copy into
the I.ayerDir as before.

What's more, because the LayerDir dis
plays its contents merged, what you see
within the LayerDir is the latest incarna
tion of a full backup, so you can even run

your code from within there. Figures I and
II illustrate a simple LayerDir called
LocalDemo, consisting of two directories
Zutaten.Writable and Zutaten.ROl, with
initially, a single file in Writable.

Figure II shows what happens when this
file is loaded, modified and resaved, all via
the LayerDir. It appears to have overwrit
ten the old file in the LayerDir on the left,
but examining the files on the right shows
we now have both stored safely.

Any attempt to delete the file in the
LayerDir will result in the writable copy
only being deleted, revealing the original
version below.

This example also shows how directories
in a LayerDir don't have lo be specified via
absolute paths - they can instead be given
relative to the location of the LayerDir
itself, a very handy feature.
• Many applications arrive on a read-only
medium, such as CD, and have to be
copied across to your hard disc, taking up
vast quantities of space, because they
require write access to a tiny internal
choices file, or some such.

By creating a LayerDir with an empty
writable directory on your hard disc and
one read-only pointing to the CD, you can
access the application off CD, knowing
that when it tries to save its choices file

back inside itself, LayerFS will redirect this
lo the writable directory.

I wonder if this would work across a net

work? If it did, it could give individual
users their own personal choices file.
• Should you use your computer for work
that involves large collections of files,
such as downloading news, you might
wish to save storage space by archiving
the old ones. This creates one of two prob
lems. Either you pack the lot into a
writable archive and face slow access to

the recent Items as well or you split them
into old and new, with the inconvenience

of having to manage these separately.
LayerFS again gives a solution. Use a

LayerDir containing the old files in an
archive and the new in an ordinary directory
overlaid on top. Access is rapid to the new
uncompressed files, but without losing the
single consistent and transparent interface
giving read access to the old files as well.

LayerFS in use
There's not a great deal to this, in a posi
tive sense. You get a couple of modules
that give access to existing I.ayerDirs,
which can be installed into IBoot, if you
want them active all the time.

In addition there is an application,
called I.ayerMgr, shown in Figure III,
which is used to create and edit the struc

ture of LayerDirs. Since this consists of
specifying a list of directory paths and
nothing else, it needs to do little, though
what it does do, it does reasonably well. I
quite liked it.

The package comes witii an illustrated
manual that I'm told will probably be A5
in the final release, though mine was A4.
This is short, comprehensive and for the

LayerFS

most part easy to read - not bad given that
I think English must be the author's sec
ond language. It certainly puts some other
attempts at documentation to shame.

You'll also find that LayerDir images
themselves can be loaded into some text

editors, such as Zap. Ibis reveals their con
tent to be intelligible text, Figure IV
showing one.

I can't say for certain whether it's safe to
edit this by hand, but I've tried and it
seems to work, so programmers could even
write their own interfaces for the creation

and management of LayerDirs if they
wanted.

I do have some gripes. There were one or
two teething troubles getting it to run on a
new SARPC with the latest IBoot structure

and the LayerMgr code is ill-behaved in
one or two respects - for instance, when
the editor window is open, key presses
don't get passed on, so IT2 fails to take you
to the command line.

Also, one of the examples meant to
show LayerFS in use was broken, as it con
tained paths specific to someone else's
hard disc, which could easily have been
avoided via use of system variables.

These aren't a major concern however,
and 1 would expect, with feedback, they
will be fixed. There are a number of

options I'd like to see added, such as a
local option to allow deletion of files
within a LayerDir from the topmost layer
containing the named file, not merely
from the topmost layer. Ibis is an idea for
the future, however, and the developers
seem keen on comment, so perhaps there
is a chance that users' suggestions will be
incorporated.

My main concern is the price. For me,
£42 is a lot of money and I need a good
reason to part with it. If I made serious use
of one of the application areas I've out
lined, I would certainly consider buying
LayerFS. As it is, as an aide to simplifying
certain desktop activities, I personally
wouldn't be willing to spend more than
about £.20 or so on a package such as this.

The idea is very clever and the execution
pretty good, but I don't think it warrants a
price tag of over £40. Still, you pays your
money and takes your choice. There was an
introductory offer of £24.50, but I believe
that expired at the end of May. Why not
pay their website a visit and perhaps e-mail
them to see if they're offering any special
offers at the minute? /i_T

Product details
Product LayerFS

Supplier : Feldner & Braun Software GdbR

Price: £39 + £3p&p,incVAT

Address FichtestraBe 33, D-95445 Bayreuth,
Germany

Tel: +49 921 47463

E-mail: bt0666@bayreuth.baynet.de
WWW: http://www.spektracom.de/
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PsiRisc

Thesamedirectoryin the first (LHS) and second (RHS)
releases of PsiRisc show the improvements IMS have made

The enhanced Psion serial port, first seen on
the 3c, may have been good news for most

but for Acorn users it led to two years of being
unable to connect these machines to the RISC

OS desktop. This has now all changed with
the release of PsiRisc from IMS.

The first release of PsiRisc has been avail

able for some time and allows users to

connect either the Psion S3, 3a, 3c or S5 and
offers conversion facilities for S3 files. The

second release, which I currently have in
beta test form and will be free to registered
users, should be available by the time you
read this and will add S5 file conversions

and support for long filenames.

In use...
In order for PsiRisc to load correctly your
Psion must be connected and turned on other

wise the program exits straight away, ibis is
rather annoying and I would have much pre
ferred the program to load up and indicate on
the iconbar that nothing is connected.

Once successfully loaded, the PsiRisc icon
appears on the left of the iconbar and click
ing on it brings up the root directory of the
connected Psion. The iconbar menu allows

you to access any SSDor compact flash disc,
either converted or unconverted. There is

also a preference option for configuring the
converters and a backup option.

The baud rate of the serial port, as with
PocketFS, still has be set via the programs
Run file which is a bit of a pain. It would
be useful, in future versions, to be able to
configure this via the application.

The backup option allows you to backup
each of your Psion's drives. Backups are
done by dragging a directory to the location
you want to store the backup in, selecting
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start and waiting. A full backup takes quite
a while but the program offers an update
system which only copies new files into the
backup archive.

Backups can only be restored in full and
this is done by dragging the backup archive
onto the PsiRisc icon, choosing the relevant
drive and selecting start. The system works
well as a cheap and reliable way of backing
up your Psion.

...on a Series 3...
Clicking on the PsiRisc icon brings up a 'con
verted image' of the M drive in a standard
RISC OS file window. Files can be renamed,

deleted and new directories created.

Conversions are fairly standard: Word
converts to Text; Data and Sheet to CSV.
Files are copied to your Acorn drives in the
normal drag 'n' drop manner. PsiRisc -
unlike PockctFS- doesn't offer a simple list
of files available for conversion.

Images of other drives are brought up
through the iconbar menu and it is also
possible to bring up an unconverted image.
The unconverted images are useful for mak
ing partial backups and for copying
applications onto the machine. File transfer
speeds are very respectable and comparable
to those achieved from PocketFS.

...and on a Series 5.
This time, clicking on the PsiRisc icon brings
up your S5's internal drive. The first release
of PsiRisc doesn't support long filenames, so
they are truncated but fully preserved when
copying files to/from the desktop.

The first release also displays all filenames
in capitals, similar to the DOS environment.
However, the second release is a vast

improvement, fully supporting long and
mixed case filenames. The picture shows
the difference between the two versions.

The second release also offers file conver

sion for Data, Word and Sheet files.

Application files can be copied onto the
machine, but installation of .SIS files has to

be done on the Psion as PsiRisc doesn't yet
offer conversion facilities.

The speed of file transfers to/from the S5
seems a little slow in the first release but,

again, is vastly improved in the second. A very
minor niggle is that although the program
multitasks on the majority of file transfers, on
larger files PsiRisc tends to take over.

Overall
PsiRisc is a very good package which finally
allows Acorn users to connect to the entire

Psion range. The second release is a vast
improvement over the first and is most
impressive.

Although, it's never likely to offer all the
features of PsiWin, it does offer all the neces
sary facilities and apart from
synchronisation, it can do everything that
PsiWin can do although in some case a little
more effort is required.

Highly recommended for all A^-,
Psion/Pocket Bookusers. L

Product Information
Product: PsiRisc

Price: £44.95

Supplier: Innovative Media Solutions

Address: Box Bush Farm,West Wick,
Western-S-Mare, BS24 7TF

Telephone : 01934-522880

e-mail: sales@ims-bristol.co.uk

WWW: http://www.ims-cdcdemon.co.uk/
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Order from a participating dealer

oftware Network#-Liquid Silicon

Business &

Utilities

Ant Internet Suite II 110.51

ArcFax 35.00

ArcFS2 29.37

ARCshare 49.95

Artworks 104.69

BBC Emulator 6502 17.63

Bitfolio More Cartoons 10.00

Bubble Help 7.00
Cardshop 22.45
CD Burn 58.75

CD Fast 2 29.37

CDtracker Plus 24.95

Celebration 31.46

Cineworks 151.95

Complete Animator 94.05
DataPoweM 110.00

DataPower2 166.32

DaVinci 90 81.08

Desktop Tracker 41.23
Diagram It 50.00
Digital Symphony 56.95
Disc Doctor 28.45

Disc Rescue 45.00

Draw Works 2 21.50

Draw Works Designer 31.50
EasiWriter Professional 132.82

Easy C++ 116.32
EasyClip 39.95
EasyFont Pro 59.95
Eureka 3 110.51

FastSpool+ 17.62
Fireworkz 110.50

FireworkzPro 166.31

Font Directory v2 45.00
Font Pack 312 25.00

FontFX6 29.95

Formulix 72.96

Game On! 2 15.00

Graphics Loaders 41.23
Graphmate 45.00
Holy Bible (lllus.) BP(KJV) 82.25
HTML Edit 3 49.00

ImageBank Pic.Comp.Lib. 31.13
ImageFS 2 44.59
Image Outliner 57.58
IMaster/Epson FilmScan 35.00
IMaster/Epson GT TD 35.00
IMaster/Canon TD 35.00

IMaster/UMAX Astra TD 35.00

Impact Major 106.04
Impact Pro 139.53
Impression Publisher 136.41

CTA

DTP

niqueway

Davyn

Beebug

Data Store

CJE

Impression Style 83.54
Keystroke 34.95
Knowledge Organiser 2 71.95
MacFS Light 51.81
MellDI 129.00

Midi Synthesiser 46.94
Midi Works 151.95

MovieFS 29.95

Mr Clippy 20.00
Ovation Pro 193.87

P'rllel port Zip driver (Argo) 34.08
PC Pro (+PC Exchange) 46.55
PC Sound Professional 30.00

Personal Accounts V3 44.95

Photo Link 65.55

Photo Real (Canon) 65.86
Photodesk Lite 128.01

Photodesk 2 256.02

Photodesk FF1-file formats 18.95

Photodesk FX1 (Effects) 18.95
Photodesk FX2 (Effects) 18.95
Plot 71.95

Poster 104.57

Pro Sound 113.95

ProArtisan2 79.14

ProArtisan 24 (RPC Only) 89.95
Prophet 3 179.77
Quick Link S/W only 32.90
Ramplify 19.95
Rhapsody 3 89.95
RiscCAD 279.06

RSDFS 45.00

RTF & WP Load's+Save's 30.66

S-Base Dev. Ver. 2 110.50

Schema 2 121.50

Serenade 89.95

SerialNET 20.00

Shortcuts 15.00

Sibelius 6 110.00
Sibelius 7 Student 389.00

Sibelius 7 775.00

Sleuth 2 116.32

Snapshot 57.58
SparkFS 25.00
Speed 9.00
Squirrel Database 155.15
StrongGuard 25.00
Studio 24 Pro 139.52

Studio Sound 113.95

Tablemate Designer 60.00
Tablemate v3 34.50

Talking Textease MMedia 90.00
TBA FS 23.74

TechWriter 166.31

TechWriter Professional 222.12

Termite Internet 89.24

Textease Mutimedia 54.69 I
Textures 11.99 1
Titler 89.95

TopModel 2 145.11 1
Topographer 71.95 1
Touch type 46.88 1
Turbodriver (Canon) 54.69 1
Turbodriver (HP) 54.69 1
Turbodriver(Epson Stylus) 54.69 1
Undelete 18.95 1
Virtualise 22.45

Web Designers Toolkit 30.00

WebMaster53 116.32

WebSpider 40.00

WebToolforANTSuite2 29.38

WIMP Basic 44.99

WIMP Progs Toolkit 21.95

Win95FS 41.12 I
WinRisc! 29.95

XStitch 2 35.00

Education

Advantage 58.04
Amazing Maths 29.31
Animated Alphabet, Talk 33.43
Arc Venture AngloSaxons 39.01
Arc Venture Egyptians 39.01
Arc Venture Roman's 39.01

Aztecs, Age 7-11 50.17
Badger Trails.age 9-11 50.17
Best Four Maths 46.41

Calabash Pirates 25.98

Copernicus 29.99
Cromwell the Fire Fighter 46.94
Crystal Rain Forest 50.17
Datasheet 47.00

DataSweet 3 69.33

Dazzle + 83.71

Dinosaurs 13.49

Doodle 32.37

Early Essentials 13.49
Elf Tales 36.78

English 13.49
Essential Maths 13.49

Essential Science 13.49

Expl with Flossy the Frog 28.79
First Logo 29.02
First Words with Smudge 25.98
Freddy Teddy's Adventure 23.50
French 13.49

Full Phase 43.52

All Prices

Include VAT

@ 17.5%

Fun School 3: age 0-5 24.99
Fun School 3: age 5-7 24.99
Fun School 3: age 8+ 24.99
Fun School 4: age 0-5 24.99
Fun School 4: age 5-7 24.99
Fun School 4: age 8+ 24.99
Geography 13.49
German 13.49

Granny's Garden 28.79
James Pond Run. Water 27.00

Junior Sibelius 54.69

Kid Pix 32.31

Mathmania 35.25

Maths (Geometry) 13.49
Maths (Number) 13.49
Maths Circus 32.31

New & Featured

Software

DUNE II

BATTLE FOR A R R A K I S

The Original Command
and Conquer

CD/FD for all Acorns. -

£35cd / £29fd

NEW
Latest version

of the powerful
OCR Software

£150

NEW!

Syndicate)
The classic

strategy game
comes to the

Acorn

£29

ITflMW.m

MathsBook (Talking) (+/-) 41.13
Mega Maths 24.99

| Micro English 24.99
Micro Maths 24.99

My World 2 + 2 54.70
Naughty Stories Vols 1-6 44.65
New Teddy Bear's Picnic 36.78
Nightsky 71.95
Nursery Rhyme Time 33.43
Oxford CLIP ART 22.32

Oxford Reading Tree 2 44.65
Oxford Reading Tree 3 44.65
Pendown DTP 65.85

Pendown, Talking 60.27
Photobase: Science 58.04

Playdays age 3-8 23.40
Playground (Freddy teddy) 23.50
Portfolio (1-5 users) 35.25
PrimeSolver full ver KS1-4 69.95

Rosie & Jim Activities 16.69

Smudge the Spaniel 25.98
Spelling & Punctuation 13.49
Spex+ Home Version 39.95
Splosh+ (1-5 users) 51.70
Starspell (Speaking) 49.94
Table Aliens 27.85

Talking Textease 72.55
TinyDraw/TinyLogo 29.37
Tizzy's Toybox 47.94
Versatile 45.76

Watch Magic Grandad 30.13



Brings You The Best
Choice in Soilware

*

Games

2067 BC 18.95

ACross 24.99

Alone in the Dark 34.99

Anagram Genius 19.95

Aries 22.50

Axis 23.74

Battlechess 29.99

BHP Brutal Horse Power 28.49

Birds of War f 34.95

Black Angel 34.95

Break 147 & S'pool t 31.45

Burn Out 23.70

Carnage Inc. 23.34

Cataclysm 19.95

Champions Collection 29.99

Chocks Away Compend. 31.46

Chopper Force t 29.95

Chuck Rock (NRPC) 9.99

Cobalt Seed 23.74

Command Ship 23.74

Crystal Maze, age 7+ 28.45

Cyber Ape 18.99

Cyber Chess 31.44

Darkwood 20.70

Demon's Lair 25.95

Drifter (DD) 31.45

Drifter (HD) 31.45

Dune II 26.60

Dungeon t 31.46

E-Type 2 t 34.94

E-Type Compendium 23.34

Eclipse Collection 22.49

Empire Soccer 24.95

Enter the Realm 24.95

Exodus DD 25.00

Exodus HD 25.00

Exotic Adv of Sylvia Layne 25.94
Fervour 17.95

Fire and Ice 23.39

Formula Two Thousand 23.74

Global Effect 27.00

Gods (NRPC) 9.99

Groundhog 12.00

Haunted House 25.95

High Rise Racing 25.00

Holed Out Compendium 25.94

Interdictor II 17.95

James Pond 2+ 16.20

Krisalis Collection (NRPC) 29.99
Logic Mania 31.45

Lotus Turbo Ch2 (NRPC) 25.98

Magic Pockets 22.09

Mirror Image 18.99

Pandora's Box 25.94

Patience Addict 19.95

Play ItAgain Sam 1 24.95

Play ItAgain Sam 2 24.95

Play ItAgain Sam 3 24.95

Play ItAgain Sam 4 35.00

Powerband (NRPC) 34.95

Premier Manager 24.69

Pushy (Shovy) 12.00

Real McCoy 2 34.95

Real McCoy 3 34.95

Real McCoy 4 34.95

Real McCoy 5 31.45

Repton 3 24.95

Rick Dangerous 15.26

Sally & Wally 23.70

Saloon Cars Deluxe 31.45

Scrabble 26.59

Shuggy 25.95

Silver Ball 12.00

Sim City 2000 (for A5000) 39.99
Simon the Sorcerer 27.00

Small t 21.20

Spectrum Emulator Z80M 17.63

Spobbleoid Fantasy 29.32

Starfighter 3000 29.95

Stereoworld 26.95

Stuntracer 2000 f 34.99

Tanks 25.95

Time Machine 25.96

VG Augusta Course 15.26

Virtual Golf 31.46

Wavelength 13.50

Wolfenstein 3D 29.95

CD-Rom Business

& Utilities

Address IT 198.99

All Fonts 29.74

Arm Club PD CD 1 19.00

Arm Club PD CD 2 15.00

Artworks 104.69

Artworks ClipArt 1 20.08

Artworks ClipArt 2 20.08

Artworks Tutorial Video 18.99

Bitfolio 7 42.74

Digital Symphony Sample 23.75

Font Emporium 29.95

Grafix CD 1, The 19.95

HyperStudio 111.56

PDCD4 15.00

PDCD5 15.00

PublishArt Draw/ArtWrks 39.95

ProArtisan 2 98.93

Rise Disc Vol.1 15.00

Rise Disc Vol.2 20.00

Rise Disc Vol.3 25.00

Rob Duncan Cartoon Kit 42.74

Task Force Clip Art 33.20

Tekkie Disc (PRM's etc) 47.50

Typography 45.00

Zenta Clip Art Collection 29.95

CD-Rom Educatioi

Ancient Egyptians 42.30
Ancient Lands 50.53

Anim Alphabet, Talking 33.43
Being a Scientist 42.30
British Isles from the Air 42.30

British Countrysides 42.30
Cars - Maths in Motion 58.69

Castles 42.30

Counties of British I. (NK) 42.30
Countries of the World(NK)42.30
Crystal Rain Forest 2 50.17
Dangerous Creatures 50.53
Dinosaurs 50.53

En Route 89.29

Era of the 2nd WW (PB) 81.08
Eureka Discoveries & Inve'42.30

Frontier 2000 58.69

Garden Wildlife 42.30

Granny's Garden 39.95
Guardians of' Greenwood 58.16

Hutchinson's Encyclopedia 52.82
Illustrated Shakespeare 29.32
Industrial Revolution (IK) 116.32
Industrial Revolution (NK) 95.17
John Cabot & Merchant V. 42.30

Journeys into History 100.45
Kingfisher Micropedia 76.38
King Arthur 58.69
Kiyeko with Acorn reader 36.43

Life & Living Process. (PB) 81.08
Map Detectives 50.17
Musical Instruments 50.53

My 1st Incrd. Amaz. Diet. 41.13
Nelson & the Brit. Navy 52.87
Number Time 2 28.99
Oxf. Talking Infant Atlas 22.32
PB Bears Birthday Party 41.13
Perspectives Franca. (PB) 81.08
Photography 42.30
Primary Web 37.00
Rocks, Min's & Fosl's (PB) 81.08
Romans 42.30

Science Explorer 66.96
Seashore Life 42.30

Secondary Web 37.00
Settlements (PB) 81.08
Science In Action 13.73

Space Exploration 13.73
Survival: Mysteries of Nat. 42.30
The Way Things Work 50.53
Tizzy's Toybox 44.65
TOTS TV 19.95

Ultimate Human Body 50.00
Understanding Energy 52.87
Understanding the Body 42.30
Vikings 42.30
Water 13.73

World of Robert Burns 93.94

World Population Atlasfile 37.01
World's Weather, The 52.87
WW2 home front (NK) 26.43

CD-Rom Games j|
1 Ankh 25.00 1

1 Crystal Maze 28.45

1 Doom Trilogy 35.00

1 Dune II 31.50

1 Simon the Sorcerer 32.40

1 Wizards Apprentice 24.95

500 titles Available!

Some dealers may not

stock some titles

Minimum delivery
charge normally £ 2

| Credit Cards and Official
Orders welcome

E&OE

All Prices Include

VAT@ 17.5%

Key :

NRPC Not for RPC

I NK
I IK

5 WS's

Needs Key+
Includes Key+
Picture Base

Worksheets

,Mt Separate RPC version
3 available

Please note many titles
have been abbreviated for

the advert

Order from a participating dealer

Beebug
Tel 01727 840303 Fax 01727 860263

email sales@beebug.co.uk

Davyn Computer Services
Tel 01924 254800 Fax 01924 254036

email sales@davyn.demon.co.uk

The Data Store

Tel 0181 460 8991 Fax 0181 313 0400
email sales@datstore.demon.co.uk

CTA Direct

Tel 01942 511000 Fax 01942 749325

email sales@cta.u-net.com

Liquid Silicon
Tel 01592 592265 Fax 01592 596102

email liquid@cableinet.co.uk

Desktop Projects
Tel 0161 474 0778 Fax 0161474 0781

email sales@desktopp.demon.co.uk

Uniqueway
Tel 01222 464020 Fax 01222 440071

email sales@uniqueway.co.uk

CJE Micro's / NCS

Tel 01903 523666 Fax 01903 523679

email sales@cje.co.uk
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The development of computer hardware
is usually divided into three genera

tions: Valves, transistors and integrated
circuits (chips). A simpler and more mean
ingful division gives two: Pre-RISC and
RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computer).
Pre-RISC culminated in CISC technology
(Complex Instruction Set Computer), in
which unscientific architecture reached its
ultimate expression.

Intel's 32-bit iAPX-432 chipset, which
was launched in 1981 and hilled as the

company's future, represents the height of
CISC lunacy. It soon expired under the
weight of its complexity, proving that the
CISC road was a cul-de-sac. RISC principles
were first used by SeymourCray in the mid
sixties in the CDC 6600 and continued by
him in his own super computers, but the
rest of the world did not follow until IBM's

ill-fated 801 Project began in 1975.

The early days
Electronic computers were born in the
1940s as pure hardware, in which program
ming was largely a matter of altering
circuits. The 1946 ENIAC in the US and the

slightly earlier Colossus in the UK, for
example, both had hardware patch-panels.
The first storcd-program computer, in
which the program was loaded into mem
ory along with the data, was the
Manchester Mark I, built at Manchester
University in 1948. Commercial machines
appeared soon after.

Although the stored-program computer
made it possible for programmers to write
programs in machine-code, or its symbolic
equivalent, Assembler, the instructions in
the hardware were still of paramount
importance, because applications software
was written for them directly. But program
ming in Assembler is laborious and
time-consuming. It is like directing some
one by telling him which muscles to move.
In an effort to make programming less dif
ficult, hardware designers built in more
and more complex instructions, so that
programmers at least had access to the
equivalent of raiseyourright foot and bend
your knee.

And software designers built high-level
languages, such as Fortran, Cobol, PL/1,
Algol and so on, which gave the equivalent
of take one pace forward and turn left.
Programs written in high-level
languages were translated into machine
code - either before being run by a com
piler or at run-time by an interpreter.

But hardware designers kept designing
machines for Assembler, partly because a
lot of programming was still being done in
it and partly, it seems, because they did not
understand the significance of the rise of
the compiler. In CISC'sheyday in the 1970s
it was thought that the more instructions
you could pack into a machine the better.
Compilers, it was argued, would he simpler;
machine languages would be closer to pro
gramming languages, so the software crisis
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Nobilangelo Ceramalus traces the development of the
RISC concept

would be alleviated; and the architecture of
the computer would make programs
shorter, so they would run faster.

Microcode

The instructions being built into machines
became so large and complex that they
could not be put into the CPUs. Instead,
CPUs actually had an reduced instruction
set called Microcode and the full instruc

tions were interpreted. The software
accessed the CPU instructions, which in
turn caused the appropriate chunk of
microcode to be fetched and interpreted.
Intel's 80x86 and Motorolas' 680x0 chips
have that arrangement. But using microc
ode creates a huge overhead that consumes
many clock-cycles. That disastrous 32-bit
Intel iAPX-432, which was spread across 12
chips, had the most complex instruction-
set in computing history, with 222

instructions that varied in length between
17 and 300 bytes. Some took tens of mil
liseconds to execute and the whole thing
ran slower than older 8-bit systems.

Worse, programmers and compilers were
making little or no use of a large number of
the instructions provided for their benefit.
As shall he seen that colossal waste was first

identified by IBM in 1974 and led to the
discovery of RISC principles; but from then
on, and particularly after 1977, the history
of RISC stopped being an orderly, user-
friendly progression of radical technology
into advanced products. Instead it became
a scandalous example of how the meddling
of marketing bosses can distort a whole
industry, setting it back decades.

Their abuse of power deprived the world
of RISC in the late 1970s, and substituted
late 1960s CISC technology, giving it an
artificial dominance far beyond its proper
term. John Greenleaf Whittier's famous
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lines: Tor all sad words of tongue or pen,
The saddest are these: "It might have
been!" ', apply perfectly to the history of
RISC.

It is like the story of Snow White - born
so beautiful that she outshone the wicked

queen, who arranged to have her killed by
a hunter. But he spared her and she was
found and nurtured by a group of dwarves.
The queen tried to kill her again, but only
succeeded in putting her to sleep. She was
awakened at last by a handsome prince and
became the new queen.

In 1974 IBM decided to get into the busi
ness of making computerised telephone
exchanges. So at the company's Thomas J.
Watson Research Centre, Yorktown Heights
NY, a team that included an IBM Fellow, Dr
John Cocke, embarked on a project to
design a large telephone-switching network
capable of handling 300 calls/sec. For that
it needed a 12MlPs machine, which was

then a big number.
When that project was terminated in

1975, the Telephone Machine had not been
built, but the design had progressed to the
point where it seemed an excellent basis for

a general-purpose, high-performance
miniprocessor that could be made at rela
tively low cost. The team's key realisations,
after actually measuring - for the first time
- the live performance of System/360s,
were that imposing microcode between a
computer and the real code imposed an
expensive overhead (because only 25 per
cent of the instructions were being used 80-
90 per cent of the time), and that simple
instructions executable in one cycle would
run substantially faster for the same circuit-
family and cycle-timeonce the overhead of
the CISC interpreter had been chopped out.

The basic RISC principle
That led to the realisation of the basic RISC

principle: A faster machine could be built
in VLSI (Very Large Scale Integration) at
low cost by reducing the number of
instructions; any complex instructions
needed could be built in software (via the
compiler) out of several simple ones.
Unfortunately, the Telephone Machine that
Cocke was aiming for was only a name, not
an insight, otherwise the fundamental
importance to computing of communica
tions and telecommunications might have
been recognised back then.

But, as Cocke tells it, 'that name no

longer seemed appropriate' for the team's
new project, so what was to be IBM's first
RISC machine was named 801 after the

number on the building where the
research was done - the acronyms RISC
and CISC had yet to be invented. The 801
team, 30 engineers strong, was led by
George Radin. Before their machine existed
in hardware it was emulated in a

System/370 Model 168. A compiler was
built for it, a simplified subset of the PL.l
compiler, called PL.8.

By 1977 some 801 code was running
faster under emulation on the 168 than

native code in native mode. As Cocke later

wrote: 'We discovered that our Model 168,

running code generated by the PL.8 com
piler, consistently ran at 4.5-6MIPs at a
time when it was considered an accom

plishment to drive a 168 at 2MIPs.
'Abstaining from the CISC-like operations

of the System/370 and using it as a RISC
machine gained substantial performance
improvement. This demonstrated conclu
sively that an appropriate combination of
RISC-based architecture and an optimising
compiler could out-perform a CISC-based
CPU for a comparable program-instruction
stream without materially expanding the
code.'

In short, they recognised the shift from
the dominance of hardware to the domi

nance of software - that programming was
now being done in high-level languages for
compilers, not in Assembler for hardware.
In a RISC system, the traditional bound
aries between the hardware, the compiler
and the operating system are modified to
optimise overall performance.
Responsibility for a given function shifts to

the compiler system when the compiler can
do it better.

When the 801 was built in 1978, using
LCL technology, it was IBM's fastest experi
mental processor, but it was never put on
the market. The technology only saw ser
vice in the I/O processor in the 3090s, the
microprocessor in the 9370, and the ROMP
platform for the RT (RISC Technology)
workstation. Ahmed Chibib, one of the 801

team, who worked in Austin, Texas on
compiler technology, angrily recalls that a
RISC machine almost made it in the late

70s: 'We had a 3MIPs RISC PC on paper in
1978 and we could have launched it in

1979,' and he is still furious about the fact
that it never happened.

Project killed
Snow White was too good; the queen was
thinking about the hunter. In 1980 IBM's
hierarchy decided to kill the whole 801
Project. Snow White was now dead in her
crystal coffin. But the project seeded the
rest of the industry either directly, because
disappointed and disgruntled people went
off to other companies, or indirectly via
rumour - nothing of the top-secret 801
research was published until 1982.

At about the same time as it killed the

801 Project IBM started thinking about
making a PC - the XT - to counter Apple's
runaway success with little boxes. But it
ignored its own ROMP chip. First it built a
68000-based machine, but that was killed

by the marketing men because it outper
formed the System/23, the rough
equivalent for those days of the AS/400.
Instead they decided to base the XT
(Extended Technology) on Intel's 8088,
which was little different to the chip a
Texan computer company called Datapoint
had invented in 1967/8 and had asked

Texas Instruments, and then Intel, to build.
Texas Instruments made it, but then made
a strategic decision not to continue with
the building of microprocessors. So much
for foresight.

A year later Intel finally produced the
chip that later became the 8088, the puny
heart of the XT. 'The worst chip they could
have chosen,' says David Jagger, one of
Australasia's foremost experts on RISC and
its history, having gained a first-class hon
ours degree at Canterbury University for
the thesis he did on RISC for his

M.Sc.(Comp.ScL). He later became one of
the very early employees at ARM. The
unfortunate consequence of that choice
was the world's Great Leap Backward into
the Intel-based PC and MS-DOS/Windows,

from which it may still take decades i,.
toemerge. /lXJ

Next month
NobilangeloCeramalus continues to trace
the development of RISC through the 80s
and the ARM chip up to the present day.
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Yellowstone
Electronic Solutions Ltd

All prices Include

Memory
Please call for latest prices

16MB f 17 32MB £29

CD- ROM Drives
24 Speed £ 59

32 Speed £ 62

Enhanced Performance ATA-2 Inierface

[gspID

few.
WTML AUmO

16-brt Digital Soundcard and
four channel mixer for the Rise PC

£59

Mixer
4 channel mixer

for the Rise PC.

£29

> 87.5 • 100 MHz

With Digital Sound Processor

Fast 32-bit IDE Interface for

the Rise PC. Attach up to
4 additional IDE devices.

Features now include:

Partitioningsoftware
Syquest/Removables support
Desktop control

" without oneyou arenot doing
yourmachine or harddiscs justice"

Rise User, April 1997

Newt £119.95Modular multimedia card for the Rise PC

incorporating a TV receiver&audio processor.
Capture replayfiles from liveTV or take screen
shots (saved as sprites). Desktopcontrolof
volume, bass and treble. Video input allows

connection of video or video cameras. Call for

more details.

Standard Card (with tuner) £209
Entry Card (no tuner) £189

***Discounls when bought with aplug in option***

PC Card Upgrade
for SX/33, DX2/66 &DX4/100
cards. Chip is upgraded to the

AMD 586/133and active cooling
isalsoadded. Card upgrade takes

21 days. £165

IDcm[MX^\
FM Tuner card for

Acorn machines

£69.95

Digital Sound Processor

Sound processor for

Acorn machines

£44.95

Hard Disc Drives *">
RaplDE32

Quantum Rreball 2.1GB £99 £209
Quantum Fireball 3.2GB £106 £216
Quantum Fireball 4.3GB £125 £235
IBM Deskstar6.4GB £153 £263

IBM Deskstar8.4GB £205 £315

SUM**Maxtor 11.5GB** SHEW £275 £385

Quantum Bigfoot 4.0GB £112 £222
Quantum Bigfoot 6.0GB £147 £257
Quantum Bigfoot 8.0GB £173 £283

limi Quantum Bigfoot 12.0GB » £ 249 £ 359
Visit our Website
http://www.yellowstone.co.uk

Teletext

£69
including Octopus

Teletext* Software

The Octopus Teletext Software and Yellowstone
hardware combine tomake a superb Teletext

plug on option. Saves text pages to files.

Bramingham Park Business Centre, Enterprise Way, Luton, Bedfordshire LU3 4BU.
Tel: 01582 584828 Fax 01582 654440 E-mail sales@yellowstone.co.uk ThisnumberIs for orders only.No other matters can be dealt withon this number.

3?. oil MIDI Soqutflttr

se drag & drop

r maps (s.g.
and velocity)
alterable by
ig with the mouse

Patterns.can be linked to

felloe) changes made to
other"patterns

Handle* System Excluslvcs

Multitasking playback

any MIDI

parallel and serial

Up to 192 MIDI channels
and no track limit

Demo disc available

Nowavallabtc - CI29.00

elIDI

Recent/New Releases
Abuse - £25.00

Ankh CD - £25.00

Descent - £Call

Doom CDs - £32.50

Exodus - £22.00

Photodesk 3 - ECall

Syndicate Plus CD - £29.00
Quake Rise PC CDs - £35.00

&TDK
Discs (example 10x white discs - £4.60, SOxblack discs - C18.S0, C

SxHD red/blue/groen/whlte discs- £2.49) pj
Batteries (example 2x AA alkollne - 93p, 1x 9V alkallno - £1 .84) ft

Allriln ft Vlrtnn Tann- - rv.-ii inuc *"-'Audio &VideoTapes - £Various w I
• |

FREEPOST EH2725

Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR
1 United Kingdom

Tel: 01592 592265 Fax: 01592 596102

email: Liquid@cableinet.co.uk
http://www.cybervillage.co.uk/acorn/liquid/

*.

No 'free'

offers

No fancy
gimmicks

Just

£1691.00

We supply a range of CCD
and laser bar code scanners

and include with these our

IBarReadcr driver software

which allows bar codes to control
most desktop software.

Furthor Information Is available.
Complcto systoms from £193.80

Our bar coding
softwnro produces

Draw filos of the
following formats: EAN 8.

EAN 13. UPC A. ISBN. ISSN.
Code 39 (Normal and Full

ASCII), Telepen and Binary.

Further information is availablo.

IBarCodor-£09.33

Computer Systems
Monitors aro not included In these prices

Phoebe 2100 - £1691.00

Phoobo advance order deposit - £100.00
Rise PC SA4+0Mb 1.7Gb HD- £911.00

Rise PC SA -1. 0Mb 1.2Gb HD. 8x CD - £91820
Rise PC SA 8+2Mb 1.7Gb HD. 8x CD - £1199.00
J233 Rise PC 32.2Mb 2.1Gb, 24x CD - £1288.60

Special Offers and Trade-ins
The following offers are valid until 30/9/98.
Clan membership is required (£15 to Join).

Buy any Rise PC and you can buy a PC card
and/or an Internal modem card as follows:

DX4-100 - £58.75

5x86-100 -£88.13

28800 modem expansion card - £58.75

nn also be

traded in against with an older
computer. Anything from a Spectrum

or BBC Micro to a PC, Mac or other
Acorn machine will qualify for a further

£235.00 off of the above prices.
Please ask for details.

Monitors
(Eitherbought withcomputer or separately):

Acorn AKF60 (14") - £253.80
Acorn AKF92 (17") -£614.76

iiyamo 350 (15") - £185.00
llyama 17 (17")-£361.30

ilyamn 17ES (17") - £420.00
ilyamn 400 (17") - £361.30

iiyama Pro 400 (17") - £380.10
iiyama 450 (19") - £596.30
iiyama 501 (21")-£866.50

iiyama Pro 501 (21") - £866.50
iiyama 502 (2V) - £908.85

iiyama Pro 502 (21") - £937.00
iiyama Pro-Lite 36 14.1" LCD - £890.00

PC cards:

5x86-133,512K cache & PC Pro -£360.00

PC Pro (with PC Exchange) - £47.95
PC Sound Pro - £29.50

Psion Series 5
4Mb. with PC connection kit - £409.00
8Mb, with PC connection kit - £449.00

Parallel link- £34.95

PsIRIsclink- ECall

Memory Upgrades
;o call to chock current prices.
Other upgrades aro available.

A30001-4Mb- £64.60

A3010 1-4Mb- £69.30

A3020/A4000 2-4 Mb - £52.80

A5000 2-4Mb- £69.30
A300. 400. 5000 4-8 Mb - £128.00

Rise PC/A70O0 SIMMs:

16Mb- £18.75
32Mb (not original RPCs) - £35.50

64Mb-£147.95
1Mb VRAM- £49.00

1-2Mb VRAM swap- £60.00
2Mb VRAM- £92.80

Music & Sound Section
Please call for other musical items

MIDI interfaces:

A30x0/A4000 internal 1x1x1 - £57.50

DMI50 dual MIDIcard (2x2) - £138.65
XG upgrade for DMI50 - £12925

16-bit sampler for DMI 50- £70.50

MIDI Max II internal 1x1x1 - £92.00
Parallel Port 1x1x1 - £89.00

Synth 8 or Basic Synth - £44.60
Synth Plus- £55.75

Other hardware:

Fatar Studio Logic Pianos - ECall
Yamaha YST-M7 speakers - £43.00

YST-M20 DSP speakers - £65.00
YST-M100 speakers- ECall

YST-MS25speakers &subw- £79.00
YST-M100- ECall

YST-MSW5subwoofer- £59.00
YST-MSW10subwoofer- £89.00

Sound Byte Recorder - £57.50

Other software:

MIDISupport- £18.50
Prosound - £116.95

Junior Sibelius - £49.00
Sibelius 6 -£99.95

Sibelius 7 Student - £34935

Sibelius 7/VMP - £699.95
Please call for bundle &site licence prices

Optical Manuscript - £259.00
Sound module sorial driver - £37.95

Studlosound-£116.95

Other Hardware
Hard drives & kits - ECall

Pockot Book A-Link - £59.50

Rise PC second slice - £11620
RPC second slice (no PSU)- £90.00

StrongARM upgrade - £275.00

Other Software
ANT Internet Suite 2 - £112.00

Brutal Horse Power - £26.00

DataPower 2 - £165.00

Empire Soccer 94 - £22.00
Impression Style - £88.00

Inferno - £9.50

iXRC- £14.99
Ovation Pro - £174.50

Personal Accounts 3 - £43.00

Photodesk Light - £125.00
Photodesk 2-£247.95

Prophet 3-£160.00
Wizard Apprentice - £22.50

TheTekkleCD- £45.00

Books & Manuals
BBC BASIC Manual- £21.951

RISC OS 3 PRM - £104.00

RISC OS 3 PRM VSa - £32.75

Catalogue
Our free catalogue has over 2000 items

in It. Please ask for a copy.

We willattempt to match or beat any advertised price - even special offers.

All prices INCLUDE VAT& UK carriage
Olficial orders and callers welcome. Finance available. M*m t Mb



mt1ie ANT Internet Suite is the most popu-
I lar Internet software for Acorn users. It

is reasonably fast, powerful and easy to
use, but the complex manual and the enor
mity of the Internet can make it daunting
for many users. This article, together with
the second part next month, features a col
lection of hints and tips that will help you
get more from the ANT Internet suite and
turn it into a powerful tool.

The ANT Internet Suite comprises sev
eral different components: The InetSuite
dialler (which controls the modem), the
Internet stack (which handles all of the

Internet communication), the '.Fresco Web

browser and the '.Marcel mail and news

reader as well as several utilities. You

needn't restrict yourself to these programs
though - it is quite easy to use '.Browse, the
new Acorn Web Browser, alongside '.Fresco
and many users prefer Jonathan
Duddington's '.Pluto or the PD
'.NewsbaseI'.Messenger software to '.Marcel.
They don't need any complex setting up
and you can still use the InetSuite dialler
and tiie same Internet stack.

Free upgrades
ANT regularly produce upgrades to the
Internet Suite and they are available as a
free download from the ANT Internet site

(the latest versions arc InetSuite 1.29b and

Fresco 1.72).Click on the Fresco icon opens
the main window and then click on Latest

releases to access the ANT upgrades page.
The upgrade is easily installed with the
'.Upgrade program (in the Internet Tools
window) and you can even save the hassle
of entering your rather unwieldy serial
number every time by typing it into a file
using Edit and then simply dragging that

file to the serial number box as shown in

Figure l.

How to find help
ANT have created some useful help files
which describe the new features in the latest

MEL flDFS::Paul.$.Upgrades i:.j

ins_129dp/ MySerial webtoolj.1

Internet Suitelupgrades

Real nane

Serial Ho

Paul Skirrow

w8rRlkS*luin

O
Path

Upgrade file

flDFS::Paul.$,Upgrades.ins_129dp/

flDFS::Paul.$.flpps2.Internet

a

Click Continue to install this patch release

List Upgrades on Web Quit Continue

Figure I: Installing an upgrade using a serial number file

versions, but they arc hidden away and diffi
cult to find. In Fresco you can see the help by
simply clicking on a Fresco window and
pressing IT, but for the other applications
you need to find the applications themselves
in the Apps directory within your Internet
directory. When you find them you need to
press Menu over an application and use the
App->Help menu as shown in FigureII.

The ANT Suite also has a lot of useful

interactive help and even experienced
users can benefit from running '.Help and
pointing at some of the buttons to find the
latest hidden features, figure III shows
interactive help with Acorn's '.Help pro
gram and also with Miles Sabin's excellent
Bubblellelp program which is much pret
tier - available from David Tilling for £5.
Many of the buttons have extra functions
when used with Shift or Adjust and the
ANT Suite has far more keyboard short
cuts than most programs.

There are also a lot of useful hints on

the Internet itself. In particular, ANT have
a list of rrequently Asked Questions (and
answers) on their website and I have put
some help for new Internet users on
http://www.octosys.co.uk/newnt.html

Marcel can MIME
If you've ever wondered why an e-mail
program should be called Marcel, it's
because it can MIME. MIME is a way of
sending files with mail messages and it can
be used to send whole directories as well as

individual files. However, some mail sys
tems can't receive MIMH attachments and
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k ?. flDFS:;Paul.$.flpps2.Internet,flpps
Sent folder to retrieve a copy of the mes
sage that you sent. The Forward option
can be used to send it to a different desti

nation or to modify it before sending it to
the original destination.

It is important to realise that the Sent
folder only contains a copy of what you
have already sent to the queue. It cannot
be changed in any way and if you want to
send a modified version you must delete
the file from the queue before it is trans
ferred to the Internet and then re-send the

mail after making suitable modifications.
You can even put the queue directory

on your pinboard by dragging it there and
saving the pinboard. This means that it is
easily accessible if you ever want to see
which messages are waiting to be sent.

!HotList IFresco uiarai
Filer

!InetConfg Tools
Display Application
flpp. '!Marcel Copy

Renane

Delete

Access

Count

IflHTtern IFTPclient

Select all

Clear selection

Options i
Hew directory i

Open parent

i •

Figure II: Finding the help

can only handle UUencoded attachments -
don't worry about the acronyms, it's no
different to saying my car needs unleaded
while another car needs four star.

You can see whether a person can han
dle MIME by looking for the word MIME
in the header of a mail message from them
(use the Display->Full Headers menu over
a message to see the headers). If they can't
you should always send files to them using
UUencode and you can set this in the Send
Mail window.

Bounce, Forward, CC and
BCC
A lot of e-mail terminology can be confus
ing especially as there are some subtle
meanings associated with many everyday
words. When you send an e-mail the send-
mail window has a CC and a BCC field for

sending copies to other recipients. CC
stands for Carbon Copy which means that
a copy of the message will be sent to the
address or addresses in the CC field. BCC

or Blind Carbon Copy means send a copy
to another recipient secretly without the
main recipient seeing that a copy has been
sent.

Bounce on the Message menu is used to
bounce a copy of a particular message to
another recipient and this may be used on
a message that you have received to send
an identical copy to somebody else. It can
also be used on a message already sent (in
your Sent mailbox) to send it to another
recipient or to re-send it the original recip
ient if they have lost the original. When
mail is bounced the 'from' and 'date' fields

are unchanged so if the person receiving it
clicks on reply they will be replying to the
original sender rather than the person
who bounced the mail.

Forward is similar to bounce but it

allows you to edit the message before
sending it on to another person.
Furthermore the message will be marked
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as being from you, rather than from the
original recipient so replies will be
directed to you.

Mail queue
Modem users may wonder why the Marcel
mail window says 'send mail to queue' on
disc. Tliis is because Marcel needs to store

the mail somewhere until the modem is

used to connect to the Internet and it puts
all of the outgoing mail in the
UnetSuite.Internet.Spool.Queue directory
(hold Shift and double-click on UnetSuitc
to open it). Each mail message is stored in
a separate file, but they are not really
intended to be edited manually.

Nevertheless you can still look in each
file in the queue to see which message they
contain and delete one that you have
decided not to send. You can then click on

Marcel's filing cabinet icon and open the

Sorting the mail
Marcel lias a useful sort function on the

display menu which can display the con
tents of a mail folder sorted by date,
subject or sender. The latter can be quite
useful as it enables you to group together
all of the mail from a particular person so
that you can step through all of their
messages easily - the alternative is to
click on the Search button but this usu

ally results in lots of scrolling through
the mail folder looking for highlighted
messages.

The 'sort by date' menu has two
options: 'Sort by date sent' and 'sort by
date received' which superficially appear
to be almost the same - after all, mail is
usually received very soon after it is sent.
The reality is more subtle. Imagine some
body writing mail on Friday but not
connecting to the Internet until Monday.
The mail will be held in their disc queue
until they connect but the sent date will
still be the date they wrote it (Friday).

If Marcel is set to sort mail by date sent
and you have received a lot of mail over
the weekend then this new mail might
appear a long way from the top of your

• Click SELECT to mark the selected
mes3age(s) lor deletion.

• Messages will be removed from the
mall folder when you click the Tidy
button.

• Click ADJUST to mark messaged) as
undeleted.

• Click with SHIFT held down to mark

as readunread.

dMJJSlQl
Dave Walker
Miguel R, Silva
Acorn User Editorial
flcorn User Editorial
Paul Beverley

1/5 unread/total

28 Feb Room Developer News 28/82/98: Toolbox Mi
19 Feb External Teletext decoders
16 Feb Re: Teletext Adapter
16 Feb Re: Ideas for Articles
18 Feb Re: Psion Series 5 Hand held conputer (fif

Interactive help

Click SELECT to nark the selected nessage(s) for deletion,
Messages will be renoved fron the Hail folder when you click the Tidy
button.
Click RDJUST to nark nessage(s) as undeleted.
Click with SHIFT held down to nark as read/unread.

Figure III: Interactive helpfrom Marcel



Internet Suite configuration

[7LAH (Local Urea Network) Qj
|7"Moden (Dialup Internet connection)

^Provider setup

^| LflH setup
cy Hoden setup

n4 Other options

;J Hail setup

''•'m| Hews setup
jp Local users

Cancel

H Hail setup

• \ Edit | (Jew
Transfer nail ^Manually (• Upon noden connection

Hail server User Options
fTTflliTTH'JJAlH.mi!! antchat (P0P3
nail.ndirect.co.uk dealer <P0P3
nail.ndirect.co.uk diveneus (P0P3
nail.ndirect.co.uk octwebstats <P0P3
nail.ndirect.co.uk sarc <P0P3

Jjj Local users ^JHail aliases/filters | Close [

I Hail account

Server|nail.ndirect.co. ik

Transportj P0P3 Si

Si

SetJ

User|antchat
Password |
Hail to|antchat

[v^ Delete nail fron server
[7^Allow nail transfer

Cancel

Figure IV: Addinga new P0P3 mailboxfor ANT Chat

mail folder. In fact if you have received
more than 30 messages it might not even
appear in the window unless you scroll
down looking for unread messages.

A similar situation arises if somebody
bounces a mail message to you - its date
will be the date the original author wrote
the message, not the date it was re-sent.

Sometimes though the 'sort by date
sent' option is useful. Where several con
tributors are joining in a discussion
(perhaps on a mailing list) it is much more
useful to use this option to ensure that the
articles are read in the order in which they
were written. There is no guarantee that
the mail server at your Internet Service
Provider will send mail to you in the same
order in which it received it so if you only
collect your mail infrequently you might
find a dozen messages on the same subject
shown in a random order when using the
'sort by date received option'.

Multiple mailboxes
Mailing lists are often used on the
Internet as a form of mini-newsgroup,
and ANT have several mailing lists for
InetSuite users. To subscribe to the ANT

Chat list you need to send an e-mail mes
sage to inetchat-request@ant.co.uk with
the single word 'subscribe' in the message.
To cancel the subscription, send the word
'unsubscribe'.

The ANT chat list is a great place to ask
for help and advice but it usually has
around 15 messages per day which can
easily swamp your own personal mail.
The solution is to use a separate mailbox
for the mailing list and many Internet
Service Providers will include five free

POP3 mailboxes with each account.

You need to tell your service provider
the name (perhaps antchat) and password
you wish to use and then use the Mail
setup configuration to Add a new
POP3 fetch which sends the mail to a local

user with the same name, see Figure IV.
You also need to use the Local users

configuration to create the user and once
you have saved all the changes to the con
figuration you can log in as the antchat
user with Marcel and send a subscribe mes

sage from there. The antchat mail will
then be sent to that mailbox and kept
separate from your own personal mail.

Multiple mailboxes arc useful for several
users sharing the same computer and want
to keep the mail separate as well as for
keeping your mail divided into different
areas. I use several e-mail addresses: One

for personal mail, one for business mail,
one for the ANT chat mailing list and so
on.

Even if you are using a miserly Service
Provider who only gives you one POP3
mailbox, you can still use separate mail
boxes and set up a mail filter to route mail
from a particular address (such as
inetchat@ant.co.uk) into a particular mail
box on your computer. Click menu over
'.InetSuite on disc and use the Apps->Help
menu for more details.

Java and Browse
Acorn's Java is now available on CD and
once installed it will load automatically
when Fresco encounters a Web page con
taining a Java applet. The applet runs
within a frame on the page and this might
be to produce a simple animation or

Fifes to Fetch
Several useful files are mentioned here and

you can find them on the cover disc or
download them from:

http://www.octosys.co.uk/download/inet.bin
The files are:

JavaOff Disable Java so it won't be

automatically run
JavaOn Re-enable Java

QuickVista Adefault page set up for
Internet searching

Internet

scrolling text or for something more useful
such as an interactive program or even a
game.

Sometimes it can be a nuisance having
Java load and run applets, especially when
they are used for trivial things such as
scrolling text. Java can be enabled and dis
abled using two obey files JavaOn and
JavaOff (see the box). Just double-click the
appropriate file to turn Java on or off.

Acorn's '.Browse is now available from

Acorn for £39.99. Most people prefer
Fresco to Browse as it is faster and has

more features although Browse is rapidly
catching up. Browse is sometimes better
at displaying Web pages than Fresco and
it can be useful having them both loaded
simultaneously. Browse will work quite
happily with the ANT Internet Suite but
you must turn off the option to 'Use local
proxy (e.g. Webserve)' unless you are
actually using Webserve.

Webserve is a simple Web server and
proxy supplied on the Browse disc. It can
be used as a full Internet Web server if

your machine is permanently connected
to the Internet, or it can be used as an

internal Web server within a business or

school to serve Web pages across an
Ethernet network. It can also be used as a

'proxy server' so whenever a browser
requests a Web page it requests it from
Webserve which then fetches the page
from the Internet, or delivers it from its
own cache if it has already fetched it
recently.

I use Webserve with the ANT Internet

Suite and set Fresco and Browse so that

they both fetch pages through it. This
means that once one browser has fetched a

page it will be immediately available to
the other and I can simply drag the URL
from Fresco to Browse to see how the page
will look there. To do this you need to
ensure that Webserve is running (it can be
loaded in '.Boot) and set the option to
'assume connection is already open'. You
also need to set Browse to 'Use a local

proxy (e.g. Webserve)' under Other in
Choices, and set Fresco to use a HTTP

proxy on 'localhost:80', see Proxies in
Choices.

If you have an Ethernet network,
Webserve is even more useful, as it enables

any computer on the network to access the
Web via a single modem connected to a
computer running Webserve. When a com
puter fetches a page it requests it across
the Ethernet network from Webserve

which in turns fetches it from the Internet

unless it already has its own recent copy.
I use this to enable any computer on my

network to access the Web via a single
modem and I can even run Netscape or
Microsoft Explorer on a PC card on
another Rise PC to access the Web through
the Rise PC that has the modem.

Next month we will look at Fresco and ways
to make Web browsing faster and more
effective by removing adverts and a
speeding up Web searches. /\\j
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Doom it yourself

rn Hell'

i, at any rate, is where I've been to write
is month's column. I have been trying to get

Andreas Dehmel's admirable Doom It
Yourself to work. Briefly, the author of Doom,
John Carmack, released a Linux version of its
source code free as a Christmas present to
the world's hackers in 1997. 'Some project
ideas,' he wrote: 'Port it to your favourite
operating system.'

For ethical reasons that I do understand, or
legal ones that I don't, no Acorn version can
be downloaded. (Andreas Dehmel, the porter,
declares that he doesn't want to undermine

RCI's commercial Doom release.) Instead,
you can download patches and odds and
ends to compile the Linux source yourself.
You still need the Doom WAD, a compendium
of graphics, sound and data needed by the
engine, which means either buying and
somehow decoding it; or downloading, and
somehow decoding, the (still quite good)
shareware version. You also need a high-end
Acorn (an A5000 at the very least), about 25
megabytes of spare disc space and Internet
access.

Andreas Dehmel's page (http:
//www.forwiss.tu-muenchen.de/~dehmel/DIY.

html) supplies an archive with instructions (of
a sort) and a big shopping list. I already had
the Acorn C compiler, linker and 'make' util
ity, but these are unsuitable. So next off to

Doom It Yourself

Patches Id's LinuxDoom 1.10 sources for compilation on RISC
OS using GCC 2.7.2; you can link against the SharedCLib or
UnixLib.

Last update: 12Jun 98.See News.

Don't expect a fancy web-page, Ihavemote important things lo do, •«> here'sjust die l\ia- bones.

When youdownload Doom HYourself yougelanarchive containing patches(created with Jiff)
bodsome sources I wrote entirely myself as well asa script toauto-install die patched Doom sources
onyourharddisc, All that'srequired on yourend is reading thedocumentation carefully andtyping
!Patch from lite CLI (and later on compiling the whole thine by typing reaket.

ILet me clarity one thing, though: the object ofDoom It Yourself isNOT toput anyone out ofbusincs
[oranything like that. Ii is purely topni RISC OS uscis into the same situation asLinux users.
Ilhcreioiv Iwant 10 ask everybody who's downloading IHY not tocopy the executable toanyone orad
|iuasiniilarily irresponsible manner. Ifyou can't compile ityourself you're out of luck. 1>IY isonly for |

your own. personal enjoyment, soIdon't want binaries based an my sources appearing En public. And
that's on order.
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at unnec

rearrangement only half-carried thro
Numerous Web links to Hensa are broke

a result.

Still; Ieventually found drlink, a free A
linker by David Daniels, and gec, the freeware
Gnu C compiler. (In fact, gec is a support
gram while cc1 is the compiler.) g
instructions are incorrect and as supplie
crashes with a 'No writable memory' error.
Nick Burrett, gee's porter, kindly e-mailei
to suggest running it in a task-window w
wimp-slot of at least 3M:and at last Iwas
to compile and run 'hello world'. Mr Bun
home page, at http://guest.btinternet.com/-
nick.burrett/ (the link from Andreas Dehmel's
page is incorrect), offers a set of stubs to use
gec with the RISC OS shared C library: a
mercy, as the alternative is using the large
and unreliable 'Unixlib'.

Next to the Stuttgart ftp archive for Acorn
versions of patch and make. Stuttgart's ser
vice was slow and wobbly, so I ended
using the mirrorat src.doc.ic.ac.uk. Final!
id Software, the makers of Doom, to do'
load doomsre/zip, the Linux source.

The Doom It Yourself instructions, never

very forgiving of ignorance, claim wrongly
that the Linux source is a tar archive.

Actually, it's a Zip archive containing a gzip
of a tar archive of 137 files named PC-style.
Every version I could find of gzip dated from

1993 or so and

crashed my Rise PC.
SparkPlug won't
open gzips, so I had
to use SparkFS.

The trick is:

decompress the gzip
within its original
archive (don't copy it
elsewhere), produc
ing a plain tar
archive. SparkFS
won't open this tar: It
gives a 'duplicate
char' error. So drag

; it from the SparkFS
directory to Spark
plug on the iconbar.

Doom

: Shotgun Guy

Flogs : 15 E(i5« Med Hard Deaf

The filenames are now wrong, and you won't
be able to use the Doom It Yourself automatic

extraction code. Instead, copy all the C files
into a 'c' directory and all the H's into an 'h'
directory, and then rename them all. Now
modify DIY's code to skip 'stage 1', the
extraction stage, which you've just done by
hand.

To my great surprise, the worst was sud
denly over. Andreas Dehmel's code took over
and patched the C source, basically convert
ing it to code compilable by gec and gluing in
Acorn tweaks here and there (including
sound support, which was entirely missing in
the Linux version). Setting up a task-window
with a whopping amount of memory (12M or
so) and running make, the whole lot compiled
and linked in about 10 minutes without fuss.
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(If you get an unresolved name, you need to
set UnixSPath to use Nick Burrett's C library
stubs.) And there it was, a IRunlmage.

The instructions now stop, which is unfor
tunate because I still had to work out where

to put the Doom WAD in order for the engine
to find it. I guessed at the 'WAD' subdirectory,
but was wrong, and had to look up the source
code to find out. The answer varies depend
ing on which version of the main WAD you
have, irritatingly. See 'd. main.c'.

At last, it worked. And worked well, too:
movement was swift and responsive, the
sound-effects clear, the game convincingly
like the commercial version. It lacks some of

the 'finish' of RCI's official port, and using
patch WADs (that is, home-brew levels) is
trickier. But it already has support for

mpressed: I had expected something
i more basic.

mat awaits us all, but the Doom Editor
for Total Headcases - really, Doom would be
a splendid game, if only it weren't so
uncouth. One of the many rival architecture-
creation programs for Doom, Deth has been
ported to RISC OS in a rudimentary but useful

— by Lee Noar, better known for his slick
free) port of the superior PC platforms
adders game Abuse. See his home page
[p://www.argonet.co.uk/users/leenoar/

After unpacking the archive, I was initially
unable to make anything work. The feeling of
wading through treacle was undeserved,

gh, as it was only a naming problem: PC
es in the archive, like 'common.cfg', had
i flattened to 'common_cfg' by SparkPlug
11 extracted them; whereas they needed

to be 'common/cfg'. A little renaming by hand
and Deth worked admirably well.

Deth is not an editor that starts with a

blank slate; entering its 'browse mode' plots
schematics of dazzling, Star Trek-wall-panel
like complexity. These are the level designs
of the standard Doom WAD (presuming that
you have it, of course). Punching various
keys colours up different features: The
Vertices, the Things, the Sectors. It had better
be said now that Deth doesn't come with

much explanation of Doom construction, but
there are plenty of other sources for this on
the Web. It does come with a key-chart run
ning to three pages when I printed it out: this
is a very DOS-esque program.

On the other hand, once you get used to
clumsy DOS versions of pop-up menus, the
user interface is gorgeous. Everything can be
dragged, until the walls are a weirdly
deformed mess of angles and the Things are
scattered all over the place. Anything
selected has its graphical image popped up
for inspection: floor textures, monster
appearances, wall patterns, all of course
exchangeable. At once I made just about the
most pointless and easy edit it's possible to
make, by replacing the pool of water in front
of the player's normal start position with a

Doom it yourself

That one worked: not everything I tried did.
Any kind of mistake with sidedefs, the
defined textures on the two sides of a linedef

(i.e. a wall) will cause weirdly freakish dis
plays in play. You can walk through some
walls, others appear and vanish by magic and
sometimes your hand trails away into a sort
of infinite-regress swirl of pixels. I was never
sure whether errors were mine or Deth's,
though, let's face it, one of us is a lot newer
to all this. I suspect that this port, with that
least comforting of all version numbers, 0.01,
is as yet rough and ready. But even if you
don't build a masterpiece with it, Deth is
worth a look just to see how Doom's internals
work; it's like easing the back off an antique
watch.

My main problem with DeHackEd is how to
pronounce it - like 'stacked', or 'head'? Surely
not in three words? Never mind. DeHackEd is

a system for hacking, that is, modifying the
Doom engine program. Some of the more styl
ish Doom level designs need to alter Doom's
behaviour in ways which 'patch WADs' of new
data are too basic to express.

WADs are fine for wall designs and layouts
but will never allow you, for instance, to make
lamps explosive or to change the characteris
tics of the monsters and weapons. DeHackEd
is both the name of the editor and of the lan

guage which the changes are written down in.
For instance: 'Thing 12 (Imp) / Hit points = 4'
or, less legibly, 'Frame 207 / Sprite number =
57'. As this demonstrates, DeHackEd is really
for altering lookup tables hidden inside the
engine program; it's nothing like as sophisti
cated a tool as QuakeC, an honest-to-
goodness programming language for Quake
extensions.

As mentioned above, Andreas Dehmel's
DIY now supports DeHackEd, and there's a
version archived at RCI's site for commercial

Doom too. Both seem fine for the experi
ments I tried; I can't really imagine wanting to
write my own DeHackEd patches, but it's
good to have the utility all the same, if only to
run the more extravagant 'total conversions'
of Doom. Bugs Bunny World, anyone?
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"HTMLEdit [v3] is

the outright winner"
Acorn User. Sept 97

"The only HTML editor
worth considering"

Acorn Publisher, August 97

"[HTMLEdit] is going
to be hard to beat"

Rise User. July 97

"Using the program
is simplicity itself"

Archimedes World. June 97

"The editor and

browser are superb..."
Archive. September 97

LockSmith £15

& PCSound Pro 2

now out tool £40

RiscPC and

A5000

with

8Mb Ram

RiscPC and ARM 3 Version

or more

SYNDICATE

£32.50

inc VAT &

UK Carriage

From Bullfrog Productions Ltd

£29.00
INI

All-new Versions!

HTMLEdit
Next Generation

WWW Authoring For RiscOS

All the tools you need for £105!

The press agree with us when we say that our RiscOS Web
Authoring solutions set new standards in power and ease of use.
Now, in our quest to produce an even more integrated and
powerful solution, we've put together a single pack containing:

HTMLEdit 4+: Java support, sound and music, link and image
checking, syndax colouring and OLE.... £53

Enhanced Web Toolkit: Visual frames, tables, animations,

maps, palette control, drawfile conversion...

WebSpell: A complete HTML-aware spelling checker
Webster XL: The latest version of our hot new browser with

frames, tables, forms, sound and JavaScript.

Also, check out our new SiteMaster for absolute control over your whole site! £25

R-Comp, 22 Robert Moffat, High Legh, Knutsford, Cheshire WA16 6PS

a

*9

£30

£15

£25

Tel: 01925 755043 Fax: 01925 757377 Email: rcomp@rcomp.co.uk rci@rcomp.co.uk



eet Domi El Rhahdjiif, a
young Egyptian lad - he's

stuck at home getting under his
parents' feet and it's time to start
making a niche for himself in the
wide world outside. What better way
to begin adulthood than by requesting
an audience with the Pharaoh to offer

him his services? And so the story opens.
It's set in Cairo at a nominal date of 500BC

and you can sit back and watch Domi dis
cussing life with his father before being given
the reins.

The second big release from Artex, Ankh is
a CD-based graphical adventure game of the
point-and-click variety; the command inter
face is very similar in function to the other

'/Rfc! W? UEB W&Sly (£v '

"Vvi;/"

teve Mumford

i*Ayl3CTi|fSIMIIMSlltsj[syi

producing some awkward pauses at
the beginning of the game, it didn't oth

erwise spoil my enjoyment
As mentioned above, two dif

ferent versions of the game are
supplied on CD, differing in their
resolution. Although the standard

graphics are pretty enough to look
at, the high-resolution version is
p really where Ankh comes into its

own. The graphics are a blend of
raytraced scenery and vector-based cartoon-
style art, depicting the characters of the game.
Althrtnnh tha nrariiiotori fillc anrl hlonric hnar oil

the hallmarks of certain graphics packages I
IK'l'K'illlHllU'llHlll^IHlMPMWKl111 iliHiiMi,t:|in'J

well with the background, bringing the scenes

1

f.-s? \

exclamations or

witty asides. Sadly,
the dialogue isn't of
award-winning qual
ity but if you're
prepared to sus
pend disbelief for a
little while, Ankh
will do its best to

draw you in.
Installation is

pretty straightfor
ward and is •-'• :sm ft&>P f '.>?61r>\

Simon the Sorcerer-style games of this
world, and so is easy to get to grips
with. I was initially rather surprised that
Artex were going for a CD-based release
- there's a lot of space to fill - but it
gives them an opportunity to show the
games-playing public just what they're
capable of. Perhaps just as importantly,
releasing Ankh on CD will have given
them valuable experience that they can
put towards the construction of Tek, the
next big game on Artex's horizon.

Puzzles unfold as soon as Domi

leaves his father's house; there just hap
pens to be a gaggle of so-called Libyan
terrorists standing outside who aren't
particularly good at their job; however,
they do manage to steal your one silver
coin, and one of the first challenges you
face is plotting how you're going to get
your money back. If Domi talks to each

character for long enough, they generally
let some important bit of information
slip; in this case, one of the terrorists

reveals that they're actually quite hungry
and could do with a bite to eat. Of

course, Domi can't satisfy their request
immediately, and has to investigate the
city of Cairo to find some food.

The Ankh world is inhabited by all manner
of odd people; a slave who just happens to be
a time-traveller from the future, a wine-mer

chant who insists on performing all of his
conversations using his cat as an interpreter, a
short-sighted dressmaker and an aqueduct
engineer down a hole, all make an appearance
in the beginning stages of the game.

Conversations take place using the stan
dard multi-choice method and, as in Simon

the Sorcerer, these normally consist of snide

• • . . :, ');':,i'i c5r>

to life. One area that could do with more

work is the animation of the actors

which is rather too jumpy in places.
Sound effects are used at various

intervals throughout the game, both to
add atmosphere and for punctuating
the action on-screen. The quality isn't
outstanding and the sounds appear a
little forced in places, but all in all they
do bring something to the game.

Music is also included on the CD.

although if your computer isn't equipped
with a mixer cable you'll have to re-route
it through headphones or a separate
amplifier. However, it's definitely worth
listening to; there are seven ambient
audio tracks on the CDand they're allof
a high standard, providing the ideal
accompaniment to your travels.

Ankh is a brave release by Artex and
on the whole, the game is a success.
On the negative side, some of the puz
zles are rather superficial in nature and
dialogue can be rather stunted, but the
storyline is absorbing, the background
tracks sound truly professional and the

-

performed by running a simple application
directly from the CD, although you'll need a
considerable amount of disc space - around
20Mb for the low-resolution version of the

game, and in excess of 50Mb if you want to go
for the highest quality graphics.

I was supplied with floppy disc-based
patches forthe game which came in very handy
and once those were installed, I had no major
problems loading or running Ankh. For some
reason the Replay movies don't work success
fully on my machine; however, other than

Product details
Product: Ankh

Developer: Artex Software

WWW: http://www.artex.oaktree.
co.uk/

UK Distributor: RComp Interactive
Price: £25 inc VAT & UK P&P

Tel: 01925-755043

Online order: www.arsvcs.demon.co.uk/

leisure/index.html
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Have your say
and you could be
the lucky winner
of a fantastic

Olivetti printer

Acorn User Awards 1998 voting form
CATEGORIES

Bestproduct overall:
Best new product since Nov 1997:
BestPD product sinceNov1997:
Best game since Nov 1997:
Best graphics package:
Best DTP software:

Best business software:

Best music software:

Best education software:

Best Internet product:
Best PD software:

Best hardware:

Bestprogramming tool:
Best advert in Acorn User.

Best article in Acorn User.

Best dealer:
* Best article andbestadvert from theNovember 1997 to September 1998 issue (inclusive). Best article canbea series ora one-off article
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It's that time again, when we want you to
look back over the year and decide which

products and services deserve your vote in
the Acorn User awards.

This year we've decided to hand the
decision making completely over to our
readers, after all you are the people buying
and using the products every day.

So look at the categories below and
decide who or what you think has shone
above the rest over the last year - you don't
have to fill in every category if you don't
want to.

Plus, every form we receive with the cor
rect answer to the competition question
will automatically be placed in a draw to
win a JP-190 printer (reviewed last issue)
courtesy of Olivetti.

We'll be presenting the awards at Acorn
World 1998 and featuring the results in the
December 1998 issue of Acorn User.

Please send your form in by 1 October
1998.

JP-190 tech spec
• Resolution: 600 x 300 dpi b/w

and colour

• Three-colour bubble ink-jet

• Printingspeed of up to 3 ppm

• Small desktop footprint

• 40 sheet paper feed

Competition question: What's the sheet feed

capacityof the JP-190?

Name

Address

Postcode

Tel

Now send this form to: Acorn User Awards

1998, IDG Media, Media House, Adlington
Park, Macclesfield, Cheshire, SK10 4NP

I am a current Acorn subscriber • Yes • No

I I Please lick ifyou donotwish toreceive promotional literature



Scottish Acorn Show 98
Glasgow Marriott Hotel

8th November 1998 10am - 5pm
http://www.tecs.co.uk/sacs/

NEW Phoebe 2100

(Rise PC II) Systems

Phoebe 2100 32Mb, 32xCD, 6.4Gb HD

with 15" Iiyama monitor
with 17" CTX Monitor (3yr warranty)

LAUNCH OFFER - FREE ADDITIONAL

32Mbwith orders placed before 31/8/98

SA Rise PC & A7000+ Systems

SA 233 Rise PC - call for details of exciting new
Acorn trade-in deal. Save up to £ 200 off prices.

A7000+, 24Mb RAM, 1.2GbHD

24xCD, 15" Monitor

Examples only - call for custom configurations

Components & Peripherals

24x & 32x Hitachi CD ROM drives from £40

16Mb EDO RAM (tested for RPC) £15

32Mb EDO RAM" " £25

64Mb EDO RAM " " £call

15" Monitors (3yr warranty) £125

17" Monitors (3yr warranty) £230

We also supply a full range of printers, expansion
cards, modems etc. Please call for more info

.'•'• . . . • .

Clearance Corner

1Mb Rise PC VRAM (reconditioned) £15

Rise OS 3.11 Upgrade (new) £28

ARM 610 Processor (reconditioned) £25

ARM 710 Processor (reconditioned) £35

HP Turbodriver Software (new) £30

Canon Turbodriver Software (new) £30

Tel 0141 644 4952

Fax 0141 644 5299

http://www.tecs.co.uk
E-mail sales@tecs.co.uk

140 Busby Road, Clarkston, Glasgow G76 8BG

NB ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT @ 17.5%

This

offer includes

everything you
need to GET

CONNECTED! Free external
33.6k voice/fax/data modem

1 year access online to the Premier
Service or, for schools, to the Education
Online Service.

Access software for Windows, Acorn or
Mac. Acorn users will receive Voyager

Internet Suite.

Only £1

Plus
An added bonus exclusive

to Acorn User readers!

Acorn User subscribers receive an

extra month online FREE, while
non-subscribers will receive the next 3

issues of Acorn User completely FREE.
See page 29 for even more

reasons whv AraoNet are the best.

Offer finishes

end of August

«,
Argo Interactive Group pk
Chichester, P019 2YZ
Call Freephone 0500 585586
Prices include VAT, UK carriage & /\ R C^
packaging,unlessstated otherwise. E&OE I



Acorn
WORLD

London Arena
Docklands

With only three months to go until the
doors at London Arena open for Acorn

World '98, preparations are steaming ahead
towards what is surely going to be the
busiest and most exciting exhibition for
many years.

For full details of what is happening at
the show you can visit the Acorn World
website at http://www.argonet.co.uk/acorn-
world98/, but here is a summary of some of
the latest developments...

Graphics and Imaging Area
Four of the companies at the forefront of
Acorn graphics and imaging will be joining
forces to create a dedicated Graphics and
Imaging Area for the first time at Acorn
World '98. Avante from Astute Graphics is
destined to be publicly launched at the exhi
bition and London Arena will set the scene

for the official launch of Phoebe alongside
this associated new flagship package.

The stand itself is currently proposed to
encompass the complete range of RISC OS
graphics and publishing software from a
number of established companies.

These include Alternative Publishing
(file import/export software), Akalat
Publishing (acknowledged experts in the
Acorn field of graphics and publishing
with their dedicated publication Acorn
Publisher) and Spacetech with their unique
PhotoReal range of professional printer
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drivers exclusive to the Acorn market.

Spacetech also develop and produce the
premier RISC OS bitmap application
Photodesk which is a direct equivalent to
Adobe's Photoshop. This area will be
presented on one of the largest and most
stylish custom-built stands at the show and
will surely grab every visitor's imagination.

Technology Partner's Pavilion
Following on from the huge interest shown
in Samsung's 'Thinko' (one of the first
'Acorn at Heart' licensed products to be
fully launched) at Wakefield earlier this
year, it was decided that a Technology
Partner's Pavilion would be an exciting
addition to Acorn World '98.

This is an area that is sure to attract a

great deal of interest not only from visitors
but also from the wider IT media as it will

be demonstrating how Acorn technologies
are being used in licensed products across
the globe.

At the time of going to press, Samsung
and the Japanese electronics company Funai
Electric Company have confirmed that they
will be exhibiting and others are expected
to do so shortly. For updates on this and all
other features and exhibitors check the

website regularly to keep on the ball!

Ticket hotline
Is now open and waiting for you to order your
tickets! Big savings can be made by ordering

your tickets in advance,so why wait?

Telephone orders
can be made on:

0171-538 1212

Best School's Website

Another exciting announcement is that
Acorn, in association with Argo Interactive
Ltd, will be sponsoring a competition for
the Best School's Website in conjunction
with Education Day at Acorn World '98 on
Friday 16 October.

As well as highlighting the educational
benefits of encouraging children to use the
Internet to its fullest extent, this is intended
to be an enjoyable competition that should
provide a lot of fun for those schools taking
part.

Websiteswill be judged on how effectively
the information on the site is presented, how
imaginatively the technology is used and the
level of interaction present on the site. Ideal

Is this you?

There was no room to move on the Acorn
stand at Acorn World '97. But isthisyou
wrapped up in the demonstration of ETRI's
HandyCombi?

If it is then send a recent photograph to
AcornWorld/Acorn Usercompetition, Acorn
Computers Ltd,Acorn House, 645 Newmarket
Road, Cambridge, CB5 8PB and you'll receive
a free family ticket to this year's AcornWorld
show.

sites should contain useful information

about the school, facilities for discussion and
correspondence and a good range of
educational applications.

Entrants should state, in no less than one

hundred words, why they believe their
school's website should be considered.

Entries should be forwarded to

schooIscomp@argonet.co.uk by no later
than 25 September 1998.

Plus lots more

There is much, much more we could mention

- such as the Acom 20th Birthday Museum,
The Classroom of the Future, the seminar
programme and all the various exciting
exhibitor's product launches - but there just
isn't room in this issue to tell you everything!
Visit the website for the full picture and
remember to buy your tickets in advance!
That number once again is 0171-538 1212.

Contact details

Event Co-ordinator:

E-mail: jcooke@acorn.com
Acorn World '98 website:

http://www.argonet.co.uk/acornworld98/
Ticket hotline: Tel: 0171-538 1212

Schools website comp:
schoolscomp@argonet.co.uk
(closing date 25 September 1998)



Acorn§
WORLD
London Arena, Docklands

16- 18 October, 1998

* LONDON ARENA
Exhibition Centre

Generation Rise PC

s 20th Birthday

For your invitation,
visit the Acorn World web site at
i://www,argonet,coiuk/acornworld98/

TiGket Hotiine: 0171 5381212
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News

Maths for all
Interested in maths at KeyStage 2?
Then take a look at MathSphere -
www.mathsphcre.co.uk - a new
website designed to raise stan
dards in maths education. Aimed

at parents and teachers, it pro
vides worksheets ready to
download and use. Using the lat
est material and curriculum

initiatives it is tuned into the UK

curricula.

With the increased emphasis on
mental arithmetic children are

expected to be able to manipulate
numbers confidently. In addition,
with the Numeracy Project hot on
the heels of the Literacy Hour by
the year 2000, it is expected that an hou
maths in school. MathSphere aims to be

Test Page - Click here first Click here to

download

10 x 10 multiplication
squares.dirk bars to download

equivalent factions
module.

Click here to

download

square and prime
number module.

Click here to download

reward certificates

for us bard workers.

r a day will be devoted to
a resource for school and

home with

its site arranged by year groups
and subjects.

If equivalent fractions are the
issue, find the module, find the

difficulty level, download and
print. Each module consists of a
concepts page, between eight
and 15 pages of work, answer
sheets and, in some cases, practi
cal follow-up activities. This is a
subscription site and costs £25 a

year, all the information is in PDF format and if you want to try
before you buy there are some free pages to sample.

Online futures
In Britain around seven million individ

uals have Internet access - the majority
are male, under 35, live in the South,
affluent, employed and have children.

Education and business are the two

main reasons for going online and in a
recent MORI survey for Which? Online,
75 per cent of those surveyed (users and
non-users) believed that the Internet will

become a vital part of future communi
cations. This fits with the push to get
schools online and for individual chil

dren to have their own e-mail addresses.

However, despite TV coverage and
government initiatives, 61 per cent of
non-users - around 25 million adults -

said that they'd never go online.
Around half of these see the Internet as

irrelevant to them. What is more, one in

four non-users didn't know that you
needed a computer to get online and
only 37 per cent knew that a phone line
was necessary.

roam
Argo Interactive (01243-815815) now
have unlimited Web space on offer
for schools on their ArgoNet Educa
tion Online Service. There's also

unlimited e-mail addresses, a free
&I100I domain name, plus free cus
tomer phone support. Subscribers also
have complete access to Argosphcre.
The cost? Only £120 a year.
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Cultures and beliefs
New from Granada Learning (0161-627
4469) is Exploring World Religions. This CD-
ROM is aimed at Key Stage 2 children and
follows on from the highly successful
Aspects ofReligion for older children.

This concentrates on the six religions
most commonly studied in schools: Bud
dhism, Christianity, Hinduism, Islam,
Judaism and Sikhism, which are then

divided into key themes such as Beliefs,
Places of Worship, Holy Books and Festivals.
They are all illustrated by specially commis
sioned authentic photos and audio
interviews.

There is a print facility and within each
section children can access their own note

book, where they can enter their thoughts
and observations. This notebook is saved

between sessions and can also be printed. In
addition, a large, colourful timeline details

A B and ICT
If your school is indulging in Literacy Hour
panic and the idea of working out where to
fit the computer in all of this is just too
much, Sherston Software (01666-840433)
have something to help. They've produced a
leaflet called Where IT Fits which gives
some ideas of Key Stage 1 and 2. What is
more, you can access these ideas and
research on using talking books at a free
website - www.literacy.co.uk. Although this
only covers Sherston products - and the
Cambridge and Oxford Reading Tree pro
grams when it comes to reading schemes -
this could give you ideas on how to use
other software within the Literacy Hour.

For instance, NurseryRhyme Timecould be
used with Reception children as an animated

the major events in each religion's history,
which can be printed to make posters.

The aim of Exploring World Religions is to
allow children to experience the impact of
each religion on daily life through the eyes
of other children. Furthermore, they can
test out their new knowledge in a team
quiz.

big book for shared reading. The OxfordRead
ing Tree Rhyme and Analog}' Activities could
be used at Reception and Year 1 individually
or in groups of two or three to practice and
secure the ability to rhyme, fostering listen
ing, reading and spelling skills. Meanwhile at
KeyStage 2 Rust}' Dreamer could be used with
Years 4 to 6 as independent reading for text
level work on fiction.

Contacting me
You can contact the Education page by

writing to me, Pam Turnbull at Acorn User,
IDG Media, Media House, Adlington Park,

Macclesfield SK10 4NP

or e-mail: aueduc@idg.co.uk



Name

Purpose

Author

Version

™ jUhiiproaram
Draw2VJMF

Drawee to Widows ^tal'les
,Sherston Software Ltd 1997

'1.06 (6 January 98)

Retail price
£10.00

utijjpp

Retail price
£24.95

Upgrades
£5.00

DeskEdit 4

Whether youare programming inBasic orC,
DeskEditprovides amassive range of
features toassistboth beginner and
advanced users alike.

1150 special key combinations
I Edit &run/compile from the desktop

I Automated backups
I Debugger, Throwback, Extended info

I Powerful toolboxof utilities

IA wealth ofprocedure &function finders
I Multiple search options &much

more more -you'll wonder how you ever managed without it!

WNIF/P1CT IT pack

The H/Mf/T and P/CT/Tdual pack
allows you to convert Acorn Draw files

intoWindows WMF files and Macintosh

PICT files; easy totransfer toyour PC or
Mac - tests here provided a high success rate in converting

complex draw files toWMF format. PC &Mac versions of
ClipIT are also included, allowing for easy combination of the

images. WMF IT &PICT IT are ©Sherston Software Ltd.

Repton Compendium

The Repton 3 Compendium contains a total
of 144 screens ofRepton fun, split across 18
files. Also provided is an editor, allowing
you tocreate your own Repton games. The
screens provided cover:

• Repton around the World
I The Life ofRepton
I Repton Thru Time

I Repton 3
I plus the editor tocreate your own games!

Rise PC &Archimedes versions exist• specify which
required when ordering. Upgrade isbetween Arc &RPC.

Retail price
£15.00 ea

Frak The all-time classic finally makes it to RPC!
Warlocks ProAction rerelease this Arc only adventure!

Basic &Wimp Toolkit pack Programmers utils
Vigil WIMP monitor for RISC OS programmers

ProAction

ProAction Software titles are available from most
Acorn dealers, or from R=Comp Interactive.

Tel: 01925 755043 Email: proaction@rcomp.co.ulc
©ProAction, 1998. DB/12th July 1998

ProAction

(0.28mm Dot pitch, 3 year warranty.)
14" 15" 17"

£96.00 £146.00 £254.00
£124.55 £183.30 £310.20

'Provides Cumana SCSIcards withcompatibility £35.00 £42.30
andfunctionalityoftheEESOXSCSIcard.'

'We nowhaveourownfast SCSI-2interface £125.00 £151.58

cardfortheAcornplatform.'

IDE 24x speed drive.
IDE 32x speed drive.

£65.00 £88.13

£85.00 £111.63

IDE Four disc, 8xspeed, Auto-changer drive. £79.00 £104.58
24x speed, Parallel Port drive. £165.00 £205.63

Parallel Four disc, 8xspeed, Auto-changer drive. £165.00 £205.63
SCSI 32x speed, Internal drive. Jfa £105.00 £135.13
SCSI 32x speed, External drive. Sjjk £155.00 £193.88

(Acorn &PC writing software included.)

SCSI 4xspeed writer, SCSI card, Internal drive. £399.00 2430.53
SCSI 4xspeed writer, SCSI card, External drive. £449.00 £539.33
SCSI 4xspeed writer, Internal drive. £329.00 £398.33
5GS3 4x speed writer, External drive, ife, £379.00 2457.03
IDE 2x speed writer, Internal drive. || £275.00 £334.88
parallel 2xspeed writer, External drive. £379.00 2457.08

Aliotfarddrives, lilemonj, Sptaktn, Qraphict lahhh, Audio mixing
hauls, CV-ROIH uUUUtt and Itlaihring service aoailitlt.

Prices including VAT and Carriage. r 9, qf.
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The affordable alternative to

hardware memory upgrades!
Do you ever findyourselfrunning short o( memory?

Haveyou ever found yourselfswitching between two programs by
quitting one and starting the other?

If the answer is yes, then RAMplifyis the program for you!

With RAMplify, programs can be frozen to disc, freeing precious
memory foruse in otherjobs, saving you timeand allowing you to
continue with your workfaster.

With just two clicks of the mouse, RAMplify will dump the whole
of an application's memory to your hard disc. RAMplify can also
be configured to automatically freeze programs after a defined
period of inactivity, thereby freeing the maximum amount of
memory. An exclusion list of programs not to be frozen can be set
up and all configuration options are performed using an easy to use
desktop interface.

RAMplify runson anyAcorn 32-bit
computer with RISC OS 3 or greater.

It is fully RisePC and
StrongARM"" compatible.

•'"V-v *§%^':-,; W /£>

-r^~..:.^.

RAMplify costsONLY £19.95 and isavailable from Werewolf Software.
Please add £1.50 for postage and packaging. Most major credit cards are

accepted. Please call to order or send a cheque/P.O.

Other products available from Werewolf Software include:
TANKS - An exciting strategygame (fun for the familyand/or friends)

Shuggy - Afun and thrilling graphical adventure game
Each available at ONLY £19.95 - 24%off(plus £1.50 postage and packaging)

Werewolf Software • 23 The Spinneys, Bromley, Kent, BRl 2NT • Tel: 0181-289 6003
Email: info@werewlf.dcmon.co.uk • WWW: http://www.werewlf.demon.co.uk/
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Ancient civilisations

Beware oracles • • • *

Ancient Greeks comes from the same

^•series as Romans, Ancient Egyptians
and Vikings. It uses more illustration and
animation than video clips, which makes it
a little speedier while not detracting from
the content. The interface is also easier to

navigate than those in some of the
program's earlier brethren.

You're briefed by the Oracle who appears
throughout the program to give guidance
and tell you about her beloved Athens
which she wants you to rebuild for her.

Basically there are eight buildings, each
with two tasks attached. Choose your ruin
and you'll see an outline of what the origi
nal construction would have looked like.

To make this a reality you need to answer
questions or complete puzzles which can
be used as an extension activity or as an
introduction to the topic.

For the latter you'll need your bag of

goodies which contains a host of reference
tools: A timeline, articles on science and
philosophy, sport, art and theatre, gods and
myths, health and medicine, words, letter
and numbers and daily life.

The gymnasium
If you opt for the gymnasium - though you
can scroll left or right to any building
which catches your fancy - the tasks are
sport related as you'd expect. The first
shows an outline of a sport and asks you to
decide whether this was played in the
ancient Olympics or not. Some, like basket
ball, are obvious. Others are not. If you
don't know, click on the bag and then
select the reference article Sport. You can
listen to the information supplied as both
text and commentary with illustrations to
help you along. Olympians used to com
pete naked and this is shown in the images
with all athletes posing in the best possible
taste behind discreetly positioned scenery!

If you make a wrong choice you're
kicked out of the gym and not allowed
back in until you've visited the Sport article
again. This is not very friendly and can be
irritating at times, especially as rowing isn't
mentioned in the commentary but counts
as an ancient Olympic sport. Furthermore,
the javelin is shown being thrown the mod
ern way, not with a sling as covered in the
Sport article, which annoyed and confused
some of my more pedantic testers. To allay
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bearing
quests

Pam Turnbull looks at a

new package for anyone
interested in ancient

civilisations

People Itftoffering* tothegod Intheform ol ]..Otf [1
modoli olthepart ofthebody cured, Marty ol ;' '• ;Jjt|'

i«model* would beieen In thetemple, \ j

;thunder itorm faging, and your
jjnelghbour* houio hoi b»tn (truck' by lightning, i '*
jjyour* could bono»t. Which god will protecL-L,

somc of the frustrations we made a rule

that if you weren't sure you had to check as
this took less time than being kicked out of
the gymnasium.

The second activity asked you which
sports were played where - a matter of
applying what you had heard and read.
There is a notepad always on hand which is
very useful especially for remembering
some of the unusual names and words.

This is a little awkward to use and you
often find yourself overwriting what you've
done earlier. The trick is to make one note

and turn the page to make another, you can
then cycle through these when it comes to
the questions. Finish both activities and the
ruin is re-built and you can move on.

The Temple of Zeus
The Temple of Zeus asks you to say which
God you'd associate with particular activi
ties. Your decision is helped along with a
picture of the God and a family tree. Get it
wrong and you don't start again but con
tinue where you left off, which is a relief.
The second task gives you a snippet of story
and you must click on the missing name.

The information bag gives you a potted
history of the gods and a junior Illiad.

Other places to visit
The Philosopher's house looks at cyphers
and the universe, with information on dis
coverers, Polybius and Ptolemy. The
Temple of Asclcpius holds two excellent
tasks matching Greek cures to ailments and
matching the arguments of Hippocrates
and a priest-doctor. The historian's abode
uses the timeline tool presented as brief
news reports and the school provides Greek
words, letters and numbers - helpfully the
excellent activity sheet book provides a
number table.

The Agora opens up information on the
society from politics to slavery and finally
in the theatre you're asked to name the dif
ferent parts as well as look at the concepts
of tragedy and comedy. Complete the city

i3?P-ftfl
m H£
Q^JD^J
r«r-«u

r*nffiffl
EJ-S.J, .,..„ |

Dtonyi ji wai the ion ol Zeul. and wai the god
v\e and leitlvit y They lay he taught the
eU how to make wine... More.,.
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and you can click around finding out more
about everyday life.

Conclusion
The activities are varied, intelligent, and
ask children to think about what they've
read and use it rather than just regurgitate
it. I didn't like the way that some ques
tions required information from an
additional article to the one you were sent
to for information.

The 'one chance and you're out'
approach does ensure that children go back
to the reference works rather than just
answer by guesswork, but this was a little
heavy-handed and more feedback on
wrong answers would have been better. My
testers took to the presentation and the
quirky news accounts and in particular the
sports commentary, although the terse
wrong they received when they made a
mistake could do with some improvement.

A spider's web in the top right of the
screen takes you to a website with links to
other Greek sites.

Product details
Product: Ancient Greeks

Ages: 7-11

Price: £40

Supplier: Anglia Multimedia

Tel: 01268-755811

WWW: www.angliainteractive.com



Sherston have come up with some very
specific programs, which they are calling

Secondary Curricular Modules. They are
designed to stimulate discussion on a range
of subjects and to provide on-screen
activities to test knowledge in the classroom.

On the science front there are three mod

ules, all looking at energy. Energy 1 - Energy
Forms and Conversions offers three topics.
What is energy? is the first, though you can
pick whichever one you want. The text is
clear and pitched well at this age group and
there's good use of supporting illustrations.

Clicking on them - windmill, waterfall,
sea, volcano, car, battery and so on -
reveals types of energy, from kinetic to
chemical. There's also a supporting dia
gram showing examples such as how wind
energy works from the sun's infrared radia
tion heating the earth unevenly, to the
wind turbine turning the generator.

Follow the arrows to turn the pages to
more information or access the book icon

and find yourself in the Activity Notebook.
Activities take different forms and all can

be printed out. In What is Energy? you're
given a paragraph and you must fill in the
spaces using given words. The size of space
gives you a clue to the word and when
you're done just click on the mark button.
All the answers are marked immediately
and you can redo pages as often as you like.

Types of Energy asks you to read two
short pieces of text and click on the first
occurrence of a different energy form.
When you've isolated these you can click
on them for more information. The activity
page asks a multiple-choice question and
has you adding the right energy captions to
a picture of a cannon firing at a ship.

The third section, Converting Energy,
starts by asking you to click two different
energy forms for an example of electrical to
heat, such as a hair dryer. The activity page
takes this concept and asks you to name

Secondary Curricular Modules 4
ST

Do you want to add some
ICT into your science,

geography and history?
Pam Turnbull looks at one

option
the different energy conversions taking
place in Stevenson's Rocket.

Energy 2 shows the inner workings of
hydroelectric, fossil fuel and nuclear power
stations. The activities ask you to recon
struct a hydroelectric power station and
use your understanding of the subject to
fill in the missing words, put a fossil fuel
power station back together and finally,

name station parts and answer questions
about nuclear fuel. The latter is only partly
marked by the computer, the Q&A being
printed out and given to the teacher.

Finally, Energy 3 looks at safety, supply
and environmental issues, giving a brief
introduction to solar, geothermal, biomass,
wind, tide and wave energy. There is brief
information, diagrams and a single sen
tence to capture the essence of the different
fuels. Activities are mixed - from naming
diagrams to sequencing production to
teacher-marked Q&As. There's even a but
ton giving viability facts and statistics for
each of the different energy sources.

All the modules are easy-to-use and fol
low the same basic format. They can be
worked through in different ways and the
large T gives teacher information on age of
pupils, focus, organisation, type of activity,
skills used and time needed.

For geographers there are two mapping
modules, Maps 1 looking at symbols and
co-ordinates. I have problems with the
question marking here. For instance,
you're told how many map symbols you
correctly and incorrectly identified but not
which particular ones were right or wrong.
You have to work this out for yourself by

m
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printing out the page and comparing it
with the key. It's a useful technique to
learn, but a little too time consuming here,
especially as my students found it difficult
to differentiate some items.

Maps 2 covers contours, distance and
bearings. It takes a practical approach
using a compass and paper to deal with
bearings and distance. After you're shown
how to use a technique you're set some
places to find or distances to measure.

Using Silva compasses can be difficult
but this explains it well. The contours sec
tion looks at how the paper representation
would look as a 3D cross-section and helps
give maps some reality. In both these mod
ules you're shown how and then given the
chance to practice these specific skills.

I particularly liked the history module,
1066: The Rivals. This takes one specific
incident and looks at how we view its his

tory using the original documents, opinions
and facts - a good way to get students to

MapSymbol Activity atm
Click on a wmbul below then dick
the u.Trccl bbel from ihc Inf.
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question what they read. It takes extracts
from the Anglo-Saxon Chronicles and the
writings of William of Poitiers plus images
from the Bayeux Tapestry and part of the
Anglo-Saxon family tree. There are four
teacher-marked activities looking at the
documents supporting the three different
claims and the difference between fact and

opinion. They ask students to put the case
forward for each in their own words, sup
ported by the sources. All in all this is the
beginnings of an excellent resource library.

Product details

Product: Secondary Curriculum Modules

Ages: 11-14

Price: £35 each (1066: The Rivals £25)

Supplier Sherston Software

Tel: 01666 840433

Web: www.sherston.com
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ADC/DAC Analogue-digital and
digital-analogue converter
interface cards

• Single width eurocard, to fit
ACORN Rise PCs.

• 16 analogue input channels
• 2 analogue output channels
• 16 digital channels
• add-on cards can increase

capacity up to 64 digital input/
output channels.

• Input sensitivity normally ± 10
volts

• Connect to the outside world via

50-way IDC plug.

With powerful and versatile
software suite

Analogue Digital Control Specify channel parameters:
description • channel number • units • scale • zero. Then
select any channel in one or more of the following formats:

DAC slider

Display, monitor
and control 4

channels.

Anatogug rarrnnrtlocator

Own-10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3

DEI ii i i i r
2-1012345 10 Vol

—PP •-M- -—

•PP*

' l££

Digital I/O Generate or detect a 0V or 5V signal.
Data logger Show
data on rolling graph
with variable

timebase. Plot over

seconds or many
days. Save data to
disc as CSV files.

DPMs Display data from any channel as pi aw^^"
a digital panel meter. Description and units 11 42. 70
entered in AD Control ate incorporated.

Waveform generator Specify sine, triangle or square
waves or import your own comma separated variable files.

XY plotter
Plot data

from two

channels in

XY format.

Choose

scaling and
rate of

sampling.

Prices

Package including:

• 34 channel I/O card

• Si-Plan toolkit software suite

• Software operating manual

xvpygsriP»Oi>ii'

m¥t

xcrwvw

Oiipac*m«nl

ZBOHMJ -too on

Scaling f 100 IB*

Dolulogf 10 urn

VOarmU

I n»

Z*oiMr 0 Mil

Contact us for

full specification
free software demo disc

other cards/options j

£450 (ex delivery & VAT)

50-way IDC plug breakout board with 50 screw terminals
for connecting apparatus to the card: £39 E&OE

Si-Plan Electronics Research Ltd
Avenue Farm Industrial Estate

STRATFORD-UPON-AVON CV37 0HR

01789 205849 email adc@si-plan.demon.co.uk

rchimedes I ublic Domain!library
| rr^^~ Incorporating

| mDdtg/ife
Public Domain, Shareware and other low cost
hardware and software for Acorn computers

APDLCDs
r U" I 'serious' programs and utilities t I*£.OU
PD~2 sanies, music, novelties, etc. a. I 2..0U

r

Both PD CDs for just £22
DTP-1 and DTP-2 £15.50 each, DTP-3 £17.50
The ever popular APDL Clip Ail CDs. DTP-1 and DTP-2 have over
500Mb, DTP-3 more than 720Mb. All ready to use in Acorn formal,

Just £40 for all three Clip Art CDs

The new (fat&iottott *DeA>te*t> Games CD
A collection of six popular games for just £17.50.AlfaXI.5, Pharoahs Secret Tombs,
Last Cybermoch, Sea Trek, Caves of Confusion, Robocatch. Normal price £7 each.

Alsoavailable onfloppy discfor £16.50 (specify NOOK or 1.6Mb)
Especially for schools. Has all thethings onlv

we knowyou want. More than 5.000Acorn *
format clip art images* hundreds ofe-texts, £1 /C rn
over300 popular and useful programs *iu.JU

Earth in SDace Pictures, databases, information onstars, onlv
.. "T planets, moons, spacemissions, etc.etc. i»q q^.

Ahuge amount ofdataat a realistic price. 3Jsf»J"

Have you not what it takes tobecome a newlow
Wizard? 100 levels of this great name with Pnce
superb graphics and sound. RISC-PC only £14.95

Wizard
Apprentice

2.5" IDE
A3020 A3000/3010 Hard Discs 3.5" IDE

Drive with I/Face

30Mb
60Mb

80Mb

170Mb

210Mb

330Mb

420Mb

512Mb

810Mb

£36

£49

£59

£72

£84

£94

£107

£115

£79

£99

£111

£124

£131

£144

£155

£162

£187

SCSI

2I0Mb
280Mb

420Mb
4.2(Jb

8.7 Gb

£45

£54

£74
£189

£379

Lots ofother sizes and types availabl
plus SCSI interfaces etc.

Syquest drives
230Mb EZ Flyer Internal IDE £122
230Mb EZ Flyer External SCSI £122
I Gb SparQ Internal IDE £154
NB. Syquest IDE drives cannot be
used with most IDE interface. It's
best to use one ofour IDE cards.

Syquest discs 135Mb - £15" £230Mb - £18 270Mb-£44 1Gb-£28
Very special offers on Syqucst internal IDE

SparQ 1Gb drive, two discs, fast IDE interface card £209
EZ 230Mb drive, two 230Mb discs, fast IDE interface £179

IDE CD ROMs
Internal External

External prices include tm IDE interface with CDFS.
Upgrades for earlier ICS IDE interfaces available.

Internal prices include cables anil drivers if required

PreRO3.5 driversoftwarealone £7.50 Supports Samsung, Sanyo. Hitachi. NEC. etc

Hard drive upgrades
If you need a bigger drive we are the experts al painless upgrades and it might cost
less than you expect to part-exchange. For example. 1Gb to 6.3 Gb only £118.

210Mb

420Mb

850Mb

1.2Gb

2.5Gb

3.2Gb

£49

£59

£71

£82

£106

£109

4.2Gb 5" £119

4.2Gb £122
6.3Gb £148

8.2Gb £203

£87

£99

£119

£130

£154

£157

£165

£170

£196
«251

Supports 4 devices
DMA on Rise-PC

Up to 8 partitions
CDFS and ATAPI drivers

Only £55
A3000/A3010 version £67

8x £45 £144

16x £45 £150

24x £51 £156

32x £55 £160

Faster PC - £20 The PC emulator for any model with 2Mb RAM
PowerBase - £15 Ready-to-use version of the very popular and

easy to use Shareware database. With examples, tutorials and printed
manuals. Better than most products costing many times the price.
MenuBar, Tiger, WorkTop - £15 each utilities no-one should be

without. We are now the distributor for Graham Crow's Desktop Suite.
Rise PC RAM 8Mb-£10 16Mb-£17 32Mb - £32

Oilier sizes and part-exchange available

As well as all this (and more) we have over 1000 discs of I'D and Shareware from
only £1.25 each and 400 discs of clip art. For a catalogue on 800K or 1.6Mb disc-
send50por two 1stclassstamps or visit our website at WWW.apdl.CO.uk
A.P.D.L. 39 Knighton Park Road, Sydenham, London SE26 5RN

Phone: 01817782659 Fax: 01814880487

All prices include VAT at 17.5%. Prices include UK carriage except add £5
for internal hard drives and CD ROM drives. L8 for external drives.



Dave Acton and

Dave Lawrence give
you more delectable
delectations

Bent out of shape *>*** Aiamom
Bending and twisting plasma-like effects will be staples of *info forever.
HGDistort from Alan Lowe uses SINEs and COSINEs to perform its wobbly
results. These are precalculated and stored in a table for Speed. The program
then scans across the screen and, for each x and y, performs a quick look up
in these tables. The resulting pixel is then fetched from the image map and
plotted on the screen. Because the scanning loops work across the screen
rather than the image, no holes arc left lying around.

The image used for distortion is fetched from the spritefile export. This is
a 320x256 Mode 13 sprite, although it merely contains four copies of the
same 160x128 tile.

arm_bg2 really needs a StrongARM to run at a decent speed, but arm_hg4
and artttJbgS produce roughly the same effect but a lot faster. They do this
by reducing the accuracy of the plot. Mk. 4, plots each pixel twice across the
screen, while Mk. 5 plots it four times, and misses out every oilier screen
line!

I want to ride my bicycle
There is a reason. Honest. Just hang on a
bit.

One of Windows' nice features is the abil

ity to cycle through the available tasks
running on screen quickly and easily. This
is particularly useful when you have a desk
top full of windows with not even an inch
of backdrop visible anywhere.

Keith Gauglian has written a little util
ity to help perform this remarkably simply
hut useful operation. The program is called

Rothaigh, should be pronounced 'Ruh-hee'
and is the Irish verb 'to |bi|cycle' - hence
the heading of this piece.

See told you there was a reason. Accord
ing to Keith, 'Rothaionn do fludneoige agus
hi sona mar sin, erm, soil op.'. But since we
don't know what thai means, we'd better

not publish it.
There are two ways of operating

Rothaigh. You can either click on its icon
with Selecl or Adjust, or press its hot-key.

Star info

Author: Keith Gaughan

By default this is Ctrl-Tab, but it is possible
to change it - click Menu over the icon and
select the 'configure' option. The current
hot-key is shown in the window, to change
this just press the new sequence you'd like
to use.

Click save to preserve this. The con fig
window also allows you to hide the icon-
bar icon. Once hidden, you'll have to use
the other configurable hot-key to view it
again!
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Bump and grind Author: Alain Brobecker

Alain Brobecker, the author of last month's batch of springy,
stringy and generally bouncy programs has been busy again. This
month he has sent us a demonstration of bump mapping or, to be
brutally correct, environment mapping. This sort of effect has been
used a great deal in rolling demos on PCs.The code will work on all
machines, but will be a tad slow on poor old ARM2s. On Rise PCs a
definable palette is used to produce a fetching red/orange display.
On older machines a more traditional greyscale is used.

The source code is provided and is well commented if you'd like
to take a look at the innards of the routines. Possibly more interest
ingly, Alain has supplied some more human-friendly
documentation on the algorithm:

'First we create the environment map, for the special purpose of
bump mapping we want it to look like a spotlight. For this we set
the intensity as an affine function of the distance d = SQR(x - y)

envmap(x,y)=255-2*SQR((x-128)A2 + (y-128)A2)

'We now need to create two displacement maps, one for each

direction x and y. For this we use an image made up of heights and
compute the differences between pixels (i.e. the slope). We add 128
because we are using 8-bit maths, and 128 is 0.

disp_x(x/y)=h(x+l/y)-h(x-l,y)+128
disp_y(x,y)=h(x,y+l)=h(x,y-l)+128

'Now we draw the actual frame. With a light source at (lx,ly), we
compute the correct displacement of each pixel on the screen

dx = disp_x(x,y)+lx-x

dy = disp_y(x,y)+ly-y

IF (dx,dy) is in the environment map THEN

screen(x,y) = envmap(dx,dy)

All these operations need to be performed for each pixel and for
speed this is written in Assembly - only the management is left in
Basic. The file Height256 contains the raw data used for the image -
try changing it to produce a different image!

Keep on tracking Author: The Mad Hamster aka Robert Collins

The Mad Hamster has been at it again.
No, I don't mean chewing through the TV
cable - I mean writing desktop utilities.
Our extensive intelligence network informs
us that this particular rodent also goes
under the name of Robert Collins

although we believe this too may just be a
clever anagram of his real name Ron
Scrotebill. But, as always, I digress. The
fact of the matter is that

Robert/Ron/Rodent has produced an appli
cation that will keep a detailed log of your
computer use and can prevent its misuse
too. The program is called KeepTrack.

KeepTrack logs the startup and shutdown
times of your machine, prevents reconfigur
ing and mode changes, and logs all tasks
started, preventing those on a task 'black
list' from being run at all. Clearly it is
designed for use primarily in an environ
ment where desktop fiddlers are to be
prevented from fiddling too much (i.e. the
classroom).

Further security measures include checks
to see that the log file isn't tampered with,
and also provides limited protection against
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the HideTask module which can start a task

without existing tasks receiving notifica
tion. Note that KeepTrack refuses to be
killed from the Task Window (for obvious
reasons).

You can run KeepTrack from a filer win
dow, although you may prefer to include it
in your boot sequence. An installation pro
gram is provided to copy it there - run
InstallKT.

Inside IKeepTrack.Configs you will find a
file called BanTask. Simply add the names
of any tasks you wish to be 'banned' from
loading (entering each name on a single
line as it appears in the task manager
window).

To view the log file use the IViewLog
application. Note that you will be pre
vented from tampering with this file
while KeepTrack is running, so should
you want to start a new log file, you must
delete the existing one before KeepTrack
is installed. (If you have included Keep
Track in your boot sequence, you will
probably have to Escape while booting,
and manually delete the file from the

command line!) Of course, KeepTrack isn't
foolproof - it's merely designed to pre
vent idle hands from messing around
with all the machines in the

classroom/office.

STUFF AND

NONSENSE
Because of unprecedented interest in
our nonsense competition, we are still
sifting through all the entries. We
have therefore decided to hold off

announcing the winner and runners-
up until next month.This also gives
the last few stragglers a chance to get
their entries included in the final

judging.
Thanks to all those who entered -

watch this space for some top-notch
nonsense.
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A Lisa through the magnifying glass Author: Mark Adcock

It must be all the hot weather

or something, but this month
has turned into the let's-dis-

tort-a-sprite issue.
Mark Adcock has taken

that classic image by Da Vinci
and stuck it under a rather

unflattering magnifying glass.
Left to its own devices, the

glass will bounce around the
screen, changing direction
every now and again. For a
more detailed look at exactly
what effect the glass is giving,
hold down Select and you con
trol it with the mouse.

For a little bit of extra inter

est you can try changing the
value of var. A larger value will
mean the program will try to

Open sesame
In a recent experiment we ran into one of the most annoying, er,
features of the Acorn C implementation. When using the file han
dling call fopen to open a file for input or output, it is only
possible to have 16 files open at once. Three of these are automati
cally assigned for stdin, stdottt and stderr, so this only leaves 13 for
the user. In normal life this should be quite sufficient for anyone,
but the problem showed itself while trying to port a piece of code
from the PC which regularly had 20 files on the go at any one
time.

The problem arises because the C library maintains a fixed array
of FILEstructures. As files are opened with fopen, a pointer to a free
FILE is returned to the user. If there is no FILE free, then a null han

dle is returned and the file cannot be opened. The sensible course of
action would have been to implement a linked list rather than a
fixed array, but unfortunately this was not done.

After many failed attempts to get round this problem, we eventu
ally hit on the cunning idea of using freopen to re-open the file
rather than fopen. We discovered that as long as freopen is given a
valid FILE * as input, it is quite happy to use this to reopen the file,
it does not have to be within the C-library's static array. In other
words, it is possible to allocate your own FILE block and pass it to
freopen. After a little bit of trial and error we worked out what was

24-bit Vibe! Author: Jan Vibe

It had to happen sooner or later 1 suppose - our good friend
Jan Vibe has bought a Rise PC and has been unleashed onto
the world of 24-bit colour and definable palettes. Will the
world ever be the same again?

Ever cautious though, Jan's first experiment is quietly
understated. TrBall simply plots coloured balls on the screen.
'Simply?' no, of course not. These balls are semi-transparent.
Their opacity is gradual - at their edges [does a ball have an
edge?] there are almost totally transparent, but at the centre
they are opaque.

Once the screen has been allowed to build up for a while,
and you get a whole load of balls on top of each other, the
image is remarkably hard to focus on - it looks blurry no mat
ter what you try to do.

Jan finishes by saying the program is all in Basic (as usual)
and 'is not compressed in any way'. Not compressed maybe,
but has anyone ever been able to follow one of Jan's seemingly
impenetrable procedures?

cram more of the original pic
ture into the circle. If you are
careful you can also change
the size of the circle by chang
ing radius%. The only problem
being you have to change
radiusshift% to match. In prac
tice this means you can only
really have 32 and 5 or 64 and
6. Any smaller and the circle is
too small, any larger and it
completely swamps the screen!

A rather more dramatic

change can be achieved by
removing all the lines from
SYS 6,19 to CALL plot. This
stops the program erasing the
old distorted images, so subse
quent magnifications get
compounded.

needed in the block to pass to freopen and write a simple function
to emulate fopen:

FILE * fopen2(char *file, char *mode)

{
FILE *h = calloc(sizeof(FILE), 1);

char *e = calloc(24, 1);

h-> extrap = (void *)e;

return freopen(file, mode, h);

)

We're not entirely sure what the '_extrap' pointer is used for as
there is no information in the stdio.h header file, but setting the
two blocks to Osis enough to fool freopen.

The only limitation of this system is that these files will not be
automatically closed when your programs quit - normally files are
closed when the program exits either naturally or because of an
error condition. To get round this you will need to link these new
error blocks into a linked list (or store them in a static array :-),
write an atexit handler and close them.

If all this is meaningless to you, don't worry - it will only be of
use to the C-nuts in the crowd.
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UPGRADES from UNIQUEWAY

Can't afford a

Why not give your current Rise PC an upgrade and overhaul.

Silver service

Rise OS 3.7 and exchange 2GB HD

as bronze plus 32 X IDE CD

as silver plus StrongARM upgrade

£179.00

£239.00

£400.00

All the service upgrades include insured courier collection and return of Rise PC, exchange of current hard disc for new drive, transfer of data from your
current drive onto the new drive, fitting and testing of CD and StrongARM (where appropriate), thorough cleaning of interior of Rise PC and erasure of
old data on hard disc before disposal. Please ensure that all data is backed up before despatch as we cannot insure against loss of data whilst the
machines are in transit. The service is offered on a nominal 5 working day turnaround. Ifyou already have some items then please call for a quote on
the exact items you want fitted. Please confirm with your original supplier that any software you intend to use is StrongARM compatible ifyou opt for
the Gold Service. Machines must be returned In either their original packaging or similar quality boxes.

Replacement Mice
for Rise PC / A5000

Heavy Mouse Balls
four times heavier than original Acorn

32 MB RAM

Rise PC / A7000

£15.00 £15.00 £40.00

RISC DISC 1

jb I Vine V

RI^Df

The Rise Discwas the first lowcost CD designed to act
both as a tesource and a demo disc (or users who had just
bought a Rise PC with CD-ROM ami want something to
show off its features to

c each accessible

a graphics based
are:-

Risc Disc Volun

Disc 2 include even taster page
600MB ol data.

mos,

MIDI,
les.

nd

id Two.
ison CoMgpjlDeTnos, PD/
s files (including Artworks. MIDI,

es, JPEG. GIF. Electronic Books!

Pb / Shareware section has the latest software and
includes over 30 Games, 35 Graphics programs and 28
Internet utilities, in fact over 400 programs in total.
Essential utilities include ZAP and StrongED as well as a
large number of graphics files and utilities suitable for
creating your own Web pages.
A major feature is the full1.2 Release of RiscBSD along
with the latest StrongARM info and updates from Acorn.

Phone for details on special
offers on Phoebe 2100.

All prices
INCLUDE

VAT

POSTAGE and PACKING £2.00 inc

VAT All items subject to availability.

Umqueway Ltd - 3 Clarendon Road, Cyncoed, Cardiff, CF3 7JD
Tel: 01222 464020 Fax: 01222 440071

www.uniqueway.co.uk
email: sales@uniqueway.co.uk
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Looks like rain again Author: Thomas Madams

Remember the Cloud Chal

lenge! The challenge that will
never die? Well, here's the lat

est late entry from one
Thomas Madams. When I

first ran the program I must
admit that it reminded me of

Sunderland Civic Centre

underground car-park. Only
slightly nicer. Thomas relates
the history of this disturbing
exercise in texture mapping:

"This little demo came

about when I decided to write

a 3D racing game in the style
of Mario Kurt. A few weeks

later I gave up and the code
was consigned to languish in
the half-finished programs disc

box. It was only very recently I
decided to update it and add a
sort of 'wibbling' effect.

"I won't go into details on
how it all works (I'm not too

sure of that myself), but need
less to say it has been
optimised to death and runs
at a whopping 25 frames per
second even on my ancient
A3010. The wibbling effect
doesn't kick in for about 10

seconds so don't give up too
soon."

(And by the way, if you
come across an X-reg M(i
Metro in the demo, it's ours -
we just forgot where we
parked it.)

Trail by Julia Author: Richard Wareham

Richard Wareham lias been busy convert
ing Unix screen-savers from his Linux
machine. And I thought Linux was the kid
from Peanuts with the blanket.

In any case, Richard has souped up the
original while porting it, and the result is
quite magnificent. As the author suggests,
the program is better viewed than

described. We've featured animated Julia
sets before, but this version is the best to

date. Basically, it displays a "morph
between different Julia sets along with a
fade-trail".

When run, you have the option of dis
playing the position on the screen
corresponding to the current Julia set. If

you answer Y, a comet-like entity will
bounce around in an uncomet-like manner,

as a sort of "you are here" sign in fractal
space.

You also have the choice of low or high
resolution (mode 9 or 27). The higher reso
lution version will only run at a reasonable
pace on Rise PCs and beyond.

Multiple Orb-Plasmas Author: Rob Jeffs

While rootling through the *info pile, we
came across these plasma balls from regular
Rob Jeffs. Apologies to Rob for sitting on
them for so long (and we certainly don't
recommend sitting on plasma balls for any
length of time).

Rob was inspired to write these demos
after seeing a program by another regular,
Philip Mellor, in the June 1997 issue. In
fact, I seem to remember that the whole
plasma-ball thing was one of our unofficial,
ongoing challenges.

I'lasmaB is the original Basic version to
demonstrate the principles involved. In this
test version, a single bolt of plasma is

Linkman Author: Nicholas Kingsley

Nicholas Kingsley has provided a library of routines to create and
handle linked lists in Easy C/C++. Linked lists are extremely versatile
structures, but I always seem to end up writing routines to handle
them from scratch. Nicholas's routines should save a lot of time and

debugging, and seem to be versatile enough to handle all eventualities.
You will find several files in his directory on the cover disc: Lin-

kList/H and Types/H are the C header files. LinkList/L is the actual
library routine and TestLink is a small test program, the source of
which is also provided as TestLink/C. Finally, there is an extensive
help file which explains how to use the library in detail. We will

generated and the routine responsible is pleas
antly recursive. Essentially, a dot of plasma is
plotted and then the bolt branches out in ran
dom directions until it moves closer to its

target position on the rim of the sphere. A new
target position ischosen after (up to) 10zaps.

PlasmaS is a mode 9 machine-code ver

sion of the simple Basic prog. There are
several key differences: It goes a lot faster;
there are several bolts zapping at once; subtle
use of blue and cyan adds that extra electric
ity to the whole caboodle and the destination
points of the zaps move along too. Plasmo27
is simply a mode 27 version that will look a
little less 'squashed' on most monitors.

just give you a flavour of what can be done here. The lists created
are 'double', each element containing pointers forward and back.
This makes some operations much easier/quicker. Each list is
founded on a control block and, uniquely, the elements of the list
may be of variable lengths if required.

When a list is first created, you can choose whether memory will
be allocated from the RMA or from a dynamic area (RISC OS 3.5+).
Thereafter, a variety of routines allow you to add and delete nodes,
skip forwards or back through the list, find a particular node and
even sort the list using a supplied comparison routine.
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Have you ever seen me dancing?
I mean really dancing Author: Nigel Stoner

If you haven't, you should consider yourself
mighty fortunate. However, there is some
impressive virtual footwork afoot from one
Nigel Stoner. We've featured stick-men

bopping along to Tracker files before, but
nothing quite like this. The instructions on
the box said: "Tune into Kiss TM. Turn off

the lights and set the RAVER dancing,

watch those intricate (and impossible) arm
movements as she waves her glowsticks in
the air." She could have someone's eye out
mind.

RedArrows Author: Nigel Stoner

Now, if you're anticipating a 3D texture-mapped flight-simulating
extravaganza, you'll not be disappointed. Well, a tad maybe. Nigel
Stoner's next offering features nine Lissajoux figures in close for
mation. "Watch out for the singletons" he says - sound advice for
all you bridge-playing daredevils out there.

I'm forever blowing bubbles...
Not the punchline to
yet another Michael
Jackson joke, but the
tenuous introduction

to Nigel Stoner's
third offering of the
month.

CTKissIK usefully
packs bubbles into the
smallest space such
that they don't touch.
The program also
qualifies for the
'exactly IK long' cate
gory. The overall
effect is very 'sixties'
with a distinctive

pop-art, airbrush feel.

QUIT

All submissions are welcome - doodles and applications,
hints and tips, cheese and onion to our usual haunt please:

*INFO, Acorn User,

IDG Media, Media House, Adlington Park,
Macclesfield SK10 4NP

or, e-mail us (including your real address please) at:
austarinfo@idg.co.uk

No e-mail submission should exceed 100K please. Screen-
shots, program details and history, diagrams, suggestions for
customisation - all are a pleasure to receive. We always have
limited cover disc space, so cannot accommodate vast appli
cations, tracker files or adventure games, however good.

You needn't include a letter but please put your name,
addressand programtitle on everydiscand include a text file
containing your name, address, disc contents and program
details. A SAE will ensure your discs are returned. If you are
responding to a challenge, please mark your envelope
accordingly.

PROGRAMS ON THE

COVER DISC
Prom time to time we get the odd query about using *info
programs on the cover disc. Since there will be some new
readers every month (hopefully!) it is probably worth
mentioning a couple of points to avoid confusion.

Because cover disc space is limited, all the *info pro
grams (and other items) are compressed into archives
which can be read with the supplied application ArcFS.
Many programs - graphical doodles and the like - can be
run straight from the disc with no problems. Some, in
particular those that need to create or modify files, will
need to be copied to your hard disc (or some other
writable medium) before use. We also sometimes suggest
modifications that can be made to programs and in this
case too you should copy the program somewhere else
before tinkering with it.

Sometimes we carry utilities and desktop extensions
and we will often recommend you add these to your
library or boot sequence (should you wish to use them).
Quite where you copy them will depend on your
machine. Torexample, on my Rise PC I would copy a new
utility into S.'.Boot.Libraty.Commands. And if I wanted an
application to load automatically, I would copy it to
S.lBoot.Choices.Boot.Tasks.

Compatibility table

ROS 3.1 ROS3.5+

[Julia Yes Yes

TrBall No Yes

CTKissIK Yes Yes

Raver Yes Yes

Red Arrows Yes Yes

ICIoud Yes Yes

arm_bg2 Yes Yes

arm_bg4 Yes Yes

arm_bg5 Yes Yes

Plasma 27 Yes Yes

Plasma 9 Yes Yes

Plasma B Yes Yes

!Rothaigh Yes Yes

IKeep Track Yes Yes

EnvMap RPC No Yes

EnvMap Yes Yes

IGlass Yes

.- -' ; ;.- ;- •;
Yes
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tACO
YSTEMS

Providing Acorn Solutions For Over 16 Years

Memory Rise PC / A7000
4MB £17.00

8MB £23.00

16MB £32.00

32MB £ 52.00

64MB £135.00

128MB £250.00

PC Cards

DX4/100£ 233.00

5x86 £ 350.00

VRAM

2MB £ 84.00

1MB £55.00

Hewlett Packard

HP340CBI£ 195.00

HP690C+£152.00

HP720CXI£ 190.00

HP6L£ 274.00

Epson
Stylus 600 £183.00
Stylus Photo 700 £ 229.00
Stylus 850 £ 298.00

Scanners

GT5000 Parallel £199.00

GT5500 SCSI £ 279.65

GT9500 Parallel £ 582.80

GT9500 SCSI £ 609.83

Including Twain Software

Internet

33.6 Modem
3 Months Connection

Up to 5 E-mail addresses
£ 99.00

ISDN2 Router

£ 468.83

Canon

BJC620£ 214.00

BJC4300£ 122.00

BJC80£ 173.00

BJC4650 £ 265.00

BJC250£ 105.00

mj+UH

233Mhz Strong Arm
4MB Ram

1.2Gb Hard Disc

14" SVGA Monitor

£ 959.00

£ 965.00

233Mhz Strong Arm
24MB Ram

2MB VRAM

1.2Gb Hard Disc
8X CD-Rom

14" SVGA Monitor
£212 Trade In Avaialble

£1275.00
Buy any of the above and receive a

PC-Card or Modem for only
£ 58.50

HDD'S

2.8Gb £147.00

4.3Gb £170.00

5.7Gb £195.00

8.4Gb £ 295.00

CD-Rom

24x IDE £ 65.00

24x SCSI £145.00

SCSI Card £112.80

Removeable

Iomega Zip Drive
£188.30

Strong Arm RPC 700
32MB Ram

1MB VRAM

PC-Card

CD-Rom

Win95 Licence
515Mb Hard Drive

AKF60 Monitor

£ 595.00

Speakers
160W£ 24.95

Monitors

14" SVGA With

Built In Speakers
3 Years On-Site Warranty
£ 149.00

15" as above

£ 179.00

Software

Call for latest pricing

in
Casio QV10 Digital
Camera

Including Casio Printer
£ 235.00

Epson Stylus 600
Colour Printer

£117.00

Sales Hotline (5 Lines)

01217068933
All prices include VAT at 17.5%
Carriage not included All details correct at time of going to press E&OE

• •Ui'.'i.hni^i'ijrmTM

CALL US NOW FOR DEMONSTRATION

DETAILS

Daco Systems Limited
459 - 465 Warwick Road Tyseley Birmingham B11 2JP

Tel: 0121 706 8933 Fax : 0121 706 4306

http://www.daco-systems.co.uk
e-mail: lnfo@daco-systems.co.uk



A Mike Cook's hardware series

Sometimes you make mistakes and this
month's project is one of those times.

Not the project itself you understand, but
the implementation. 1wanted a logic oscil
loscope to investigate the signals for a
future project and having recently com
pleted an analogue oscilloscope (July 98), I
thought I would modify the software for
the new task. In retrospect that was a mis
take and it probably would have been
quicker to start to write it from scratch as
the two projects are really more different
that 1 had first imagined.

The idea is simple - use the printer port
to read in bytes and display them graphi
cally as logic levels on the screen. Note, you
will need a computer with a bi-directional
printer port for this project. However,
where as an analogue oscilloscope is used
with a constantly updating display and
occasional freezes to examine the wave

form, I found that in practice you use a
logic oscilloscope in exactly the inverse
way. That is, most of the lime you want a
single sweep to study the waveform and
occasionally you want a real time display.
As hindsight was a development tool not
available to me at the time, 1 started the

project and proceeded to hack about at the
software.

The size of the memory available for
holding a scan's worth of data was deter
mined by the original software design and
fixed by two constraints. The first was the
size of the icon that made up the display
and the second was the length of time it
took to read in that many samples.

It couldn't be made too big otherwise the
display would not update fast enough. The
data acquisition speed was limited by the
serial A/1) converter and the speed the out
put pins could be changed through the
legal SWls. However, in the logic version
you only needed a single read of the printer
port to acquire a byte of data and this takes
2.5uS. Therefore, in retrospect I could have
had much more data being read in during a
single sweep. Mind you, at just over 2K, it is
still enough to plough through for most
jobs.

The basic controls are similar, Single
Shot/Run and Arm, but when it comes to

triggering, logical operations are a different
matter. Instead of treating each sample as a

Mike Cook demonstrates the

result of a mistake

number, you need to consider it as a num
ber of separate bits. For each bit you need to
be able to set the trigger level at zero, one or
don't care. This last state allows you to
include, in the trigger word, only those bits
you want. It also means that unlike the ana
logue oscilloscope you don't need a separate
switch to turn the triggering on or off.

Instead there are eight boxes - one next
to each trace - and when you click on them
with Select they toggle through each of the
three states in turn. However, having a trig
ger condition that includes a don't care
state makes the programming rather tricky.
The solution I found was to build up two
bytes from the front panel trigger informa
tion, the first is used as a mask and the

second a comparison or look-for byte.
Figure I shows how this is built up for each
of the three possible trigger states for a bit.

The don't care state has a zero in both

mask and comparison bytes, whereas a one
has a one in both bytes. For triggering on a
logic zero you need a one in the mask and
a zero in the comparison. The way it works
is shown in Figure II,
the input data is first
ANDed with the

mask and the result is compared with the
look-for byte, if they are the same then the
trigger conditions have been met.

In practice this needs two loops - one to
wait until the conditions have not been

met and another following it to wait until
they are met. This is to ensure edge trigger
ing occurs which is needed for a stable
trace in the continuous mode. Also in these

trigger loops there needs to be some sort of
safety net. If a trigger condition does not
occur, the computer would hang looking
for it.

So, each time round the loop a count is
made of how many times the input has
been examined. If this exceeds a certain

number the routine ends, the display is not
updated and control passed back to the
Wimp. Under these conditions, mouse
movement might be a little jerky due to
the time spent in the trigger loop, but it is
still possible to click to change the trigger
conditions or abort the acquisition.

Once the data has been gathered it
can be examined just like the analogue

Trigger con dition

Mask 0 1 1 0 Bit 0

1 Hit 1

Look for 0 1 0 X Bit 2

Mask 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

AND

Input 0 1 1 0 1 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0

?-

look for 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

I YES

Gel a block of data

NO

Get another

"*" input byte

Figure II: The triggering process
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oscilloscope. You can zoom in for a closer
look at the bits or click Adjust on the dis
play to set a blue reference line with
subsequent Select clicks measuring the
time between the current pointer and the
reference.

However, when dealing with logic bits
you often want to know the spacing
between logic transitions. Rather than use
the above method to make measurements, I

have implemented another method where
the computer does the work of finding
exactly where to click.

At the bottom right hand corner is a set
of boxes entitled 'Analyse Ch 0' and this
looks at Channel 0 or bit 0 on the input.
The current state is the value of this bit at

the left hand side of the display screen or if
it is showing the blue reference line. Also,
there is a number showing how many sam
ples or how long it is before the next logic
transition. Clicking the up arrow will scroll
the display to that point and the distance
to the next transition will be calculated.

If the computer beeps at you, there are
either no transitions before the end of the

buffer or you can't scroll to the transition,
as there would not be enough data memory
left to fill the whole display. If that is the
case, click the display with Adjust to put a
blue reference line on the screen. When

this is on the display scrolls to that point
and when there is not enough memory to
scroll the reference line itself moves.

If you want to move backwards to the
previous transition, click on the up arrow
with Adjust instead of Select. This sounds
quite complex when written down but it is
very intuitive to use and, as you can see, is
a very different form of analysis from an
analogue oscilloscope.

Now what if you don't want to analyse
the transitions on bit 0? All you have to do
is to click on the trigger box of the chan
nel/bit you want to analyse with Adjust
and the display and the analysis will switch
to that bit.

When I used this system in anger I found
that I did not have enough recording time
for what I wanted to see. Therefore, I have

put a menu selectable sample rate adjust
ment. With this you can adjust the time
between each sample from the fastest of
2.5uS to lmS per sample. With the largest
data buffer size this gives a maximum
recording time of 2.7 seconds, a long time
in the world of digital logic. If you want to
look at anything longer you are best look
ing at the signals in real time. However,
there could be occasions when you want to
synchronise the incoming data to an exist
ing clock, therefore I have included the
option to switch between an internal and
external clock.

The internal clock inputs data at the pre
set rate, whereas the external clock uses the

falling edge of the Busy line to clock in the
data. When you are using this mode the
maximum input rate is halved to 5uS as the
software has to see both the logic zero and

Mike Cook's hardware series

logic one on the Busy line. Note, however,
that once the trigger conditions have been
met here, if pulses are not supplied to the
Busy line, the computer will hang. Then
not even the magic Alt+Break will save you.

I also felt that there was a need to save

the waveforms for reference, later analysis
or as input to other programs. Therefore a
save facility has been introduced for this
oscilloscope. There are two sample files on
the cover disc, count is a straight forward
binary count and sin is the digital represen
tation of a sine wave and makes an

interesting looking display.
In last month's sampling article I

explained about aliasing, that is getting
false signals through not sampling fast
enough. With the logic oscilloscope there
are two types of aliasing that can occur -
sampling effect and display effect. The

display effect aliasing is caused by the
display routines missing out some data val
ues in order to plot the whole data on the
available width of the screen.

To see this for yourself, load in the Count
waveform from the cover disc. Now look at

bit 0 under the highest magnification, you
will see that it alternates between zero and

one. Click on the X scale buttons and you
will see this trace become more and more

squashed up. However, a point will be
reached where this trace looks like it is at a

permanent zero state. This is because the
samples selected for display are always the
same logic state. It is purely visual and does
not affect the analysis of the data.

Sample aliasing on the other hand is real
and does affect the data, however due to

the digital nature of the signal this is more
apparent at rates close to the Niquis rate
but still faster than it. Suppose you are

sampling a square wave at four times its
frequency, that is you have four samples
per cycle. However, those samples are not
synchronised to the incoming frequency
and so could appear anywhere in the
waveform during successive cycles.

The result is that you always see at least
one sample high and the other low but the
mark /space ratio (ratio of up and down)
varies and it looks like you have an irregu
lar waveform. The answer is to sample
more often, but you need to be aware that
this can happen so that you are not caught
out looking for nonexistent instabilities in
your circuit.

I did waste a lot of time chasing down
strange faults, for example a small change
in a piece of code would suddenly cause
the program to crash, even though I knew
that the modified instructions had not

been executed yet. I finally tracked it
down to my numbering of the icons in the
windows template. As I had modified this
from the analogue oscilloscope there were
some icon numbers missing. This was then
resulting in spurious and large data alloca
tion in the window records which was

spilling over into other areas causing win
dow information to be scrambled,

erroneous error messages or the whole
program to crash. This is a lesson worth
learning, don't have any gaps in icon num
bering in template files with indirect
icons.

This logic oscilloscope i.s particularly
useful when you want to analyse serial
data waveforms, especially waveforms that
are not the standard asynchronous data
type. Which is what I wanted in the first
place for next month's project, see Ajj
you then. /1U
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Steve Mumford looks at how changes in data structure affect the operation ofa program

Last month I introduced some of the details

behind the planned user interface for our
label design application - it became clear to
me that a method of editing involving a
master template was necessary in developing
the ease of use I was after.

The idea of having a parent label, whose
properties are inherited by its children, affects
the scheme of data storage quite radically,
especially if those children can 'disown' their
parents and develop their own characteristics
later on in their lives. This month I'll be look

ing at the data structures themselves and
seeing how changes in those structures can
influence the manner in which the program is
likely to operate.

As outlined above, the master label is

designed to pool together all the general
features of a set of labels and allow the user to

create a type of form that eases prolonged data
entry. In this way, we simplify the process of
label creation while retaining the flexibility to
add or delete elements to specific labels later
on.

What sort of information do we need to

store on the master label? Some major features
will be shared between master and offspring
labels, such as the graphics and text field lists,
but some features will be held by the master
label alone.

These would include global features like
label size as well as extra information that

isn't relevant for the children - with automatic

importing of data in mind, the order in which
the fields are to be filled could be stored here. I

was keen lo he able to disconnect a newly

created label from the influence of its master

so that any 'unusual' labels could be created
without having to alter the master and upset
formatting elsewhere.

Implementing this would mean having a
flag for each label to indicate whether or not it
was still under direct control, so as soon as one

label 'opted out', changes made to the master
would no longer be echoed there. However,
how do we provide each new label with the
information from its parent and what changes
woidd occur when a label was removed from

this hierarchy?
It would be wasteful to copy the informa

tion across into each new label as it was

created, and updating the children when the
master was altered would he a time-consuming

business as the list of labels would have to be

scanned and the changes echoed in every label
in the set.

Instead, il would be better to link lo the

contents of the first label, either directly by
entering a pointer to the master object's
linked list in that of the child label or, in a

more abstract fashion, by calling a separate
procedure to display the rest of the informa
tion after the main bulk of the label had

been drawn. In this way, a change made to

the master label would be automatically

propagated throughout the list, without the
application having to do a great deal of
work.

In a situation where one label wanted to

break free, the graphics and text elements of

the master could be copied directly over to the
new label and added to its own lists - it would

then have a standalone copy of the master,
and would be free to change, move or delete

them as appropriate. Returning a label to the
control of the master would be harder as we'd

need to remember which fields were inherited;

however, a simple flag as part of the text
object would help us around that problem.

TO sum up, all unmodified sections of the
label would be stored as part of the master's
description and everything else would be part
of the child's. Considering the format of the
master label again, it would be advantageous
to be able to include fields as part of the
master label description that were automati
cally copied over to the child as an editable
field. In this way, it would be possible to
create new labels with non-editable text

strings alongside pre-positioned editable
fields, again easing the process of data entry
for the user.

The data structures that we are to use must

be able to cope with a variety of scenarios,
some of which I have outlined above. They
must be able to deal with offspring labels
being disconnected, changed and then recon

nected to the master, and alterations made to

the master should propagate quickly and
seamlessly.

I hope I've been able to show that the
format of the data structures has a profound
effect on the shape of the application. That's
all for this month, I'll see you next
time. 'iu
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• Microvitec 1451 colour moni

tor and Panasonic KXP1124 dot

matrix 24-pin printer. Used but
with original boxes, packaging
and instructions. Offers. Phone

01527-831832 (Bromsgrove,
Worcs).
• A3010, 4Mb, 80Mb hard
drive, 14in colour monitor, all

manuals, education software.
£250 ono. Tel: 01560-320563

(Ayrshire).
• BBC B+, twin 5.25in drives,
ADFS/DFS monitor, Plinth,

ROM and disc software, manu
als, magazines, also cassette
recorder with BBC/Electron

software. Offers. Tel: 01827

66517 (Tamworth).
• Acorn A3010, OS 3.1, 4Mb,
80Mb HD, Acorn AKF11 14in
monitor, Action Pack & Early
Years Pack, Ovation/
Pipedream/Ancestry/Fireworkz
software. All in excellent condi

tion. £150.00 ono.Tel:

01623-552530.E-mail:

maIc.kbs@argonet.co.uk
• Rise PC 700, 12+lMb,

HD420Mb, monitor, 33Mhz PC.

magazines & discs Acorn User
151-190, Acorn Computing
07/93-03/95, Archimedes
World 01/93-01/98. And soft

ware, £750 ono. Contact Adam
01276-502316 (N. Hants).
• Wanted: Serial Card (pref
Atom card) for connecting
Modem to Serial Port. Also

copy of Ovation wanted. E-
mail: gscott@argonet.co.uk or
tel 01244-342806.

• A5000 4/120Mb. Disc defect

but quite useable. AKF18, FPA,
ColourCard,16-bit SCSI, Irlam

hand scanner. £350. Artworks,

Publisher Plus, Acorn Cv4, RISC
OS 3 PRMs. Offers. 01823-

673001 (Devon).

• Wanted: Serial Card for con

necting Modem to Serial Port.
E-mail: gscott@argonet.co.uk or
tel 01244 342806.

• We are a registered Charity
looking for donations of Acorn
computers (Yorks area). Also
looking for RISC OS 3 upgrade
for A3000. Thankyou. E-mail:
angelawaIton@freestamp.com
• Rise PC 700, 24Meg RAM,2Mg
VRAM, 80Mg HD. Photoshop -
Artworks - Publisher. Loads of

software. 6 CDs incl fonts, Cli-

part. £700. Tel: 01922-457814.
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• Fully upgraded Archimedes
A410/1, ARM3, RISC OS 3.1,
400Mb hard drive, 8-speed
external CD-ROM drive with

interface, 14in Eizo Flexscan
multisync monitor, Star LC24-
10 printer, manual, software.
One shift key needs attention.
£360. Reason for sale - bought
Rise PC. Tel: Colin 01786 461

501 (Stirling, Scotland) or e-
mail: colin.wood@argonet.
co.uk

• A540 8Mb RAM, 245Mb

SCSI H/D, £600 ono. Alephl
486 50MHz PC podule, 4Mb
RAM, Cyrix maths co-proces
sor £200 ono. Tel:

01934-838118 or e-mail

p.grainger@bristol.ac.uk
• CorelXara (Artworks for the

PC), £50 without manual or
£55 with. Tel: 0116-266 3721.

• For Sale: A410/I, ARM3, 4 slot
backplane poduTe, Video
enhancer, RISC OS 3.11, 4Mb,
HDD, monitor. Offers please. E-
mail: Pedro_rain@yahoo.com
or tel: 0181-641 2874.

• Wanted: 4Mb memory and
hard disc for A3010. Also any
MIDI interface. Call 0961-141

537.

• A3010, 2Mb, games plus soft
ware, good condition plus old
but useable printer, £200. Con
tact Gena 01432-760690

(Hereford).
• Sibelius 7 3.5, Acorn A5000,

4Mb RAM, 2 hard disc, Impres
sion Publisher, HTMLEdit,

MIDI Interface, £650. Tel:

01727 766252.

• Rise PC 600, RISC OS 3.6,

1Gb HD, 32Mb RAM, 2Mb
VRAM, DX4-100 PC card, CD-
ROM, AKF60 monitor. £650.

Tel: Iain on 01584-781656 after

6pm (Worcs).
• RiscPC 600, 2 slices, ARM610,
486SX40 card, RISC OS 3.5,

16Mb+2Mb VRAM, 400Mb IDE
HD, 230Mb external SCSI HD +

interface, CD, AKF60. £399
delivered, no offers. Tel: 01822

616127.

• AKF50 Multisync Monitor,
non-letterboxed modes 12,15

etc. on all machines. Max reso

lution 800x600. Only two years
old, perfect working order.
£100. E-mail: robin@arcstone.

demon.co.uk or tel: 01323-

509401.

To submit a free ad to Acorn User,
complete the coupon on page 82.
25 words maximum per ad.

• A3020, 20Mb, 80HD, moni
tor, Epson dot matrix,
Ovation, PipeDream + others,
games, AU July 93-98, w/discs
+ 80 other mags. VGC. All for
£275. Tel: 0115-932 1489

(Derby Ml).
• 486 PC cards for Rise PC, £30;

586 cards £150. Call 01603-

867497 (evenings) or field@
argonet.co.uk
• A4000 + user manuals, colour

monitor, 200Mb HDD, speak
ers, gamepads, VGC. £250.
Colourjet printer, £50. Hutchin
son Encylopedia, £20. Tel:
01384-240979.

• Wanted: Software and hard

ware to network three A3010s

to a Rise PC 600. Tel: 01295-

721043.

• A3000 RISC OS 3.1 2Mb ARM

2, 80Mb IDE HD. £160 Tel:
01623-824114.

• A3000, RISC OS 3.11, 20Mb

internal HD, 2Mb RAM, Philips
monitor, software, miscellany.
£175 ono. Tel: 01923-661738.

Currently Watford, from Sept
in Coventry area.
• Wanted.: Serial Card for con

necting Modem to Serial Port

for Acorn A3/4/5000. E-mail:

gscott@argonet.co.uk or tel
01244-342806.

• Archimedes 440 (ARM 3,

RISC OS 3.10), with NEC Multi-
synch II, software, magazines,
books. £200 ono, or will split.
E-mail: denis.colIins@

cableinet.co.uk

• 2nd slice for Rise PC (brand
new but no power supply,
backplane, etc) £30. 2-slot
backplane for Rise PC £30.
Phone 01745-886022 (North

Wales).
• Rise PC 600, 24Mb RAM, 2Mb

VRAM, 1.3Mb Hard disc, SCSI

card, CD-ROM Syquest drive,
486 card, 14in monitor, Eagle
card 3.7. £450. Tel: 01843-

584598 (Thanet, Kent)
• Rise PC 600, 10Mb RAM,

HDD, CD-ROM, 17in monitor,

speakers, hand scanner, PC
card, over £1000 software.
£700. Te: 01929-553534 (Ware

ham, Dorset).
• For sale: A4000, 80Mb hard

disc, 2Mb of memory, key
board, mouse, manuals, colour

monitor, AKF30/40. £250. tel:

01384-873069.

• A3000, RISC OS 3, 4Mb RAM,

serial upgrade, 80Mb hard disc,
monitor, various software,
Epson LX400 printer. £275 ono.
Tel: 01980-862564 (Wilts).

• A4000, 4Mb RAM, 500Mb

hard disc, AKF52 monitor, fit

ted with 386 PC card with 8Mb

RAM. Windows 3.1, Microsoft

Works plus 24-pin printer.
£360. Tel: 01980-862564

(Wilts).

• RPC700, 34Mb RAM, 850Mb
HD, 1.2Gb HD, AKF60, 586 PC-

card, Rapide card, MIDI card,
PSR400 keyboard, HP660
printer, Win95, modem, speak
ers, software, £900. Tel:
01256-398455 evenings, e-mail
nigel.shearring@argonet.co.uk
• Acorn A3010, good condi
tion, HD, no monitor, 2Mb

RAM, All the software you
need. Tel: 01732-810884, e-

mail: gill@levity.demon.co.uk.
£100.

• A5000, 4Mb, 81Mb HD, exter

nal 6 xCD ROM drive.

IDE.A.Int/f. AKD 18 Multisync
monitor. Boxed ARM3. Soft

ware. Solo J/stick, Int/face +
joystick. £550 ono. Tel: 01204-
571836 Bolton, Lanes.
• A3000, RISC OS 3, 4Mb RAM,

80Mb HD, ARM3, Eizo monitor,

Cumana CD-ROM drive,
Impression, Artworks & other
software, 93-98 Acorn Users.

£300. Tel: 0181 462 0725.

• A3 Universal Concept key
board with Acorn serial cable,

cost £130, new and boxed, £85

ono. Tel: 01268-785184 (Essex).

• Aleph 1 5x86 100 PC card,
512K cache. Cost £350 new, 15

months old. Manual. £150. Tel:

0161-280 1013.

• Acorn A3000 with Acorn

colour monitor and magazines,
network card and black and

white pritner. RISC OS 2, 1Mb
RAM, 50 software titles of buyers
choice! £95. Tel: 0151-637 0993.

• A5000, 4Mb RAM, 40Mb +

120Mb HD, AKF18 monitor,

various software. First person
with £400 secures lot. Tel:

01763-272420 East Herts.

• StrongARM Rise PC, 32Mb
RAM, 1.2Gb HD, various soft

ware including Sibelius 7,
OvationPro. All for £800 or can

sell separately. Tel: 01727-
764411 or 0961 141537 London.



Basic Programmer's Toolkit

All the programming
help you could need
for only £7.50 with th
"Basic Programmer's
Toolkit

II

Here at Acorn User we are delighted
to be able to offer this unique
opportunity to get the "Basic
Programmer's Toolkit" for only
£7.50 (only £5 if you are a
subscriber).

The "Basic Programmer's Toolkit"
consists of ten applications which are all
designed to help users who program in
Basic and are suitable for beginners and
experienced users alike.

Theyhave been written because the
author himself had a need for just such
a utility when developing his programs,
so the facilities they provide are very
much based on real day-to-day
experience of programming.

Stocks are limited so avoid disap
pointment and order yours today

The "Basic Programmer's
Toolkit" contains the

\ following applications
and comes complete with
a user's handbook:

Basic Program Printer
Basic Program Formatter
SWI Manager
Basic Program Analyser
Basic Program Cruncher
Basic File Differentiator
Basic Help
Basic Program Monitor
Procedure Library Manager
Library of Basic Routines

^fee ofonly SV

Postage and Packaging FREE
Yes! please send me the "Basic Programmer's Toolkit" for only £7.50

D I'm a subscriber so please send me the "Basic Programmer's Toolkit" for only £5

Surname(Mr/Mrs/Miss).

Address

.Forename Date of Birth.

Postcode
E-mail Subscriber no.

Iwish to pay by:
• Cheque/postal order (payable to IDG Media)
D Credit Card( Visa/Barclaycard/ Mastercard/ Access)

Card Number QUOD 0000 OXD OID

Q Pleasetick here ifyou do not wish to receive promotional information from other companies

Expiry date LD / DD
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\ Hints & tips

the amazing MU10 MIDI sound module. It's
called XG swap and allows you to send the
bank change messages to coax more tha*h the
standard General MIDI sounds out of this

amazing box. I wrote it to use with my
1 sound square and the MIDI mouse software I M

gave you last month.
It does nothing more clever that look up

the numbers for a particular voice and then ,
p send them when you click a button. In the

end it became an exercise in creating enor- ^
mous menus; I think there are around 640 "
different choices that can be made. Apolo- §£

,lgies if any of the instrument names are'K"

bling this month, Next, Andrew Harmsworth from W
uftware for users of School is tempted by the NASA CDs 11

I sound module. It's talkei1 "lm,t- Hesars:
,ws jfou to send the Just rc*d your Rambles from July. I'm

.u* *.«. sure that you re already aware that
) coax more than the «. ... „««• ~ ,.*. ,

, , Spacctech have PDS software although,
sounds out of trm-Hwi ..... . «• .. ..

it to use with my it to gct hoW of the NASA CDs that you
IDI mouse software I ,mention? They would be really useful

p forour school.
clever that look up %i

:ular voice and then . Thanks Andrew. I do know about the
ick a button. In the " Spacetech software but unless it has been
ise in creating enor- _ upgraded, it will only run in a 2.S6 colour
tere are around 640 .'* 'mode. That means there are only 16 shades
an be made. Apolo- of grey, there is a further problem in that
ruiiH.nl names are these images are in 16 bits of grey scale and

misspelt, but the list I printed from the PDF ;»this software simply won't touch that.
• document was extremely small.

\ Which brings me onto the other great event
i of this month - I've had to get glasses for the

first time in my life. I know electronic com
ponents have been getting smaller, but I

The discs are very easy to get hold of espe
cially if you are on the Internet and have a
credit card. Contact http://nssdca.gsfc.
nasa.gov or er.mail retpjest@nssdca.gsfc.
nasa.gov

found I couldn't read the pin numbers any *, I am told, however, that it can take quite a
more on a 25 way D-type connector - the S^time if you want to order multiple copies in
type used on the printer port. I would recom- order to sell on - I suppose they are not too
mend it to any reader who wants to upgrade : -' keen on that,
to a 17 inch monitor without taking up any
more desk space. • Beverly Hart, a class teacher at Berengaria

Primary school for Forces children in Cyprus,
IAnyway, let's startoff this month with some is having trouble with her floppies, she ,
Ireactions about past topics. John Clack from • writes:
MiddleReach, Isle of Wight has a follow-uj) to «'^ \\\ our schools have A5000 machines
Chris Ward who wanted to get onto AOL 'and our floppy discs are supplied via the
(America On Line) with his Acorn: Military Stationary Dcpt. We have a
As a Rise PC user I have an AOL account.

I have asked their technical people and
very high failure rate with our discs,
particularly disc error 22. We do not

have been categorically told that one Be have sufficient hard disc space to save
must use the AOL software, Mac or PCJjPall the children's work and they con-
only. I contacted ANT, who said they j0H tinuc to lose data. What is disc error 22
would love to provide an AOL interface, ^and why is it so frequent? Is there an y
but couldn't get any information from "*p Acorn disc fix program available so we
AOL technical support about the proto-mean fix the problem and hopefully
cols. The AOL software does run with a Pfjretrievedata? ,, m, i; ,„,i ,!,,,,, i,i , ,,i • ,,;
PC processor but was slow and hung, Jj£ iL
and once it crashes it takes ages to bring1 'Disc error 22 is a CRC data error which Mjbeing supplied with are pre-formatted PC f
the system back up again. 1 also found it... . stands for Cyclic Redundancy Check and is a * , discs, you might like to try wiping them on a
a bit restricting in how you could save "* check ofthe integrity ofthe data being read y| strong magnet before reformatting them to y*
some of the pages but the contents were . off the floppy. You see, when data is written »• use with your Acorn machine. This would t

i- onto a floppy, each byte is added to a check ;*1 remove any residual traces ofthe old track JJ
and f. sum and the result ofthat sum is tagged on&. markers that might be giving you trouble. |u

se a RISC OS browser {'.Fresco) and am jgg the end of the data. Then, when data is read Wl However, once you have afaulty disc there J
l the process of moving off AOL. I how R back, the computer recalculates the check '#&. are steps you can take to recover thedata on
ave a fast browser that seems to cope jr sum and sees if it is the same as when the lit. There are several such utilities about but

with all the sites I've visited so far. It is data was written. If not you get a CRCerror. ; . the one I have used is by LOOK Systems (Tel:
:brilliant in the way it lets mesave pages It might just be that there is only one bit Sy01379-608585) called Disc Rescue. You are
and images for reading and editing ,out of one byte wrong or it could be more, so H not guaranteed to be able to recover the data
later. Htno computer just stops the whole of the Eh but there is a good chance depending on

It is very, intelligent in the way it Brread. As you are getting a lot ofthese there P| where the fault is. Once the data has been

density disc and should only be used for the
1800K or so disc formats. If the discs you are '

Hbeing supplied with are pre-formatted PC
.. discs, you might like to try wiping them on a

quite nice.
Now I have a BT Internet account and

se a RISC OS browser (IFresco) and am.
i the process of moving off AOL. I now |
ave a fast browser that seems to cope "

with all the sites I've visited so far. It is

: brilliant in the way it lets me save pages
and images for reading and editing

ilater.

It is very intelligent in the way it I
understands URLs and links; it inte-

f grates in the usual seamless way with
the rest of the Acorn system. And of
course, should it abort, it is reloaded in
seconds rather than minutes and hardly
ever brings the OS down. I would expect
the same from most other Acorn

browsers (read Acorn User for reviews).

A couple of months ago John Penton was
having trouble getting an IIC interface to

. work, well it finally got sorted out. John was
being led astray by a misprint in the Decem
ber 95 Acorn User where the pin numbers for
the clock and data lines were swapped
around. Just to reiterate, these are on the j
podule connector and are 19c clock and 20c i
data with the power coming from la - OV, I
32a-5V. Sorry John.
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the one I have used is by LOOK Systems (Tel:
01379-608585) called Disc Rescue. You are
not guaranteed to be able to recover the data
but there is a good chance depending on
where the fault is. Once the data has been

could be a problem with the qualityof the £•; recovered throw the disc awayand don't be
Itempted to reformat it as the problem will I
Ialmost certainly reappear.

Next, Steve Burke would like to i
programming skills, he writes:
I would like some advice about pro
ming languages. I have an A7000+ v.
Basic V and Basic64. I am interested in
going on a training course to learn
about the modern computer languages. I

: have been advised that one of the lan
guages I will be working with is Visual

\ Basic
; All the manuals that I have located so
Ifar are aimed at Microsoft products. Can
I learn Visual Basic on my A7000+? If I
buy a BBC BASIC manual will it be at all
relevant to my task of learning Visual

discs you are being supplied with. Have you
noticed the same problems with discs from
other sources?

However, it could be a problem that you
introduce through formatting. If you format
a high density disc to double density, or the
other way round, you could well experience
the same problems, that is, it works all right
at first but quickly fails. This is because the
two types of disc have different types of
magnetic coatings and so require different
amounts of magnetic field to write to them
correctly.

Too little or too much field will both result

i in unreliable operation. If the disc has two
' squareholes (even if one iscovered up) it isa
\ high density disc and should only be format-
i ted as such. One hole indicates it is a double



Basic? What machine do I need in order

to use Visual Basic?

Sadly, I think the answer here is a 'proper'?!
PC. The last time I investigated this, even a
Rise PC with a 486 processor wouldn't-runl
Visual Basic. A BBC BASIC manual is not!

going to help you much as, while at the
lowest level the statements and syntax are!
similar, they soon depart when you con-J
sider structures, graphics and user!
interface.

Richard Harker has been rooting around my
' articles on the Internet and writes:

ultimately there wasn't anything
there that I was looking for. Would you
consider covering an interface to control \
a Lego robot or model railway in yourfj|
'Run the Rise' series?

The sort of interface that I would like'
is something with about eight outputs
and four inputs. The interface would
possibly be complete with an integral
PSU so you literally just had to connect
the motors and go, with no need for^
batteries.

If it had an integral PSU, then a switch**
to switch between some various voltages* •
would also allow it to be used with dif-fr
fcrent things, for example a railway is
12V, Lego is 3.5V old style and 9V new^
style. Also, being able to reverse the&
polarity of each output individually'
would be very useful as well. AnywayiPj

it's just an idea that 1 thought you may several programs on the Acorn platform t
like to consider. I would set about use this system - maybe you could look at
designing one myself, but my electronics ^some of those as well. I have included a
knowledgeis quite limited. "fairly old list of these on the cover disc. If

you do get your network up and running be
IWhile there is no single design that meets L& sure to let me know - there may be others
j your specification, all the requirements can jF interested in it.

be met with a careful cut and paste from past {„
projects. So let's see how. Piers Wombwell has another idea for a

First ofall, eight outputs - you justneed the I firoject:
printer port, four inputs - how about the Many years ago, I remember reading one
PUP interface in October '96 Acorn User? of your Body Building articles about
Next for some motor drivers - that's in the controlling a TV from your BBC B. Hav- "*
April '91 Acorn Computing as Body Build 92, j^ing got rid of all our old Micro User
it's also on thewebsite. The chipit uses hasa v^ magazines years ago, I was pleasantly f
push/pull output that means it will output <& -surprised to find a copy on your Web

, whatever polarity you program it to, without in* pages (BB 106).
having to switch anything over. I would like to control my VCR

LAIso lookout for December '92 Acorn Com- p$ remotely by sending VidcoPlus codes as
"""" for how the Lego light brick works. ^L'DTMF tones down from a remote phone.

/, thepower supply. These can be a lit- S( I have a Pace 56 modem, which recog-
tle pricey to build and, as you are dealing niscs the DTMF tones, and writing all
with mains, you need to keep an eye on .*that software is pretty easy.
safety. Therefore why not go down to an However, I was wondering if you have

cal shop and get one of those switched S-Ja copy of the BBC Bsoftware to receive
/ eliminator supplies? As a finishing and transmit IR codes - it's not on your
, put it all in one big box with some^ Web pages. I plan to control the LED
hi to indicate the on/off state. With a from my parallel port on my Rise PC, but

:olour LED you can even see the polarity having a bit of code to base the 32-bit
of the output. p»w rewrite on would be useful.

Richard Davis, a keen Terry Pratchett fan
and a student on a very tight budget, has an
interesting idea:
I want to build a network. I have an

A3010 and an A4000 which I would like

to connect with a network that can run

TCP/IP. The first way I thought of t
this was to connect the machine

their serial ports with a null modem

Actually it is on the Net, it's on Disc 5 of
the old software accessed from the Body
Build index page, but 1 have also slipped it
onto the cover disc for you to see. However,

^ 1am not too sure it will help you. The rea
son is that it works rather like a one bit

A sampler - the data stream from the
e controller is first recorded and

placed in a file. Then that file is played
cable, but this then leaves nowhere to 111 back into a modulated 1R emitter diode so
plug in my modem.

Another method would be to fit expen-
| sive ethernet cards to both machines,
Ibut this would leave my A3010 without
,a hard drive, as It is currently fitted

the software knows nothing about the data
it is sending.

You could use last month's sound sampler
software as a more relevant reference. If you
don't mind taking up seven times more

with an HCCS Ultimate Expansion Sys-* space for the sample than needed, you could
tern which has an IDE hard drive p J even use the code directly. What you really
connected to it.

Theparallel port isout of the questionI
as well as my A3010 has a SCSI adapter "
and a printer already connected to it.
The only ports which are on both com- £
puters and have nothing connected to L

| need however is this month's logic oscillo-
pscopeand some hardware to analyse the data
"from your normal IR controller. Then you
can write more efficient code to shine at
your video recorder. I'm not saying any-

I thing, but hangaround for next month and

that a TCP/IP stack could be run over a
user port? Preferably the 'Freenct'
TCP/IP stack written by Tom Hughes, as |
I already have this and it has all the fea
tures I need for such a network.

Sounds an interesting project. In theory I
there is nothing to stop you using this, as |
with the right sort of software you can getI
bi-directional communications at quite a jg
rapid rate. It should be just (OK then -JUST) ^
a matterof writing a small piece of code and |
then slotting it into the system.

TCP/IP protocol is designed so that the 1
physical layer is independent of the layers
above it and the only impact it has on the »
higher layers is the speed. This is why radio «
amateurs can run computer networks on m
VHF radio transmitters without using theJ

•",.'.• -,m.'U, ,;"

g I don't know. As

curriculum consultant with the Victorian I

Department of Education in Australia, and is '
having a problem with a printer:
I am helping a school in setting up a Lex- .
mark 4037 5E printer to their Acorn Rise
PC 600 (1994 model). Is this humanly
possible? I have tried getting advice
from everywhere but am still unable to
get the printer to work.

Technical support for Acorns in Aus- j
tralia is very thin on the ground, h
Lexmark's advice is that it should run '•
on a HP II or later driver, but it doesn't. :
Advice from EastWest in Melbourne was£
to get Printers Version 1.53 (the school «

telephone at all - it's known as Packet Radio, iffhas V1.28 I think). The Lexmark runs
Unfortunately British legislation stopsU' either IBM PPDS or PCI.4 modulation.

these networks being connected to the Inter- jp
net but they do it in the U.S. There arel£ Any readers got any-suggestions oradvice?
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HTML reply
Having read the HTML authoring article in
the July issue of Acorn User, we were a little
concerned about the several factual inaccu

racies in the coverage of HTMLEdit Studio.
David's biggest criticism of the software
appeared to be what he thought was the
Table Editor's lack of cell alignment on an
individual cell basis.

This is, I'm afraid, completely incorrect.
WebTable has a large "centre" button on
the toolbar (one of only 10 buttons!) which
alters the alignment of the current cell, a
selection of cells, or a whole row, depend
ing on which selection is made. This
behaviour has been present since release
1.00, 18 months ago.

What may have confused David is that
the menus also allow for row alignment <tr
align=""> as a shortcut to save the user's
time on the row sub-menu. This syntax has
been valid since the HTML 3.0 draft specs
two years ago, and helps produce much
tidier HTML, something which is fundamen
tal to HTMLEdit Studio's design philosophy.
It is supported by all browsers and is present
in the current HTML 4 SGML DTDs - which

formally define the HTML language.
Our decision for Framer to produce per

centage values as opposed to pixel widths
was to prevent users new to frames from
producing pages, which might cause prob
lems for their viewers. At the time this

decision was made, most Windows users

still ran at 640x480, while Acorn owners

were running at higher resolutions. We
could easily envisage fixed width frames
causing problems for said Windows users,
while percentages will accommodate for the
viewer's screen resolution.

This argument may be less valid now, but
the comments that "Framcr and WebTable

appear to have been written by someone
with little knowledge of HTML" is not only
insulting, but incorrect.

Andrew Rawnsley
R-Comp

David Mat i heu man replies: Let me start
with an apology. R-Comp are completely cor
rect about the three alignment buttons on the
tool bar and, what's more, I remember using
them in earlier versionsof WebTable, so I'm
not sure why I forgot about them. 1 do feel
the menu is a bit confusing as it only allows
you to align on a per-row basis, but
WebTable does indeed allow aligning on a

Showing the way forward
The Acorn Southeast Show took place on
Saturday 27 June at Stevenage Arts &
Leisure Centre, Stevenage, Herts.

With over 50 exhibitors taking part

and a series of talks in the theatre, this was

by far my biggest one-day regional Acorn
show. Around 500 enthusiasts turned up to
support the event, despite the bad weather.

It was very pleasing to see such a
relaxed atmosphere and of course it was
very satisfying and a privilege for me to be
able to support both Acorn companies and
users in South East England. A big thanks
to all exhibitors taking part and also
members of the Welwyn Hatfield
Computer Club, who ensured that the

per-cell basis as well. I'm sorry I suggested
thai it didn't.

It's very laudable of R-Comp to persuade
people lo use percentage values but to stop
one using pixel values altogether seems
lunatic to me. I don't always want to use
percentage values. Supjmse I have a button
bar, with buttons 100pixels wide. The frame
or table cell is never going to want to be
smaller than 100 pixels, because you'd
obscure the buttons, and it's never going to
want lo be wider than 100 pixels because
you'rejust wasting space. So why not make it
100 pixels? Because the Web Designer's
Toolkit won't let me, that's why.

As for the sentence that so 'insulted' you,
if you're going to take offence at something,
try to read it correctly first. Mycopy of Acorn
User (and presumably everyone else's) has
(he somewhat different sentence: 'They
IFramer and WebTable] have the appearance
of having been written as a "bare minimum"

show ran smoothly. My next show will
be taking place on Saturday 28 November
at The National Motorcycle Museum,
Birmingham.

John Stonier
acorn.show@argonct.co.uk
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>• implementation by someone not entirely
familiar with tables and frames'. I stand by
what I said.

Theyhave this appearance to me and your
reasoning on thepercentage/pixels debateonly
strengthens my belief. There reallydon't seem
to be any vertical alignment controls, and I
forone find this Justas importantas horizon
tal alignment when constructing tables. Few
of the more complex frame and table attrib
utes are supported (cellpadding?
marginwidth? full border controlon frames?).

I feel that WebTable and Framerlet down
an otherwisegood suite of'programs. If you
find this insulting, then be insulted, but hurt
pride never improved a product yet in my
experience.

Mix and match
Why don't Acorn take the yellow front
panel of Phoebe one stage further by tak
ing a leaf out of Nokia's book and have
interchangeable front panels?

Bad idea? Not so. Just think, each school
can have their own shield emblazoned on

the front, companies could have the
machines in their corporate colours and the
rest of us could choose from a range of stan
dard colours or designs.

Snazzy, or what!
Dave Francis

davidf@amberroom.prestel.co.uk

Dream on
I had a dream last night.

I dreamt that Acorn had perfected their
Galileo operating system and that it was
even better than RISC OS. It was backward-

compatible and everyone was using it on
their Acorn computers.

I dreamt that Acorn produced a disc
based version of Galileo which would run

on a standard Pentium-based PC and sold it

at a rock-bottom price, bundled with a lot
of useful application software. I even
dreamt that they ran a marketing cam
paign, promoting it as an alternative to
existing operating systems.

I dreamt that a lot of people bought it
out of curiosity and to see if it could free
them from the clutches of Bill Gates. 1

Is the price right?

84

I dared to read a PC magazine quite
recently and it had a small article on the
Acorn Rise PC. It said that the main rea

son it didn't catch on is that it was too

expensive. Although I realise that the
more a product is bought, the cheaper it
gets, Acorn need to do something about
the price.

Only now in light of the new Phoebe
are the Rise PC prices beginning to drop,
but good ones are still around £1500.
You can get advanced PCs (if there is
such a thing) for around half that price.

I agree that advertising will get Acorn
realised as a serious company, but lower
ing the price is likely to get a much
better result. With Acorn using one of
the cheapest, most powerful processors
in the world, surely they can do some
thing about the final price? Although I
obviously don't want to see people pre
vented from buying a Phoebe for lower
prices.

On another note to do with cost, why
are five year old games still around the
same price they were to start with? I
wouldn't mind buying some old games for
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my A3010, but £30 is ridiculous.
Obviously they are cheaper second-hand,
but if 4D still have copies of Chocks Away,
they will never sell it for £31! Is it just that
the Acorn market is too small?

Jamie Wilson
j_wilson@whouse.u-nct.com

One of the facts of business life, often
missed by start-up (and fast vanishing)
companies, is that by halving the j)rofiton
a product you have to double the sales to
get the same result.

You can be sure that Acorn have priced
the Phoebe 2100 carefully balancing their
costs, and the need to re-coup development
costs, against predicted sales. And there's
no competitionin the Acorn marketto drive
downpricesevenfurther.

Added to this equation Is the discount
given to the various dealers, no matter how
small that may be Acorn's profit and pric
ing has to be calculated on the discounted
cost, not the cost to you, the buyer.

As for game pricing, if people are willing
to pay then there's no reason to bringdown
theprice- from a business viewpoint.

dreamt that they used it on their PCs,
knowing that they could always reboot
Windows whenever they needed to, though
they experienced a kind of let-down feeling
whenever they did as Galileo was so much
easier to use.

I dreamt that major software houses
began converting their products to run on
Galileo and discovered that people bought
them because they needed less RAM and
hard disc space.

I dreamt that the software houses then

discovered that their products would
run even better and faster on a

StrongARM-based machine with its
ROM-based operating system and began
recompiling them for the StrongARM.
This was easy to do because all the SWIs
were the same.

I dreamt that the world had finally
woken up to Acorn computers. But instead,
/ woke up.

Martyn Fox
E-mail: mfox@argonet.co.uk

Re: Pricing up
I don't think Russell Scoates' reply to Paul
Johnson's letter holds very much water.
In his opinion larger dealers like Dixons
have more purchasing power and can pass
their savings on to the customer.

However, small PC dealers, as well as

offering much better service, seem to
undercut the large chains by a large mar
gin and are even cheaper than large
mail-order dealers such as Watford

Electronics.

He points out that dealers also have to
charge for support, but isn't one of the
advantages of Acorn supposed to be lower
support costs?

Tony Houghton
tonyh@tcp.co.uk

Altered e-mail
Thanks for publishing my letter about
'.Wizard and IPCPro in the August issue.
Between writing and publishing I have
changed my e-mail address to john@
jpurser.demon.co.uk

John Purser



Driving me mad
I've just about had it with printer drivers. In
the June '98 issue of Acorn User the article
on printers made it quite clear that if you
want to utilise the optimum capacity of
your printer, then look to a PC.

The abhorrent suggestion posed to get
something out of your HP680C is to play
around with a 660 driver! In short, any
excellent features such as photo-quality out
put is a realm beyond Acorn
accommodation.

This is appalling. Are Acorn users really
going to put up with such perfidious and
prejudiced treatment? Isn't there someone
out there who can make a good job of com
ing up with Acorn drivers to harness the
full power of the latest printers? I wish I
could!

It's truly amazing how an incredible
machine can be bogged down with these
senseless complications and predicaments.
No wonder so many potential buyers have
been swayed to "the dark side of the market".
Let's do something about it, and fast!

William Simpson
Lincoln

You'll be happy to know that the next version
of the printer drivers - presumably to be
released at the same time as the Phoebe 2100

- will have f)hoto-real capability.

An advertising opportunity
For a long time I have complained about
the lack of advertising in the Acorn market.
No one is going to buy your goods unless
they get to hear about you! 1 decided I
would try to "do my bit" and did a little
negotiating with the Editor of the North
Kesteven School Newspaper, Mrs R Tilley.
She has agreed to allow anyone interested
in showing off their Acorn products to

More on BBC
About

advertise in the school paper for extremely
inexpensive and negotiable rates.

The NK Newspaper is freely distributed
among its pupils every school half-term,
reaching 1300 families, and has already been
advertised in by companies such as the
Danwood group and De Montfort University.

If anyone is interested, contact Mrs Tilley
at the school on 01522 -881010, who will be

glad to send you an information pack with
further details. Give it a try, you could find
it worth your while.

William Simpson
Lincoln

Anti-Acorn?
I recall reading in a recent Acorn User a
complaint that the Internet software avail
able for Acorns is lacking in bells and
whistles compared to other platforms' offer
ings. I feel a need to set the record straight.

Ever since going online 1 have been
plagued with poor, unstable links that have
prevented me from downloading large files
or fossicking endlessly round the Net. After
a lot of investigation, it appears that I may
have an obscure fault in my modem, which
passes all the usual tests but seems to com
mence producing exponentially increasing
errors after some minutes of downloading.

I am using the ANT Internet Suite, and 1
have to say that not only do they supply as
standard an outstandingly useful set of
diagnostic tools that seem to be unmatched
on the well-known American platforms, but
they really stand behind their product.

Their Mr Ian Richardson has been, most

patient and helpful in diagnosing the prob
lem (aided by ANT's excellent logging
system), and has supplied a software fix
that now allows my system to crash
through a veritable blizzard of errors. While
I may prove to have been suffering from a

BBC1 irName:

Purpose:

Author:

Version:

You're watching BBC 1

Well done! You've discovere

1.00 (28th February 1998)

I have noticed that when on IBBC1 (*Info
- August issue) you press Menu on the BBC
balloon, open the Info box and click with
Select on the balloon icon on the info

window you get a scrolling text message. I
have included a picture.

Andrew Simpson
andy.simpson@argonct.co.uk

dodgy modem, there seems no doubt that
the same fix can probably "cure" bad phone
lines - if you have such things in the UK.

My conclusion is that, notwithstanding
your earlier correspondent's remarks about
what's available on our favourite platform,
the users of Acorn computers can buy the
ANT Internet Suite with confidence, secure in

the knowledge that they will stand behind it.
That counts for a lot, and is certainly much
appreciated by this customer of theirs.

/ Michael Poole
New Zealand

poolcprm@kapiti.co.nz

Course to complain
I have just started a new job working for a
well-known banking organisation in their IT
department at head office. Unfortunately I
have to use PCs running Windoze. As a result
I had to attend the compulsory IT training
courses showing the new recruits how to use
Windows '95, '98, NT and the rest.

I was amazed to discover how little the PC

owners knew about their computers. None
of them seemed to understand the concepts
of multi-tasking or image filing systems. The
tutor tried to point out some of the new fea
tures that were brought to the PC platform
with Windows '95, the list included: A desk
top area, an image filing system, task
swapping and more features activated by the
right mouse button.

This made me realise how lucky we Acorn
users are. We have had all these features

(and three mouse buttons) since 1987 when

PCs only had DOS. I mentioned this fact to
the tutor who replied "Acorn. Didn't they
make the BBC Micro"?

I have tried to convert these brainwashed

people who think that constant crashing
and memory hungry systems are the norm
to Acorn RISC OS by pointing out some of
the features of the forthcoming Phoebe
2100. Their advice to me was to save my
money and buy a PC. You just can't help
some people.

So just remember how lucky you are to be
using the best OS in the world.

Howard Thompson
hgthompson@mossoft.demon.co.uk

Air your views
If there's something you want to 'get off
your chest' or you have some interesting
information for your fellow Acorn User
readers, then write in to:

Letters page, Acorn User, Media House,
Adiington Park, Macclesfield, SK10 4NP

or e-mail:auletters@idg.co.uk
Please note that we do not guarantee a
personal reply to letters.
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Acorn magazine
already know what a great magazini

:ORN USER is. It is the only Acorn
^azine with up-to-the-minute Acorn news,

in-depth hardware and software reviews, and
without doubt the best cover discs available. 1

What you might not know is that by taking
out a subscription today, not only are you
guaranteed never to miss an issue of the
biggest and best Acorn magazine in the world,
but you can also claim an excellent free gift or
special offer, available exclusively to all new
ACORN USER subscribers.

*AII our software offers are StrongARM compatible.

TECHNODREAM

5VMMw,-r

f^:.^ sq«u»bm /&£

\AAJy.
MEW

l OFFER

by th

Age'
new V7 Terrastor

against the ali
forces. Progress
through Outer Space,
the Satellites of

[Kirius and, finally,
for the fearless few,

the Colonised
Worlds.

There are

increasing

fiendish stag
' with brilliant

arcade-quality graphics and
massive animated sprites. The fast-moving action is backed up

by digitalised sound effects and six atmospheric pieces of stereo music.
And with the two-player mode, it's competitive - brilliant fun!
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CURRENT
SUBSCRIBERS
-you can take advantage

ofthese offers by
renewing your

subscription
at any time

r ) r

^Publish

ONLY £10

•MvMf

Over 1300 Outtli
© iSV Pi

Fonts forRiw °s
ucts I996

... noticed.

Art 3

1 \> [
„. desigi

structure9

(esign resource, not
[iist another bundle
of pictures making
it the perfect
choice for educa

tion, business or

home users.

Typography,
from iSV's

new generation
of NDT Fonts,

will improve
your print
quality no
end. Supplied

I compressed
I and with an
I installer the

NDT Fonts

"e been very carefully hinted
tey appear clearer than ever

i includes over 1300 high quality
fonts PLUS over 200 bonus fonts never before released

as well as a FREE copy of Font Designers Toolkit.

ly not make your subscription even
sier and subscribe by direct debit,
reading the cost of your
Inscription over quarterly hassle-free

.. What's more, you need never worry
-. ..n'ssing an issue again, as the subscription

continues untilyou decide to cancel.
Direct Debit subscriptions cannot be taken over
the phone or by fax.



NeW Of***

$P «9.99

FREE
Ijourwn
Imindblwlnj *?

EASYCLIP
A Graphical Resource Management
System allowing you to store and
retrieve graphic files quickly and
easily by means of-a visual index.
You'll have better control over

your graphics and clip art by stor
ing them in a compacted form,
giving between 35-60% saving.
With the facility to store a textual
description of each cataloging and
retrieving becomes simple.

RHAPSODY
- Your chance to compose your own
jnusical score. Rhapsody allows you
~to modify and manipulate iv

a wordprocessor does text. 1
enter score by hand, no'""*

your computer, you

tune using a MIDI

ANAGRAM
GENIUS

i play a
,oard and

i Rhapsody,
usic can iMpbe transcribed
for editing, replaying, etc.

in the shop^T59.99 as an Acorn
User subscriber you can claim it
for free!

Prepare to be astounded!
Seven years of development
have produced the world's
most sophisticated anagram
generator. Give the software
a name or piece of text and
it will use powerful artifi
cial intelligence techniques

1 to rearrange the letters to
say wierd and wonderful
things about it.

BINDER &

TWO FREE

MAGAZINES
Exclusive to Acorn User this

binder will hold up to 13 "
of your favourite magazi
PLUS receive an extra

two magazines >,
absolutely

!EE! FREE /m

0870 600 0423

01369 701 187

dbscot@globalnet.co.uk
Please quote code 'A9809' when subscribing byphone

§

Yes! I will subscribe

©
There's never been a better time to subscribe so

take advantage of one of these offers TODAY.
See section 2

49809twL] UK £39.99 a9809EN [_J EU £53.99 A9809WN \0 World £68.99*
To renew subscription please tick:

A9809Utt\ IUK £39.99 A9809Er\ I EU £53.99 A9809WR | | World £68.99*
'Unfortunately Worldsubscribers are not eligible to receive the free gift/special offer

Iwish to pay by: |_ ]Cheque/postal order made payable to IDG Media
]Credit card (Visa/Access/Bardaycard/Mastercard/Eurocard/Connect)

Expiry date /

Card No.

Signature.

©
Please enrol me as a subscriber to Acorn User.

I 4210 Q with payments of £9.99 by continuous quarterly direct debit
See section 2.

Yoursubscription willcontinueuntilyou cancel. Overa year youwillreceive13issues.

Nameof Bank/Building Society,

Address

Name of Account

Your Account No Sort Code

Date Signature(s)

Your instructions to the bank/building society:

I instruct you to pay direct debits from my account at the request of IDG

Media. The amounts are variable and may be debited on various dates. No

acknowledgement required. I understand that IDG Media may change the
amounts and dates only after giving me prior notice. I will inform the

bank/building society in writing if I wish to cancel this instruction. I under

stand that if any direct debit is paid which breaks the terms of the

instruction, the bank/ building society will make a refund. Bank/building

society may decline to accept instructions to pay direct debit from some

types of accounts.

BfjB Please send me the following FREE Gift/Special Offer (tick one):

4253 T~] Typography FREE 47os j~ "J Binder &2magazines FREE

m7 [" 1 Rhapsody FREE 4257 I I Publish Art 3 £10

4259 f 1 Technodream FREE 4258 V~| Anagram Genius FREE

4254 |~ 1 EasyClip .£10

Originator's IDNo. 851412

Name (Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss) Age.

Address.

Postcode Tel.

E-mail address

ONow send your completed form and payment to Acorn User, IDG
Media, FREEPOST, Dunoon, Argyll PA23 7UZ. Please state if
credit card billingaddress is different from the delivery address.

Photocopies or handwritten versions of the above information are
acceptable.
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Acorn World Invite 61
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Bccbug 15
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Todd Education 59
Uniqueway 70, 88
Wardlaw Surveys 88
Xemplar 20
Yellowstone Education 50

See The Acorn Software Guide on Panes 46 & 47

NOTTINGHAM

Arnold Computer Sup

plies. Home enquiries wel

come. Repairs & Service.

Tel: 01 IS 9264973

HIGHLANDS

Wardlaw Surveys, Autho
rised Acorn Dealer,

for all your needs from supply,
service, repair &full after sales.

Tel/Fax: 01463 831214

NOTICE

ilacl Chrii Mnrcu

14-1(1 (Man torra,.

ftaading B.rk.fctr
HOI 4.0X

DEVON COUNTY COUNCIL

PURCHASING

TENDERS
are invited for DP132F - Repairs of Acorn

Computers & Peripherals.

Application for inclusion on the mailing list(s)
should be made to the Chief Purchasing Officer,

Devon Purchasing, Trusham Road, Exeter, EX2 8RB.
Tel: 01392 384663. Fax: 01392 384636.

ESSEX

GeneSys for all
your Acorn ,
needs, seVvmg-' ,'
Education, Busi
ness and Home.
High quality
custom built *
systems for
Acorn and PC.

Contact:

Richard Brown

GeneSys,41 Rivieria Drive, Southendon Sea, Essex, SSI 2QT
Tel: 01702 462385 Fax: 01702 469224 E-mail: genesys@argonet.co.uk

NORTH EAST .

Unit 10& ll'YMCA EnterpriseCentre
Philadelphia Lane
Herrington Burn
Houghton-le-Spring
DH4 4JW
0191 584 5834

Advance orders for Phoebe 2100
are now being taken

303,000 Images on 20 CDs £59.99
liyama Monitors from £186.83

LG Monitors from £117.50 CTX Monitors from £139.83

Prices Include VAT!

esmsales@argonet.co.uk
http://www.argonet.co.iik/users/esm
Visit our website fen' informatiio n; about: alii! our products

SOUTH COAST

• Hardware tftU£fc^^fflllCRO'S^r
• Software

78 Brighton Road

• Installation Worthing
West Sussex

BN11 2EN

• Repairs Tel: 01903 523222

Fax :01903 523679

Open 6 days a week sales@cje.co.uk
With demonstrations available http://www.cje.co.uk/

SOUTH WALES

I/NiQUEway
SOUTH WALES' ONLY DEDICATED ACORN

DEALER AND ACORN CENTRE OF TECHNOLOGY

Technical Support •Repairs -Hire -Internet Connections
Low cost finance available on all systems.

visa *

mmr"- 3 Clarendon Road, Cyncoed, Cardiff CF3 7.1 D
Tel 01222-464020 Fax 01222-440071

httpth'www.uniqueway.co.uk



CUMBRIA

X Cumbria Software Systems
Specialist Acorn Dealer

Strong Arm Rise PC, A7000+ and Phoebe
Sales, Repairs, Software, Peripherals

Network design and installation
Ethernet, Nexus ATM, Multi-platform

networks

Semerc Authorised Dealer
CSS Ltd., Unit 3A, Townfoot Industrial Estate tvi . n-j CQ77 QT7Q
Brampton, Cumbria, CA8 1SW ICI-UIUSJ/fOffS

NORTH WEST

ffi ln7\ 1icl-t) For •!! vour Acorn needs
awards Visit our Showroom

"BEST DEALER*

VW3Jjnc«on12
Stod^wtWHl

'*»

10am - 6pm
$$* ^Monday - Saturday

B3^ST^ Desktop Projects Ltd
cfe^k >-—^ ~^ Unit 2A. Heapriding Business Pk

'"^"HC- Ford Street
'^^r-dSp STOCKPORT

Cheshire. SK3 OBT

Authorised Acorn Dealer & Centre of Technology

Desktop Brajeet© lUbdl
Tel: 0161-474 0778 Email: infog-dcsktopp.dcmon.co.uk ^

MIDLANDS & OXFORD

% %
Providing Acorn Solutions For Over 16 Years

Tel .0121 706 8933
Fax: 0121 7064306

HOW TO FIND US

Daco Systems Umltod
459 • 465 Warwk* Road Tywloy Blrmlrtghai

http7tVvww.daco-oystems.co .uk
©-moll:InfoQdaco-systams.co.uk

%ACO
YSTEMS

LONDON &• ESSEX

Pineapple
^ Software

Pineapple have been in the Acorn marketplace for over eleven
yearsand we have recently moved into large new premises
where you can see a variety of Acorn equipment in action. We
specialise in building RiscPCs to your specification and wc also
supply scanners, printers, harddrives or anything else you may
need foryour Acorn system. Wealso undertake repairs and
upgrades to Acorn computers. Come and visit us for a chat!

Open 0900 -1730 Mon - Sat
352 Green Lane, Ilford, Essex IG3 9JS

Phone 0181 599 1476 Fax 0181 598 2343 \ n

email:-sales@pineaple.demon.co.uk
. lmp://www.pmeaple.demon.co.uk

WEST YORKSHIRE

THECHOICE OFEXPERIENCE For the best service inYorkshire
(we think)

CAUL US! for A7000.HiscPC & Pockct Book II

Visit our Showroom
Open9.30to5.30

Mon, Tues. Weds, Sat

9-30to7.30

Tnurs&FYLftavyn Computer Services
Printers, Ribbons, Ink Cartridges,
Refills
Expert Advice A After SalesService T••-
Mailorder Master Card. \1sa, Switch
Ring/orPrices
Sen-ice & Repairto all Equipment Hmjawit*«
/•'//// Range ofAcorn Hardware &Software M1 jJSm to
(Weoperatethe Acorn Finance Schemes)
Fall Range ofEducational Software !Kj SSLUS6
Tel. 01924 254800 Fax. 01924 258036 on***-$ km

e-mail sales@davyn.demon.co.uk vmwm

=5¥

Acorn
Pocket Book II mKtnsimL ttIPACKARD |B

LONDON

3 Canon

THE.DATA STORE
microcomputer*

Yes!
We Mill operate from

,1 fully-equipped showroom!

Looking for Phoebe 2100?....
...or a repair to a BBC Micro?

OLD OR NEW, IF IT'S BY ACORN
OR FOR ACORN, COME TO US!

For more information, see our
full-page advertisement
elsewhere in this issue.

ill

1983-1998

15th Year

6 CHATTERTON ROAD BROMLEY KENT BR2 9QN
Tel 0181-460 8991 Fax 0181-313 0400

Email info@clatslore.dcmon.co.uk
Web litlp://www.datsiore.dcmon.co.uk/

CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY

SOUTH EAST

Acorn Educational Reseller

Key independent Educational
supplier of fully customised
'switch on and go' Acorn
Computer systems & associated
peripherals for 14 years.

Now incorporating Cumana for even
greater customer product choice.

Please see our main page Advert
for more details of our products.

SUEEOUK

Incorporating

CUMANA
The bestname inmemory

Whitegate. Dunmow Road
Hatfield Heaih, Bishop's Stortford
Hertfordshire. CM22 7ED

Tel +44 (0)1279-730800 (Cannon)
Tel -+44 (0)1279-730900 (Cumana)
Fax +44 (0)1279-730809
www.cumana.demon.co.uk

\coni$ CASTLE TECHNOLOGY

Full range ofAcorn Computers
Comprehensive back-up service

Call 01728 621222 or
fax us on 01728 621179

OreTrailing Estate Wootlbridgi:Road Franilinghiun Suffolk 1PI3 9LI.
e-mail: sales@asdiMechnolo8y.co.uk

Web: Iitlj):/ATOv.c;istliMei:linolugy.co.iil<.



One of the amusing things about cliches
is how easy it can he to find exceptions

to them. Take, for example, the cliche of a
'horn salesperson', this is something of a
fallacy when you are selling lo an educated
customer. For this you need good product
knowledge as well as an understanding of
your clientele and the ability to communi
cate your knowledge. This does not come
free with your genes.

Paul Walker is a good salesperson. I
found him in action at Desktop Projects,
which he runs with his partner Alun Rogers.
'He is a master' claims one of his customers

- Desktop Projects were also voted Acorn
User Dealer of the Year.

I interviewed Paul at what is always a
telling time for dealers. Acorn have
announced and shown a new product,
Phoebe, which you cannot yet buy so the
market is slow.

'I do think Phoebe is a good thing', starts
Paul. 'It isgood for the home market, whether
this be business or enthusiast, plus it gives
Acorn a platformto showoff their technology
to worldwide, third-party interests.

There are problems for a business waiting
for Phoebe. In the Acorn market, the model
you mostly sell is the top model and so if
something new is announced then people
will sit and wait. In the PC market you can
announce a new computer and 80 per cent
of people will still buy out-of-datestuff.

T am glad that we have never been an
education dealer. I resented the education

dealers because they always got a better
margin than us. It was quite interesting that
it paled into insignificance when they had a
shake up, and some people always lost out.'

Paul does not come from a computing
background. He started in the building

90 Acorn User September 1998
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services engineering sector and did not
come into contact with computers until he
was at college- as he puts it: 'We barely 'ad
calculators at school.'

Paul's computing lecturer was not very
good and Paul was horrified that he was
having trouble getting to grips with
computing, becausecomputers were up and

coining.
So, on the advice of engineers he worked

with, he gave up his secure job and went to
Newcastle Poly as a mature student (after
getting over his fears that it would be a

i
I'm a workaholic

with a passion
for the Acorn

product J
place full of academics) to get a degree to
become a chartered engineer.

'At Poly I had my first affair with a BBC
Micro and from then on there was no stop
ping me. I'm a workaholic with a passion
for the Acorn product. Being an engineer I
look at a machine from Acorn and see it as a

feat of engineering.
'Psion are like that too, you pick their

products up and from an engineering
point of view they are pure. When you
look at a PC it is broken and just a mess. I
think it is very sad that it is the dominant
computer.'

Paul finished his degree, but was disillu
sioned with the engineering industry. It was
in the middle of some of the strongest
Thatcher years, and all that mattered was

the lowest price when tendering for a con
tract. Paul believes that you can never get
anything of use for nothing.

T was always passionate about Acorns
and fancied my own dealership. In 1991 I
took the plunge and created DTProjects. We
started in these premises and so we have
always had this large space.

T don't mind people working from home,
so long as they evolve and move on to actu
ally become commercial. At the end of the
day you have to think about how customers
perceive you. If you're perceived to be a cot
tage industry, then you're never going to be
taken seriously.'

Paul seems to have a view on most

things. A future in politics is ruled out on
the grounds he is not diplomatic enough,
but this lack of diplomacy does make a
good straightforward salesman. His belief
in Acorn is of almost religious proportions.
If Acorn shut tomorrow he would still buy
an Acorn machine, because he knows he
would easily get more than his money's
worth.

You also never quite know where a con
versation with Paul will end up. He jokes
that he's getting older and his mind wan
ders; he has too many things going on in
his head. In the middle of the interview I
found myself discussing punk music - Paul
wasn't into it at the time.

'It's funny that the music at that time
seemed radical and naff with no char
acter, yet when you listen to it now, it
actually sounds quite sophisticated. Some
of the songs are pretty timeless. I do not
think the music of today will stand the
test of time.' Either that, or Paul really Is
'getting old'. JTT

Jill Regan /1U



PHoeBe
1 D

Order your Phoebe now with just £100 deposit!
Min spec:- 233Mhz SA, 32Mb Simm, 4Mb Vram, 6.4Gb III), x32 slot CD. Final Price:-
£1499 ex val (no mon) or £1649 ex val with liyania 15" mon. 'Phone for P/ex on RiscPCs.

Phone Pineapple for details of some super Phoebe offers - Pay on 0% no deposit finance!

New Acorn Computer prices and deals for Clan members!
Basic models - SRP20,1.2HD, 4Mb - £ 825 inc vat. SRP21, 1.2HD, 4Mb, x8CD - £ 839 inc vat
Trade in deals (trade-in any other computer) SRP26A, 1.7Gb HD, 10Mb, x8CD - £ 949 inc vat

SRP41 1.7Gb, 34Mb, x24CD, Java - £ 1049 inc vat
The above computers can include a DX4-100 PC Card or an internal modem (28k)for £58.75 extra. (586-100 PC Card at £88.12)

Special Pineapple Computer price deals
Deal 'A' 233Mhz SA, 1.2Gb harddrive, 2Mb video memory 36Mb simm memory, x8CD - £ 929 inc vat
Deal 'B' 233Mhz SA, 4.3Gb harddrive, 2Mb video memory 36Mb simm memory, x32CD - £1129 inc vat
'High Spec' 233Mhz SA, 4.3hd, 2Mb vram, 36Mb simm, x8CD, 586-100 PC Card, PCPro

& PC Exchange, Windows98, 15" digital monitor, 120 watt speakers - £ 1699 inc vat
Monitors when bought with any computer:- 14"Digital £99, 15" Digital £ 149, 17" Digital £269

All computers are supplied with Studio 24 vl software and one years subscription to the Virus Protection Scheme.

New Acorn finance. 0% no deposit finance payable over 6 months. Please 'phone and ask for details

General Upgrades
Harddrives - (p/exfor new RiscPC 1.2Gb HI))
1.7Gb Harddrive £55.00
2.0Gb Harddrive £ 65.00

2.5Gb Harddrive £ 75.00
4.3Gb Harddrive £ 99.00
6.4Gb Harddrive £139.00

Other sizes available - please ask
Backplanes
2 slot backplane £ 34.00
2nd Slice (inc 4 slot backplane) £ 89.00
Midi Card

MIDIMax II - Midi Card £ 92.83

RiscPC Memory
IMbVRam £69.00
2Mb VRam £ 89.00
8Mb SIMM £14.00
16Mb SIMM £24.00
32Mb SIMM £ 33.00
64Mb SIMM £129.00

PC Cards & Software

DX4-IOOPCCard £229.00

586-100 (Acorn) PC Card £ 329.00
586-133 (CJE) PC Card £ 351.33
PC Pro & PC Exchange £ 49.95
Windows 98 (Installed for you) £ 79.00

Monitors
Acorn 14" AKF60 £264.00
liyama 17" 400 (S701GT) £ 363.00
Iiyama 17" 400 Pro !NEW! £ 385.00
CTX mons have (3 year on-site warnty)
CTX 14" Digital Scan £ 139.00
CTX 15" Digital Scan £ 175.00
CTX 17" .28 70Khz Digital £299.00
CTX 17" .26 92Khz Digital £ 385.00

Internet
56.000 Flex modem - Flash U/G £89.00
Acorn !Browse (CD only) £39.99
Ant Internet Suite software £116.33

Flatbed
Colour
Scanners

There are now a growing number of
scanners which will work on RiscOS.
The Epson GT5000 and the Plustek
work on the parallel port so no extra
interface is required.
All our scanner prices include Twain
and Imagemaster software. SCSI
scanner prices do not include the SCSI
connecting cable. Studio24Pro instead
of Imagemaster -just £30.00 extra!
Epson GT5000 parallel £239.00
Epson GT5500 SCSI £259.00
Epson GT9500 par&SCSl £519.00
NEWUPlustekOptic Pro

New low price! £129.00
SCSI Cards & Cables

Cumana SCSI II Card £ 175.00
EESOX SCSI II Card £145.00
50 mini 'D' to 50 Centronics £ 16.00
50 mini'D'to 25'D'plug £16.00
25 'D' plug to 50 Centronics £13.99

Switch Boxes
These are ideal for parallel port
switching between a printer & scanner
Parallel 2 way £16.99
Parallel 4 way £19.99
Serial 2 way £19.99
25 'D' plug to 25 'D' plug £4.99
25 'D' plug to 36 Centronics £4.99
Monitor+Kevboard 2 way £17.99
15way HD to 15way HD cable £4.99
Male-male mini DIN keybrd cab £3.00
Mini DIN to 5 pin keybrd adptr £ 1.50
5 pin DIN to 5 pin DIN keybrd £2.50

Manyoilier types also available please ask

Hard
Drives

Pineapples removable drive system i
available for IDE and SCSI systems.
IDE removable system £19
SCSI removable system £25
IDE or SCSI cable £5

Bare IDE harddrives
1.2Gb IDE !!!! £50
1.7Gb IDE £99
2.0Gb IDE £109
2.5Gb IDE £119
4.3Gb IDE £139
4.3Gb IDE (Cyclone 5.25") £ 139
6.4Gb IDE

IDE Expansion
x4 IDE Expansion card

Bare SCSI harddrives
1.0Gb SCSI LIP)
4.2Gb SCSI £219
6.4Gb SCSI £299

ZIP parallel port drives
Iomega parallel port ZIP drive £149
Iomega SCSI internal ZIP £129
Iomega internal IDE ZIP £75
(for use with IDE expansion card)

100Mb ZIP cart ridge £9
Pack of 5 Zip Cartridges £45

£69.00

Stiidio24Pro
'Many Acorn User front covers

V* have been created from scratch
using this program alone,

concrete proof of the power of this
creative tool'-Acorn User Mar96

Now just • .£99.00 •
Users note FREE update v2.16is nowavailable.

PAL

TV Coders

We now have two PALTV coders
available which allow the output of any
Acorn Computer to be displayed on a
normal TV or recorded (into a video
recorder. Both models have S-VHS as
well as standard video outputs. The
VGA convener works in VGA and
SVGA screen modes and is ideal for the
RiscPC. Please ask for more info.
VGA Converter PAL Coder £ 159.00
PLC/4 PAL Coder (mode 12.15) £99.00
for A3020.A4000.A5000,RiscPC

Pineapples Virus Protection
Scheme has been running
for over five years and is
Still being updated with new
viruses on a regular basis.
New software versions are

sent out to members every
three months and the total
number of viruses which
can he removed is over 100.

Joining lee just £28.20
Inexpensive multi-user licences

'Ifyon 're interested in virus protection,
join the Pineapple vims protection
scheme and buy Killer. Accept no
alternative - 'Acorn User Feb 96

As an Acorn Centre of Technology
Pineapple Software can help yon with

ALLyour Acorn computer related
problems.

Colour

Printers

Canon 13JC80 - portable col £233.00
Canon BJC250 £149.00
Canon 13JC620 - colour £229.00
Canon BJC4300 £198.00
Canon BJC4550 (A3)
Canon BJC5500 (A2) £649.00
Epson Stylus 200 mono £139,00
Epson Stylus 200 colour £179.00
Epson Stylus Colour 400 Ci59.11( i
Epson Stylus Colour 600
Epson Stylus Colour 800
Epson Stylus Colour 850 £299.00
HP Deskjet 690C £259.00
HP Deskjet 870C £369.00
HP Laserjet 6L (laser mono) £279.00

Other Items
Acorn IBrowse (CD only) £39.99
Acorn RiscCafe (JAVA)(CD) £39.99
RiscOS 3.7 upgrade £58.75
RiscOS3 PRM vols 1-4 £99.95
RiscOS3.6 PRM vol 5a £29.75
Sibelius Junior v.3.0 £55.00
Sibelius 6 software v3.5 £115.00
Sibelius 7 Student v3.5 £459.00
Sibelius 7 software v3.5 £940.00
Acorn Netstation (Ethernet) £351.33
Acorn Netstation (Modem) £351.33
A7000 upgrade lo A7000+ £249.00

We have many items in .stock whicharc
not shown in Ibis advert. Please askfor
anything you require which may not be
shown. Wealso undertake repairs and

upgradesto (ill Acorn computermodels.
Collection can be arranged if necessary.

Pineapple Software
352 Green Lane, ILFORD

Essex IG3 9JS

Tel 0181 599 1476 Fax 0181 598 2343

email:- sales@pineaple.demon.co.uk
www:- http://www.pineaple.clemon.co.uk

Terms:- All prices include
17.5% val. Carriage £15 on

computer systems. £5 on most
other hardware. Other items
free. Phone for quote outside
DK.Official orders, cheques
and all major credit cards

accepted at no extra charge.

'Pineapple offer sonic ofthe
finest and friendliest after

sales support you will find' -
Acorn User Mar 96

Why not conic and visit us and
.sec most of the Acorn range of

computers and hardware.
Monday - Friday 0900 - 1730

Saturday 1000- 1700



Epson Scanners
Professional A4 flat-bed and film scanners

GT5000 - 24 bit colour, 300 dpi optical resolution,
connects directly to bi-directional parallel port.
£284.06*

GT5500 - 30 bit colour, 400 dpi optical resolution,
connects to a suitable SCSI interface. £366.31*

GT9500 - 36 bit colour, 600 dpi optical resolution,
connects directly to bi-directional parallel port or a
suitable SCSI interface. Optional transparency
adaptor available. £718.81*

FilmScan200 - 30 bit colour, 1200 dpi optical
resolution, connects to a suitable SCSI interface.
Scans 35mm slides and film, including negatives.
Optional APS film adaptor available. £542.56*

24il6 Multimedia Card
Combined 24 bit digitiser and 16 bit sampler

24il6 combines an advanced 24

bit video digitiser with a stereo
16 bit sound sampler. As well as
beautiful stills, 24il6 captures
Replay movies and hi-fi audio
samples. £472.94*

• Captures brilliant still images
from any S-VHS or composite
video source, plus Replay
movies, and hi-fi audio.

• 1Mb framestore captures still images at full PAL
resolution, 768 pixels x 576 lines.

• Replay movies (including sound) can be recorded,
image size and frame rate are fully adjustable and
are limited only by hard disc and system bandwidth.

• Sound sampler records at sample rates up to 48kHz.

• Hardware video scaling and anti-aliasing, plus real
time control of brightness, contrast & saturation.

Digital Cameras
From the leading independent supplier

Epson PhotoPC 600 - 1024 x 768 resolution, 4Mb
memory (expandable), LCD viewfinder, auto-focus,
macro, 3x digital zoom.

Olympus C420L - 640 x 480 resolution, 2Mb memory,
LCD viewfinder, auto-focus, macro.

Olympus C820L - 1024 x 768 resolution, 2Mb
memory, LCD viewfinder, auto-focus, macro.

Sony Mavica FD5 - 640 x 480 resolution, built-in 3.5"
disc drive, LCD viewfinder, macro, high capacity
Li-ion rechargeable battery pack.

Sony Mavica FD7 - as FD5 above, plus auto-focus
and powerful lOx optical zoom.

Colour Mobile
Motorised 24 bit colour hand scanner

Presenting a very good reason
not to buy a black & white hand
scanner. ColourMobile is a

motorised colour scanner that

scans automatically, and works
directly from bi-directional
parallel ports, so you don't need
a special expansion card. It also
provides a pass-through port for
printers and dongles etc. £125*

• 24 bit scan head: 16.7 million colours & 256 greys.
• Resolutions from 100 to 400 dpi (interpolated).
• Scan width 104.6mm (4.12").

• Works with printers, dongles & CD-ROM drives.

"Intuitive and remarkably easy to use... scans are
outstandingly sharp with excellent colour accuracy..
What more can I say?" - Archimedes World.

"The detail is impressive... this is a good scanner for
schools and home DTP users." - Acorn User.

For the Complete Picture...

Irlam Instruments Ltd, Brunei Science Park, Brunei University, Kingston Lane,
Uxbridge, Middlesex, UB8 3PQ. Tel/Fax 01895 8II401.
Email: sales@irlam.co.uk Website: www.irlam-instruments.co.uk

*AII prices are for packages fully inclusive of hardware, software, delivery and VAT.
Please note: All products require RISC OS 3.1 or later, a hard disc & 4Mb RAM is recommended. Check
suitability for your computer before ordering. All hardware products have full 1 years guarantee. E & OE.


